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FOREWORD
"Talent is helpful in writing, but guts are absolutely necessary."
—JESSAMYN WEST ('23)
Dear reader,
Welcome to the 2008 edition of Whittier College's Literary Review, the annual
publication of student writing and art organized and assembled by the college's own
Upsilon Sigma/Jessamyn West chapter of Sigma Tau Delta, the international English
honors society.
We would like to dedicate this edition to the dual ideas of boldness and tradition.
Last year's edition underwent a total aesthetic transformation, reflecting a fresh start for
the Upsilon chapter as we gained a new advisor in Sean Morris and a huge influx of new
members. This year, we wrap the cover in the vibrant hues of Poet Pride, dark purple
and gold, in honor not only of the many talented Poets gracing our pages, but also in
dedication of the memory ofJessamyn West ('23), our chapter's founder.
Jessamyn West, best known for her 1945 novel The Friendly Persuasion, founded the
English appreciation society at Whittier College at a time when the still-Quaker campus
forbade national organizations. That society has persisted over 85 years, and is now not
only a recognized chapter of the international Sigma Tan Delta organization, but one of
the few with a historical tie to a renowned author.
West wrote about the lives of Indiana Quakers, and her colorful novels veered far
from convention to explore secrets within their tightly-knit community. Even as she
acknowledged protests of her depiction, she continued to be daring and break boundaries
in the creation of her own unique yet relatable universe.
The Upsilon Sigma Chapter strives to keep West's adventurous spirit alive, and her
inspiration influences those submissions selected by our editorial committee. This year,
we thank Martina Miles and Professors Sean Morris and Anne Kiley for coming together
one veyr hot Saturday morning at Anne's home to personally review every poem, short
story, paper, and piece of art sent for consideration. Together, we all hope that the original
writings contained in this, the 2008 edition of the annual Literary Review, continue her
original tradition of going against the grain in the face of challenge.
This edition would not be here without the assistance of Professors Sean Morris and
Anne Kiley, whose dedication to Sigma Tau Delta forms the chapter's very heart, and
Professors Sharon May, Charles Eastman, and dAvid pAddy, who monitored the annual
writing contests and provided us with the winners to honor by publishing here. Finally,
there are the amazing organizational talents of English department secretary Marilyn
Chavez, who somehow manages to keep us all from going crazy.
At last, I personally want to wish good luck to our graduating seniors, who will walk
proudly displaying their dedication to the art of wordsmithing in the crimson and black
honor cords around their necks. As I myself will be among this group, the sentimentality
put into this edition is especially strong.
I sincerely hope that you will come away from reading these esteemed entries
reflecting on their sense of originality, boldness, and confidence, those concepts not only
so vital to the legacy left by our founder, Jessamyn West, but essential to creativity itself
Sincerely,
Lauren Elyse Stracner
Editor, 2008 Literary Review
President, Fall 2006-Spring 2008
b

NINA ROSEALEE TITUS

Good Morning My Darling
Good morning, my darling, in our mansion of wealth
Did you know that I'm thinking of killing myself?
Don't look at me startled, with anguish and fear
Or at the blood on the carpet, my husband, my dear
Just hold me beside you, in our great silken bed
And don't think of the fact that your wife soon will be dead
Don't think of our daughter; her sweet baby face
Or her life with no mother, for some misunderstood case
Embrace me forever, and our image of love
And imagine me floating to heaven above
Picture me sleeping, without making a sound
Eternally resting, but deep in the ground
My face will be lovely, then ghastly and gray
And I'll be dressed all in white, as on our wedding day
I was oh such a beauty, so pure and so clean
Butjust underneath, quite mad and obscene
You examined my surface, and liked what you saw
That you trusted and loved me was one fatal flaw
What a couple we made, in our white Sunday carriage
Since the gold ring you gave me on the day of our marriage
Well look at this, honey, I'm starting to choke
Now what kinds of thoughts does this picture evoke?
Don't dare look away; it is your chance to see—
How years of pretending made a corpse out of me
Examine this face, now contorted and drawn
As the snow turns to mud on our perfect white lawn
But don't worry, my darling; I will always be there
From my face in our pictures, to the scent of my hair
You will see me forever, in the smiles of young girls
In the eyes of our daughter, in her soft golden curls
And I will be watching from the clouds up above

And I, a dath angel, will be laughing, ms, love

--the accidentally omitted line from the poem upon its publication
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KELLY MuscoLo

Pomegranate Jelly

Just for Jose
I have swallowed
the tequila
that was on
the counter

When our pomegranate trees birthed
fiery bulbs of liquid capsules,
the little bubbles of burstingjuice
that kept our freckles company,
you spent days in the kitchen
smashing seeds and staining cheesecloth.
And when the fuchsia fluid was extracted
and transformed into a semi-solid,
you would hold it up to the sun,
scrutinize its consistency
and smile.

and which
had been bought
for
the party
Forgive me
sweet liver
I have
been selfish

Transgumstantiation
Globs of gum, smothered together on a pole in the subway
sucked me in.
I poked the pink stuff with my finger.
It swallowed my hand, masticated my muscles
and blew me into a pregnant bubble. I expanded, waist widening,
and burst.
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KELLY

MuscoLo

Sweet and Sour Siblinghood
Yes, I have done you wrong.
Once I pooped in the bathtub
and blamed it on you.
I feel really awful, now,
thinking about how tiny and scared you were;
you couldn't understand why Mom and Dad
were yelling so loud, so angry at you
and snatched your pink body from the water.
I also habitually told you horrifying stories,
like how our great-grandmother died
by flushing the toilet with her butt on the seat.
I feel terrible, now,
thinking about how, for years,
you sprinted out of the bathroom
right after you pushed the handle.
But don't forget the time I carried you home
on my back
after you smashed your ankle at school.
Now my back pops, but it's okay.
And don't forget the time I taught you
which of the stairs creaked
and how to discreetly disable our alarm system.
Or the time I "borrowed" Dad's car
to retrieve you from the police station
at 3, and then again at 6
in the morning.
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KELLY MuscoLo

Identifying the Lover
You know me as a woman
with hair colored like a Big Stick;
swirls of red, orange and yellow—
soothing, smooth sorbet, sugar in your senses.
You see chocolate dollops for irises,
thighs thick and solid like enormous Tootsie Rolls
and hear a feminine, forceful voice
buzzing in Froot Loops around your eardrums.
You cannot see that, inside this shell,
I am actually a frightened Jewish child,
cowering and tumbling before the
invaders, critics and agony,
living silent and motionless in an insulated coffin
carved for me out of mahogany;
its scent is musky.
But I am also an aged black widow, swollen
with flesh, eggs and pride,
stuck in this web we've knitted together,
a spun, silken trap of memories
too tiny to be constrained by the senses.
Identity is useless, lover.
We know ourselves for what we are not,
but, alas! We are everything.
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KELLY MuscoLo

The Impermanence of Being
Let us pour our flesh onto this grass.
It will seep into the soil; mix with the weeds
and we'll tease one another
with silent proximity.
Let us gaze up at blue, white, yellow.
It will change, vanish, reappear
and we'll embrace in our thoughts
the impermanence of being.
Let us ponder this beauty,
0, the heaving sadness and pain!
Isn't it sexy in its harshness?
Isn't it everything?
Let us grow in silence together.
Rivers of experience etch wrinkles in flesh,
wrinkles in time
to wrinkles in space.
Let us cherish the absurdity of existence,
breezing fingertips and breathing.
And when our weariness permeates,
we shall be silent together.
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J OSELYNN CRUZ

Onions
You're standing in the kitchen, now
slicing open an onion
While the pot sizzles out a cry of anticipation
and the window is open, letting in sunshine that illuminates the atmosphere
of the kitchen;
Your hands, meticulously cutting, quickly but ever precisely on the chopping
board
I'm sitting on the kitchen table, looking at you
much as I do most evenings that I am home
but there's something about tonight that is different.
Perhaps it's the way you're cutting up that onion
I think it's the first time in a while I really take to noticing your hands
They're manicured and lightly polished but what strikes me is the wrinkles
veins protruding, as if they want to escape the frailty of your body
The sunshine is showing me the bald spot on the top of your head
and the smile wrinkles on your face
Your foot in a medical boot, because it gives you trouble now
A tear makes its way to the bottom corner of my eyelid
and with the excuse that I want to help you cook I get up, place my head
on your chest, listen to your heartbeat, and close my eyes
It sounds the same, at least I think it does, from the number of times I have
done this before
A light tip, pissh, tip, with the occasional ssssh background sound of your
heart murmur
But the skin of your chest on the outer corners of my ear feels different
somehow, this time
It is as if your body knows what I am thinking
I let out a tear and wipe it away just as quickly so you won't notice
And as the last remnants of the sun make their way into our kitchen
We stand, chopping onions together
Like you taught me.
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ALEXANDER JOHNSON

Untitled
Blurry faces,
Shadowed memories.
Sitting on the floor
With a record player,
A bottle of
Russian grain,
And three canvases.
Three sets of hands
Finger-painting in
Purples,
Orange-blues, blackBrowns.
Pillowcases on
A tall bed
Draped in pale
Lime green;
Sequined.
Picture polkaDotted walls
White.
A shady oak dresser
With panties and bra straps
Dangling out of the drawers.
Heavy
Bermuda Sea drapes with
One drawn back,
Letting in the outside
Just a little.

Scattered knick-knacks,
Dried paint
Acrylic, Cyrillic,
Oil,
Blonde hair tangled
Brushes,
Melted mold of a record
Made into an ashtray.
The glasses are heavy lidded
And drained as
The bare light bulb flicks
And the heat cuts
Out. The canvas
Is full of
Swirls black,
Puffs,
Sunset,
Faces,
Names,
Home.
The night ends halfway
And
The hands hug, saying
Good bye.
A quiet walk home
With a warm mind,
And the full canvases
Are in an attic that is locked.
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ALEXANDER JOHNSON

Jupiter Jazz
SESSION II

SESSION I
Outside it's blue
And snowing.
Jupiter, coming up
Over the staggered
Horizon of buildings,
Casts a shadow,
Freezing.
Brief bursts
From the vent warm
Our apartment
As I look down
On the streets and see
Bundled bodies of dealers,
Bunched bands of scarves
Around drag queen necks;
Hunched and kneeling heroes
Of the back alleys
Making one final round.
I listen to him
Playing sweet saxophone;
Cold alto notes capture
And bind me.
The creamy light beaming
From the bedside lamp
Kicking up ashes
From the cigarettes
Crowding the tray,
And the lingering smoke
Of his finished cigarette
Dances
With the melody
Of the denouement.

He starts
A new piece
And I leave
The window sill.
Iwalk past him
In a half ellipse,
My hand barely gracing
His shoulder.
He doesn't stop playing.
I turn off
The hallway lights
And approach
The shower.
I turn the hot knob
On high and
Undress with the door
Open.
He's looking over
His shoulder at me,
Naked,
Through the darkness;
Playing, now,
To the rhythm
Of the shower:
Warm and steady
And melting.
I pull back
The shower shade
And step into
3/4 water.
I can tell that
He turned his back.
He changed the key,
The rhythm is slow,
The tones are low.
He's looking outside now;
Playing to the rhymes
Of the cold pressing
On the other side
Of the window panes;
The wandering white notes
Of Callisto snow.
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SARAH MCKEE

Now or Never
I am absolved to face my demons
Set to embrace the harsh reality of life
Everyone thinks I am childish
and that I'm running away.
Rearview mirror ripped off
Middle finger in the air
I am not expecting any praise.
Because this is my life
Attendance is mandatory.
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ANDREW LEGGETT

Eagles in Sacramento
This kind of thing never happens:
it is one of those typical Sundays,
when I am walking down the shaded
curve of University, on my way
back from wandering Sac State,
and watching for approaching cars
and the brief pieces of blue visible
through the gaps in the foliage above.
It doesn't happen suddenly:
it is as if they emerge, or separate
from the shadows of the branches,
wings unfurling like leaves, circling
and disappearing from sight with
the regularity of a twirling leaf.
Yet they do not fall:
instead, they circle through the sky
in concentric circles, slowly working
their way from the riverjust barely
hidden by the apartment buildings to
my right and the curve of the levees
behind them and at first I take them
for great paper kites, winged silhouettes
shuddering on the humid summer air.
But these are not kites:
they are eagles, the sun that does not
reach me here through the trees glints
off the deadly curve of their beaks as
they swirl with their shadowy flock above
this place where, if they have never been,
I, at least, have never seen them.
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BRANDEN BOYER-WHITE

Today, murder
Today, murder is insistent. At
the construction site it glints
in every element: the salt-edged sting
of electric saw on air, the metallic
tingling of power tools burning
theirjuice in high voices, the firm
smack-punch bone crack of
the truck's door slamming.
Funeral hushes follow. Over
head a plane wails in a hollow
breeze that strokes soft,
chilly like tomb air. A tree
shivers from the ground, its
leaves rustling must of old
shrouds, of stirring dust.
Through it all, children on
the grass yelp yellows
and pinks, delighting in
the warm songs of each others'
breath, seeming to not notice that
today, the birds talk in short
cracks that singe and seep
metal. Today, even the birds
have guns in their throats.
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BRANDEN BOYER-WHITE

The Sweet Things Become the Terror
When I listen to Nashville Skyline
I think of you, not the you that
you are, but the one I carried inside
me for so long, the one I sang the album
to in my lone room at night with
the window open for the early spring
air that was cold, but warmer than
the ice-blistering of you in my chest.
It's funny how
that ache of the after can become
a good memory, a dulcet scar of how
alive I felt then, impossibly raw to
the air and the music, everything burning
harder. Then, it's the sweet things
that become the terror—the way a year
after, I hear "Girl From the North Country"
and think only of the night you wrapped
yourself over me
and told me you had missed my body,
and I touched the happy ignorance
of how much I would later so awfully
miss yours. We never listened to that song
together, and now I never listen to it
without you.
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SHAWN MCDONALD

Olde Righteous O'Reilly
This short passage is written in MiddleEnglish in imitation of Geoffrey Chaucer's The Canterbury
Tales—specifically, his introductory descriptions of the Canterbury pilgrims.

Oond eek of the borough of Manhattan,
The man ycleped Righteous O'Reilly was spatten
Over the radio oond the televisioun.
On thees waves he told of hise missioun
To rid the worlde of al the secular-progressives knowne,
Oond wolde do yt dayly in hyse two-hour no-spinne zone.
Righteous O'Reilly is a hero oond bad guys he doth expose,
Oond as theire sentence, haunging oond no less, he wolde pose.
Evil, to hym, yt must be faced oond destroyede,
For rehabilitacion works not, oond yt he doth forebydde.
The ACLU oond the United Nacions this man doth despise,
Oond as a Culture Werriour, he shall plot theire dymize.
Braveth is this Foxpert so, express opiniouns your owne,
Oond his dislike of you shall soon be knowne.
Yf his fayre oond balanced spiel yow doth interrupte,
From his mouth shall come a deer oond sterne "shut uppe."
In this worlde of oures, soothly for to telle,
Righteous O'Reilly shall do us quyte welle.
He uses the falafel thyng for to tese,*
Oond gyfez hise wys words to curen oure disese
Ycleped progresse and kindness-to-the-worlde.
This feliwe by me is of goode staunding,
Oond of any nay sayers,
withouten dismaye or delaye,
I saye: Evil mot hem the.

* In a Ira n.scripl from a 2004 telephone call, O'Reilly tells a COWUikFr that he wishes to
sexually please her with a 'falafel thing."
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BRYANNA BENEDETTI

Tic Toc
Tic Toc
goes the clock
7:40
Tap, Tap
the keyboards rap
"This is BORING"
buzz, buzz
the text message incoming
"u hear the news?"
strum, tap
the guitar plays
humming the blues
Tic toc
goes the clock
almost through
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REME BOHLIN

A Smooth Road
ere we are. In the rocking cab of
the apple red Chevy, you laugh as I
make faces at the neighboring cars
and attempt air guitar. We bounce across
the smooth road. Your lead foot makes
the accelerator's needle jump wildly as the
shadows from trees pick up speed, passing
over our heads like eagles in flight. The
warm breeze of a summer evening rushes in
through the open windows, skating across
my face. Strands of hair stick to lips moist
from ChapStick, and my lungs press against
my ribs as I breathe deeply, as deeply as I
can. The seatbelt flaps and snaps in the
fast breeze, rubbing against my sweatshirtcovered shoulder. My denim-covered legs
shift against the taut fabric of the seat, until
I am curled like a cat, head resting against
the door frame, my elbow feeling the hard
plastic of the truck's door lock. Through
the cracked windshield, cumulous clouds
and infinite blue sky fight for the last of
the sun's attention; orange and pink pierce
like needles, creating a clumsy tapestry of
knots and lines. The crooked rays of color
reach our faces, and my blonde eyebrows
and lashes shine and disappear in the light,
my pale, Pacific-North-West face reflecting
the brilliance. You (so different from me)
soak up the warmth with your Native skin.
Red and gold glint in your long hair pulled
into a bun. Your eyelashes don't disappear,
but cast long shadows against your cheeks
and nose.
Shadows and sun shift as the music
plays. Your iPod moves to the next rotation
and Ryan Adams rolls from the crackling
speakers. The volume dial is carelessly
twisted up and the seats begin to dance
on their own. Beneath the vibrations
of a harmonica hums the complicated
language of sisters, twins. Although we are
confidantes, we are silent ones. No words
necessary on this road. A depression of an
eyelid, a slow smirk, a raised eyebrow, and
I know you are referring to the handsome
driver next to us, who looks like your first
kiss. Our lips sync and move over the
lyrics:

H

When they call your name
Will you walk right up?
With a smile on your face?
We exchange glances, thoughts
communing in the fading sunlight that fills
the cab of the truck. Our souls mirror each
other in a way our faces never can. We were
never two peas in a pod, more like a carrot
and an apple that had a strange affinity.
I imagine, between us, a thick rope of
memories, stories, experiences that only we
share. As if braided by a color-blind sailor,
it has warm and angry colors that mix with
the cools of grey, and the heartbreak of
green, like grass beneath rain.
Jealousies, tantrums, tears, Barbie
dolls, love, grief, stolen cookies, shared
sympathies—all of these make up the rope.
I think of this now as I enjoy the simplicity
of being in a truck with my twin sister, my
kindred spirit, listening to loud music, and
savoring the freedom of wind:
In your favorite sweater
With an old love letter?
I wish you would
I wish you would
I remember red cherry stains on
our fingers as we imagined ourselves
lost explorers in Grandpa's orchard. I
remember you scrambling ahead of me as
we climb in the mud of the mountain near
our house, cheat grass in socks, and thistles
in our hair. I remember so many things
while delving into our shared past: the
sharpness of your anger when I teased you
about your crush; the way we wrestled on
the living room floor until I cried Uncle;
rug burns ground into my knees and
elbows. I remember listening to you cry,
each of us lying in the separate darkness of
our rooms. Now fatherless, your pathetic
whimpers meshed with the cadence of my
harsh breathing and tightening throat.
I remember all this. I remember all
this and more as our bodies rock gently
against the doors of the truck; the guitar
and harmonica move loosely through the
air with the light particles floating against
our faces and hair:
20

I wish you would
When you're walking downtown
Do you wish Iwas there?
Do you wish it was me?
For eternity, I could sway in perpetual
summer evening—on my way with you to
nowhere. Never am i so free, so interested
in breathing, as when I can hear your voice
laughing, see your eyebrow arched in
cynicism:
With the windows clear and the
mannequin's eyes
Do they all look like mine?
You know you could
I wish you would
I wish you would keep the accelerator
jumping. You know you could follow this
smooth road. And I would stay here with
you.
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CODY GOULDER

Solitaire on the Styx
LIGHTS UP ON:

(The BOATMAN remains silent. The
GENTTFMAN digs into his robe pocket, pulls
out a quarter and holds it out to him.)

A BOATMAN dressed in black sits alone on
a dock playing solitaire. There is nothing
GENTLEMAN
but darkness all around him. The dock itself
Where
should I place this?
is old, rotten, and falling apart. Tied to it
floats an old rowboat, which sits in similar
condition. Its paddles quietly lie unused (The BOATMAN points to his playing table.
inside. Both the table the BOA TMAN plays on The GENTlEMAN places the quarter on the
and his chair are covered in cobwebs and look table. The BOATMAN puts the coin in his
as if they cannot hold his weight. Nonetheless, pocket, gathers up his cards, reshuffles, and
the BOATMAN continues to play cards, every starts a new game. The GENTLEMAN
so often reshuffling the deck without any watches.)
recognition of time or conditions.
As the BOATMAN plays, a GENTlEMAN
ENTERS. He's an older man, but has his
Youthful physique. He wears a faded blue
robe, pajamas, and slippers. With purpose,
the GENTLFMAN strolls onto the dock. He
soon sees the BOATMAN and tries to get his
attention with a cough, but the BOATMAN
ignores him. The GENTIEIVIAN decides to
use a different approach.

GENTLEMAN
Excuse me.

GENTLEMAN
So, when do think our departure will—
(The BOATMAN raises his hand again,
telling the GENT! FMAN to be quiet. After he
lowers his hand, the GENTIFMAN starts to
inspect his surroundings. He soon notices the
boat and examines it.)

GENTLEMAN
Is this the ferry?
(The BOATMAN ignores him. The
GENT! FMAN continues his inspection.)

(The BOATMAN says nothing)

GENTLEMAN (Cont.)
You know, I was part of the yacht club
when I lived in Miami. I spent many
Sunday afternoons in the marina. By
the looks of it, I'd say your vessel could
use some repairs.

GENTLEMAN
Pardon me sir? Is this the boat bound
for the afterlife?
(The BOATMAN continues to keep quiet.)

BOATMAN
It gets us where we need to go.

GENTLEMAN
I've come quite a long way and I hoping
you could—
(The BOATMAN raises his hand to the
GENTLFMAN, silencing him. After a
moment, the BOATMAN lowers his hand
and resumes cards.)

GENTLEMAN
I believe it is customary to pay the
boatman before hand. The price is one
coin, right?

GENTLEMAN
Oh, you do speak. Excellent. Now,
listen, I—
(The BOATMAN again silences the
GENTLEMAN with his hand, then returns
to his game.)

GENTLEMAN
I was wondering when we might be
22

leaving? I'd like to be there as soon as
possible.

BOATMAN
Until I win.

BOATMAN
You'll get there soon enough.

GENTLEMAN
And when shall that be?

GENTLEMAN
I understand that. But, I still like being
prompt.

(The BOATMAN keeps playing)
GENTLEMAN
You do know you can always start a new
game once you have returned?

(The BOATMAN ignores his comments. The
GENT! FMAN takes a seat next to the table.
He studies the BOATMAN'S moves.)
(BOATMAN says nothing)
GENTLEMAN
Are you, by any chance, a gambling
man?

GENLTEMAN
It's not as if someone is going to steal
the deck. Look, I've given you your
payment and now I'd like to be taken
across.

(The BOATMAN deals out a new game.)
GENTLEMAN (Cont.)
I am a bit of a card player myself. Are
you familiar with blackjack? I could
show you, if you like. Perhaps have a
game?

BOATMAN
Not until I've won.
(The GENTLEMAN begins pacing around
the dock.)

BOATMAN
I play for me.

GENTLEMAN
This is ridiculous. (Beat) Do you know
who I am?

GENTLEMAN
Yes, I see. But, seeing as we are both
sitting here, I thought we might be able
to indulge each other with a game.
What do you think?

BOATMAN
No one cares who you are in death.
GENTLEMAN
My name is Arthur Goldsmith. I was
the regional director of Great Lakes
Steel for over 37 years. I was promoted
to chairman of the board when I
retired. I've been a member at the
Knox Country Club for over 12 years.
I've made many good friends in high
places and I am considered a very
important man.

BOATMAN
We'd still be waiting.
GENTLEMAN
But, it might help us pass the time.
BOATMAN
Time is infinite. There's plenty of it.
(The Boatman resumes his game as the
GENTLEMAN continues his inspection. As
he stares out at the water, the BOATMAN
gathers up his cards and reshuffles. As he
deals out his next game, the GENTLFMAN
takes notice.)

BOATMAN
Was.
GENTLEMAN
Are you mocking me, sir?
(The BOATMAN reshuffles the deck.)

GENTLEMAN
How long do you intend to keep on
playing?

GENTLEMAN
Will you stop with those pathetic cards?
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souls lined these shores. All ready. All
understanding their fate. But now,
these banks are empty. The soul's
unaware. And we wait.

BOATMAN
No.
GENTLEMAN
Why not?

(The BOATMAN reshuffles the deck again.)
BOATMAN
I haven't won yet.

GENTLEMAN
Is that what all of this is about? You're
punishing me for being alive?

GENTLEMAN
Do you even know what the likelihood
of you actually winning is?
BOATMAN
Doesn't matter.

BOATMAN
Life is punishment enough.

GENTLEMAN
What is this? (Beat)You're torturing me
aren't you? (Beat) Is this all some sort of
test?

GENTLEMAN
I don't believe these. All I asked you
to do was take me to everlasting peace.
Instead, all you want to do is play cards.
And I'm sorry you've been trapped here
in darkness, but that is not my fault.
Come to think of it, I can't even say I've
done anything wrong.

BOATMAN
Your fate is not my decision.

BOATMAN
All I'm doing is returning the favor.

GENTLEMAN
Then what? Why do you insist on play
that stupid game. What purpose can it
serve?

GENTLEMAN
What favor?

(Pause)

BOATMAN
The favor of your life.

(The GENTLEMAN flops down on the
ground. After a moment or two, The
BOATMAN resumes his cards.)

GENTLEMAN
What in the bloody hell are you talking
about? None of what you've said has
made any sense. It's nothing but the
ramblings of some underworld yeoman.

BOATMAN
It's about patience.

(GENTLEMAN turns to looks at the (The BOA TMAN freezes, stopping the game.
He puts down his cards and looks up at the
BOATMAN.)
GENTLEMAN.)
GENTLEMAN
BOATMAN
What are you babbling on about?
You mortals are an ignorant bunch,
aren't you? You think the answer to
BOATMAN
existence is life and that death will
Death. The constant wait. The watching
of sand as it slips through the hourglass. come to you at your given time. That's
It's a slow, crippling, consuming kind
a fool's logic. Death is waiting for
of wait. No living being could fully
you. And, the longer you live, the
embrace what kind of a burden it is. All
longer the waiting feels. I have spent
they know is the release it brings and
many years waiting in the cold and the
how sweet that relief feels. But, until
dark, while you enjoy the sunlight and
it comes, the waiting continues. (Beat)
laughter. But, what do you do with your
I can remember when thousands of
extended time? You waste it. Like a
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dripping faucet, precious moments are
lost because you have all the time in
the world. I've waited long enough for
a waste like you. Now, I'll take where
you wish to go, soon enough. But, until
that time comes, you will wait for me as
I have been waiting for you. So, find a
comfortable spot. It could be awhile.
(The BOATMAN looks down and returns to
his game. Silent, the GENT! FMAN can only
watch. Slowly, he sits back down next to the
table and continues to watch the BOATMAN
play.)
LIGHTS FADE OUT:
THE END
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IAN LARSSON

Private Ignacio Melendez
t strikes him, he has been staring at his
dog tag for quite a while; his platoon
had advanced far ahead of him. The
pops of gunfire are diminishing into the
lush greenery. His finger rubs the bumpy
metal letters. His name, his social security
number, his blood type, and his religion all
stare up back at him. He tries to suck up
a thin rope of drool before it hits the tag,
but it lands on the indentation: "Catholic."
He whispers, "God." Not "God?"; he was
not calling for him. Months after Melendez
enlisted in the army and started fighting
in the year 1969, he found a new god. He
kept his syringe and his stash right in his
helmet. He reaches up for it only to find
he already had it in his lap. About threequarters of his platoon were doing it, so
after two weeks of being in Vietnam, he
started speedballing cocaine and heroin by
injecting it. Prior to Vietnam, it was the first
drug he had ever tried, besides that toke he
shared with Dolores, his girlfriend, but that
was only once. Now he needed something
to ease the pain, not any physical pain, but
the pain that came from making a horrible
realization: he was in the wrong place,
fighting for the wrong reason.
He takes his backpack off and switches
his sitting pose into Indian style. He leans
back onto a tree, not only using it as support,
but as a cure for the itchy sensation in the
middle of his spine. He wiggles his back
against the tree bark in a fit of euphoria.
He stops abruptly and admires the shiny
steel of his weapon. He whispers to himself,
"Pancho Villa," the nickname he had given
his M60. He can still hear the gunfire, yet
it continues to diminish. The notion that
his troop is fighting without him does not
concern him at all. He starts to realize that
his demise lies in the deep green jungle in
front of him and he refuses to move on. He
shakes his head back in forth, slapping a new
rope of drool against his cheek. After about
ten minutes of contemplating either taking
another hit or maybe even continuing on
towards the battle, a random name pops
into his head: "Roberto."

J

Ever since heroin had numbed Ignacio,
he had forgotten about his friend Roberto.
Roberto's voice rings in his head, sounding
like an angry prophet foreshadowing an
apocalypse. Roberto was a member of the
Brown Berets, a group of young Mexican
Americans that came up out of the barrio to
fight shitty schools, vicious cops, how hard
jobs got no pay, how there were no Mexicans
in politics and how the Vietnam War wasn't
worth fighting. "Its flicked up how you'd
die for something unjust, hypocritical,
deceitful, inadequate..." Roberto's words
get louder and louder in his mushy brain.
Ignacio used to help Roberto steal baseball
cards from a local shop in Belvedere, the
rough part of Los Angeles that they grew
up in. Ignacio watched the clerk, while
Roberto went on with his stealing. Ignacio
never stole anything. His father, a Jaliscoborn, Mexican American-raised, WWH vet,
taught him better.
Juan Melendez came back from fighting
WSATII not only to see socioeconomic
improvements in his life, but to see himself
become a full red blooded American. His
voice haunts Ignacio: "Roberto has brown
skin, brown blood, greasy hair, no pride for
his country, fuck Roberto." Juan fought for
democracy, humanity and justice on behalf
of the United States of America. Ignacio
fought for one reason and one reason only:
his father made him.
Now, his euphoria turns into a deep,
depressing pain. More and more voices
penetrate his thoughts and he becomes
very anxious. His father continues, "I
never ran around in a zoot suit like the
others, I learned English instead." Ignacio
pictures his father tasting the sweet air of
his homeland and then gasping for air
in an east-L.A. factory. He pictures his
grandparents suffering under the strict
Porfiriato. He remembers the story his
grandfather told him about the time he
passed out from a heat stroke while nailing
the railroad tracks of the Southern Pacific,
the same route his son took to Tucson in
1943. "Be proud to be a Melendez, proud
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to be Mexican, and even more proud to be
American!" yells his father.
Juan Melendez wanted one thing and
one thing only: to become an American.
That meant he would serve this country to
his fullest ability, even if it meant risking
his life. He wanted Ignacio to feel the same
way. Throughout the '60s, Ignacio did a
good job at pleasing his father. He played
American football, ate American food,
America this America that, home of the
brave land of the free . . . . But there was
a reason he had that sick feeling in his gut
the night before he flew to Vietnam. There
was a reason he had to turn to shooting
heroin into his veins everyday. There was
a reason he sat Indian style, with his back
against a tree, dog tag in one hand, Pancho
Villa in the other, rope of drool, bead of
sweat, platoon gone. . . silence. The reason
was Dolores.
He remembers her on the day she
walked out of school along with hundreds
of other students. It was only a few months
before Ignacio was shipped off. She was
laughing at Ignacio as he said "Our school
is fine." In his head, her voice nags, "Aztlan
belongs to us, the Viet Cong are our
brothers, this is no first class citizenship, we
need to start a social revolution, you cannot
go!" But he had to go, he had to live up to
his father's standards. He remembers one
day, Dolores compared the Vietnam War to
the Spanish Conquest. Ignacio pictures his
girlfriend as La Malinche, her hair flowing
so long it covers her whole brown, naked
body. She walks alongside a silver-plated
conqueror mounted on a bright white
horse. The conqueror turns his head—it's
his father, only with white skin! The drug
is now hitting him harder than ever. He
tries to change his train of thought, trying
to rid himself of the crushing anxiety, yet
he can't get Dolores off his mind. He now
pictures her as a powerful Aztec goddess,
decapitating sacraments, worshipping
the sun. Heads roll, his own head rolls,
he reaches out to grab it only to realize
his hand is tangled in his dog tag chain.
Where's Pancho Villa? He needs to protect
himself from Dolores, she's turned against
him-she'll chop his head off—she'll rip Out
his heart. He has to protect himself from
his father, Cortez. Ignacio now stands, M60

a.k.a. Pancho Villa firmly grasped. His
knuckles have turned white! How proud
his father would be to see his knuckles turn
white.
He looks up and sees Dolores again,
only this time she has taken the form of
Virgen de Guadalupe—her head down,
arms out. He sheds a tear and before he
can reach her she vanishes. Anger pumps
through his veins- he can feel it inside him.
He can feel resentment inside each drop
of sweat. His body begins itching. Ignacio
is now naked. He looks at his body, he is
covered in microscopic bugs, his skin is
greasier than ever. His skin turns so brown it
matches the mud beneath his feet. His true
identity is revealed to himself. He has been
marginalized by his country, brainwashed
by his father, and his native people have
been raped by conquerors. Himself, a
product of rape? The thoughts anger him
more and more and he begins running,
naked, pouring sweat, screaming out loud.
He rips his dog tags off and throws pancho
to the groud; he no longer needs these
things. Now he is an Aztec, Huitzilpochtli,
running through the jungle head-on
towards the conquerors. His objective: rip
out the hearts of Cortez, Uncle Sam, and
all other oppressors. He starts to hear the
pops again—the battle rages on ahead of
him. He darts faster and faster into the
jungle, towards the madness, dodging
200-foot-long snakes and blasts of napalm.
He stops abruptly at the sight of an eagle
perched on top of a cactus with a serpent
in its mouth. He smiles, for he has found
his homeland. Before he celebrates, before
he rejoices with Dolores, a bullet pierces
his stomach.
Ignacio can spot tiny blotches of
sunlight creeping through the treetops as
he lies on the wet ground. Before he closes
his eyes he feels the talons of the eagle dig
into his shoulders and lift him up through
the trees. The eagle's wings chop loud and
repetitively against his ears, keeping him
awake. The gunfire is now growing more
and more distant. He falls asleep.
He drifts into a quasi-real state and now
he's in a white room, in a white hospital
bed, with white bandages all over him, with
white nurses everywhere. A white General
approaches his bed.
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"Private Melendez?" he spits out only
inches away from Ignacio's tattered face,
"Son. Is your name Ignacio Melendez?"
Ignacio is dazed. His brain works hard to
compute an answer. The General continues,
"Son, a solider of your description was
reported to have wandered off from his
platoon earlier today during a battle. . . do
you understand what I am saying? Do you
know where you are, son?" The General
asks one more time before walking off to
take care of other business, "What is your
name son?"
Ignacio's open mouth dribbles out the
only answer he can come up with:
"Huitzil. . .pochtli..."
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KELLY

MuscoLo

Rain Down
Scene 1, Act 1
The police officer roughly handcuffs Rain and
drags her to the hood of his car
EXT TIMES SQUARE. DUSK
A dull roar of city sounds accompanies Rain on
her way home after work. It is drizzling slightly,
OFFICER TIM
Spread your legs!
and the sky is heavy and grey. Despite the usual
atmosphere of New York City, the activity seems
muted and almost in slow-motion, as if someone Rain is too flabbergasted to resistor speak. Chester
poured molasses on the city. We hear sirens in the Liptap, the driver of a civilian car that had
distance, and, like Rain, think nothing of them... followed the 5-0, seems to not appreciate Tim's
that is, until they become deafeningly loud, and it's rough measures and gets out.
clear someone is in hot pursuit of our protagonist.
CHESTER LIPTAP ("FATHER")
Her confusion quickly turns to bewilderment as a
cop car, clearly from out of town, skids in front of
She's not acting violent this time, Tim. I
her This is RAIN, 16, who is slightly taller than
think we can handle it from here.
most women her age, has skin the color of toasted
pignolias and piercing blue eyes. The police officer
OFFICER TIM
jumps out and runs toward her with his gun You thought you could handle it from here
pointed.
for the past year, Chet. Daughters are like

dogs. You have to assert your dominance,
"RAIN" VOICE OVER
or else they'll keep doing stupid shit like
Once upon a time in a land far, far away,
running away.
there lived a girl named Rain Boots.
(Fighting off the urge to faint, Rain, breathing
She had a beautiful life with a beautiful
family who loved her very much. One day, shallow, finds the courage to speak.)
however, things took a turn for the worse
when outside circumstances led police
RAIN ("DAUGHTER")
and two confused adults to Rain's exact
Please, please let me go! I didn't do
whereabouts. The sky was swollen with grey, anything wrong! I'm just going home from
and New York City's normal activity seemed
work! I didn't do anything wrong! I didn't
muted and almost in slow-motion, as if that
do ... (her words deteriorate into desperate sobs)
same outside force had poured molasses
Please... please...
into the streets' alleyways and crevices.
LINDA LIPTAP ("MOTHER"),
As the cop car roars up to Rain, the camera begins (who has been agitated during the entire spectacle,
to pan out to quite a distance away, looking on breaks her "stern mother" role and succumbs to
the city as iffrom the sky. We hear the dialogue feelings of protection for her daughter She gets out
clearly enough, but it is slightly muted. The of the passenger seat of the Liptatp 's car)
characters' movements are exaggerated enough Let go of my baby! This is enough! Enough!
Give her to us!
to be understood from a distance. Discreetly in
the corner of the camera frame should be placed
RAIN
another figure, identical inform to Rain, walking
(Wailing
and
resisting
the police officer's attempt
casually up a street as if walking to the top of
to
relinquish
her
to
this
foreign woman)
the movie screen. This figure and Rain are both
N00000000!
Let
me
go
home! Let me go
dressed in bright red.

home! Ijust want to go home!
OFFICER TIM (COP)
For the fourth time, running away will get
you nowhere! And don't you try anything
violent this time, you hear?!

OFFICER TIM
Miss Liptap, if you can calm down, we'll
release you to the custody of your parents.
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If you continue to behave hysterically,
though, we'll continue runaway charges at
the station.

RAIN
Mona?! MORIA?! I don't know who Mona
is! I've never even met anyone named
Mona before! My name is Rain. I don't
know who you people are, but you need to
let me go before I call my parents and they
sue your ass! GET ME OUT OF HERE!

LINDA
It's okay. It's okay. We're going to take you
home, sweetie.
RAIN
Home? Do you know how to get there?

CHESTER
Oh, yeah. Sure. Rain B-, B—, ... what is it,
Linda?

LINDA
We've lived there our whole life, Mona. I
think I can figure it out.

LINDA
Boots. Rain Boots.

(We see that this terrifies Rain, but before she
can utter anything at all, her face is drained of
all color, her eyelids flutter and she slumps to the
ground, unconscious.)
INT LIPTAPS' CAR NIGHT
From the radio sounds soft music. Chet and Linda
sit in the front seats. They do not speak. A rustle
from the back seats calls the attention ofthe parents.
They look back in unison to see Rain slowly coming
to. Chet and Linda give slight smiles to each other,
which are interrupted abruptly when Rain regains
her vocal chords.

RAIN

(utterly shelishocked)
HOW DID YOU KNOW THAT?!

(Linda and Chester sigh in unison, as if they've
heard this story before. Linda rolls her eyes, and
turns the radio up to drone out Rain, whose cries
of terror have turned into sobs of terror.)
EXT LIPTAPS' CAR. NIGHT
We see the Liptaps car slowly pull into the
driveway of a small, poorly maintained home in
Binghamton, NY The streetlights cast a eerie glow
on the wet pavement. It has been drizzling steadily.
It is a muted night.

RAIN
Oooh, my God. Oh, God. Please, please
don't hurt me. Please don't hurt me. Oh my
God. Where are you taking me? WHERE
ARE YOU TAKING ME! LET ME OUT!
LET ME OUT!

(She reaches for the door handle. We see her hesitate
for a moment, as if truly considering the pros and
cons of hurling her body out of a vehicle moving
at 60 MPH, which gives Chester the time to lock
the doors.)

CHESTER
Okay, Mona. No more of this running away
bullshit. Get out of the car and into the
house.
RAIN
I won't go in there. I'm not moving.

(Chester stares at Rain, unbelieving)
CHESTER

(with authority)

CHESTER
Mona! Please! (He sighs, as if defeated) I know
you're going through some terrible things
in your head right now, but you need to
learn that you can't pull stunts like this
anymore.

(Rain eyes open a little too wide, as if not sure
what to believe. She looks at both of the adults in
abject horror)

Yes you are. Get out.
RAIN
No. No no no no no. No.

(Chester sighs and asks his wife for her cell phone.
He presses a single button, speed dialing the
Binghamton Police Department.)
CHESTER
This could have been a lot easier, Mona.
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contemplating the girl's remark. He slowly leans
over in his chair to get uncomfortably close to
Rains ear.)

Now I have to bother Sergeant Wile. He's
not going to be happy about coming all the
way out here so late, you know. Two times
in one week! He won't be happy about this.
No. Not. At. All.

SERGEANT WILE
Oh, don't you worry. We are taking care of
you. You probably don't understand that,
but we are. One of these days you'll get
better and everything will be like it was. But,
until then, Mona, that band around your
ankle's going to give me a little vacation
time.

(Chester, shaking his head, turns his back to Rain
in the back seat as Sergeant Wile picks up the
phone. As Chet begins to murmur to Wile over the
phone, she sees the opportunity to escape, flings the
car door open and bolts. Unfortunately, in midstride she slips on the ground moisture and hits
the pavement, hard. From her angle on the floor;
we see Chester; red-faced, put his foot on her chest
to keep her on the ground. She struggles to get up,
but is too weak. Linda starts to cry confusedly
in the background, and we hear sirens steadily
approaching.)

RAIN
No, no. You don't understand. I really am
Rain Boots. I live in New York City. My
parents are doctors. I live with them. I—
SERGEANT WILE
Save it for the press, Mona. I've heard all
this before.

Scene 2, Act 1

INT LIPTAPS' LiVING ROOM. NIGHT
(Rain, humiliated and distraught, moves her
Pink, puffy eyes to her ankle, where a heavy metal
band rests. It has one light, which blinks every few
seconds. She lets out a shaky sigh and we see a tear
hit the metal band.)
SERGEANT WILE
All right, Mona. We told you this could
happen. You can't say we didn't. Now you
leave the house, and we know. You'll know,
too, with the volts on that thing. Feel free
to try any time you like, but you won't try it
again. I'd put money on that, even with you.

(The kitchen phone rings, and both Chester
and Linda get up to answer As soon as they're
gone from the living room, Rain seems to sit up
straighter and build some courage. She whispers to
Sergeant Wile.)
RAIN
Please, Sergeant. Take it off. You don't
understand. I'm not Mona. My name is
Rain.
SERGEANT WILE
Rain Boots. Yeah. I know.
RAIN
Then you'll help me! Please, please
Sergeant. You're my last hope.

(Sergeant Wile chews on something while

Sergeant Wile stands up with authority and walks
out the front door; purposefully leaving the door
open. We see from outside the house Rain walk to
the open door; gaze forelonely at the outside, and
then sadly pull it closed.
Scene 3, Act 1
INT MORIA'S ROOM, NIGHT
We see Rain in Moria s room with her ear glued
to the door She listens until she hears Chester and
Linda close the door to their bedroom. After afew
moments, she deems it safe to venture out and
sneaks to the phone in the kitchen downstairs. She
eagerly picks up the phone, but instead of a dial
tone is greeted with an operator's voice, asking for
a code.
Frustrated, she runs back upstairs and flings open
Moria s closet doors, scrutinizing its contents in
a detective-like manner The closet is filled with
clothes identical to her own. She opens a shoe box,
filled to the brim with photos with herself in happy
poses at much younger ages with the Liptaps.
Cut to another series of shots of Rain analyzing
the handwriting on old exams and short stories,
baffled at how identical it is to her own. She sits
scanning evidence of her past life, stumped. She
suddenly sits up straighter; with an element of hope
in her demeanor She rips out a piece of notebook
paper; scribbles a note reading: I'm a prisoner! If
you find this, throw rocks at the upstairs window
facing the street after 1 Op. m. Do not contact the
police! She folds it into a paper airplane, opens
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her window and lets the note soar It gets stuck in
some bushes in the front yard. Then, exhausted,
she curls up in afetal position and falls asleep.

CHESTER
Linda, did you get ahold of Mona's
principal today?

Scene 4, Act 1
INTL LIPTAPS 'DINING ROOM, EVENING.
Linda finishes carrying the dinner platters to the
dining room table, at which Chester and Rain are
sitting. There is an obvious tension between all
three characters. Rain tries not to make eye contact
with either of the adults. Linda looks over at Chet
with an expecting, questioning look in her eyes. He
takes the physical cue, clears his throat and says

LINDA
No, but I talked to her secretary. She
suggested we come in for a meeting to
figure out if Mona will graduate with all this
time off. She didn't sound very hopeful.

CHESTER
I found something that made me very angry
today, Mona.
Rain looks at him, but says nothing

CHESTER
Well, it's really too bad, but it is her own
damn fault. How would you like not being
able to walk at graduation with your friends,
Mona?
(Rain sits in silence, slowly working on the
unidentifiable grey mound of mush that stretches
to all corners of her plate.)
CHESTER
That's what I thought.

CHESTER
Do you know what it was that made me
angry?

LINDA
You know, dear, as soon as you start acting
like yourself again we can take that band off
your leg. Aren't you tired of being pent up
in the house all day? You know, I saw Terry
and Robin at the mall yesterday, and they're
worried about you, too. You're making this
a lot harder than it has to be.

RAIN
Urn... I don't know.
Chester reaches into his back pocket and pulls out
a crumpled piece of paper He reads it out loud.
CHESTER
I am a prisoner. If you find this, throw rocks
at the upstairs window facing the street after
ten p.m. Do not contact the police.

RAIN
(takes a breath to steady herself)
You know, Mom, I think you're right.
Sometimes it'sjust so hard to know what
the right thing is to do. I really am sorry
I've caused you two so much heartache.
Being a senior in high school isjust so,
well, overwhelming sometimes. I thought
running away would solve my problems. But
now I see it's not like that at all. Itjust made
everything a lot worse.

Chester turns very red in the face, and the letter
shakes in his hand. He looks as if he wants to
scream a billion things at once, but instead hastily
stands up, angrily purses his lips and slams his
fist on the table. Linda gasps and brings her hands
instinctively to her chest. Chester throws the letter
on the table and storms off, footsteps resonating in
the stairwell. At a crooked angle, we see the note as
a topping for one of the dinner dishes. We also see
Linda dying in the backround.

(She hangs her head and inadvertenly rests her
eyes on the slowly blinking light of her weight.
We can see her struggling to cry. After much
Scene 5, Act 1
concentration, she manages to squirt one tear out.
INTL LIPTAPS 'DINING ROOM, EVENING.
Linda carries the last dinner platter to the dining Then, in dramatic effect, looks up at Chester and
room table, at which Chester and Rain are sitting. Linda. They see the tear make its way oh-so-slowly
There is an obvious tension between all three down her cheek. The adults are shocked at Rain's
characters. Rain tries not to make eye contact with turn in disposition.)
either of the adults.
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LINDA
Oh, Mona!(she pauses) Come here,
sweetheart. You know we're here for you! If
you're worried about something, you have
us to talk to. Don't ever feel like you have to
run away.

He removes the thing entirely. Rain flexes her
ankle around, feeling out her new freedom. She
immediately looks to the unlocked front door Then
she looks to the three adults, watching her She sits
back down in front of Monopoly.)

RAIN
After we're done with this game, can I take
a walk?

(Linda gets out of her chair and opens her arms in
a welcoming gesture. Rain slowly rises and meets
Linda with open arms. They embrace. A close up
on Rain face shows us that she's simply playing
along.)
Scene 6, Act 1
INT LIPTAPS'LJ1TING ROOM, DUSK
Rain, Linda and Chet are sitting on the carpeted
floor, scrutinizing the Monopoly board. Linda
rolls the dice and moves to Illinois Ave. She asks
'f anyone has bought it already. Chester begins
to reply, but is interrupted with a loud knock on
the front door Chet moans and struggles to his
feet. The women watch him saunter to the door.
Sergeant Wile stands before Chet, with some giant
tool in hand. He says hello to Chet and waves to
the women inside.

CHESTER
Please, come in.
SERGEANT WILE
Hello, ladies. Ah, Monopoly. I like the
game, but it takes too long to play. He
laughs. Well, not for people who have all
the time in the world, right? He nods to
Rain's tracking device.
LINDA
Mona, sweetheart, we convinced the
Binghamton Police Department that you've
calmed down enough to have the freedom
to leave the house. Sergeant Wile is here
to take off your band. But before he does,
you have to make a sincere promise to all
of us that you will not try to run away again.
Okay?
RAIN
(with a delirious smile plastered across her face)

Oh, I promise! I promise! I'll never be so
stupid again! Thank you Mom! Thank you
Dad! Thank you Sergeant Wile!

LINDA
As long as you promise not to run away!
RAIN
(laughing)

Of course! I never want to run away again!
You guys are the best!
Scene 7, Act 1
INT RAIN'S ROOM, DEAD OF NIGHT
Rain quietly finishes shoving things into a
backpack, including photos and writing samples
she found. She scans the dark room, eyes darting
about. As silently as possible, she creeps out into
the hall, takes a deep breath and takes her first
step down the stairs. It creaks. She nervously
looks over her shoulder at Linda and Chester's
bedroom. Their door remains closed. She sighs in
relief. She continues her downward descent. When
she reaches the bottom, she hears a cough from the
kitchen. Terrified, she throws her backpack in a
corner of the living room just in time to look up
to a large figure blocking the kitchen hallway. It
is Chester, half-delirious from sleep. He raises
his water glass, murmurs a greeting to her and
thumps his way upstairs. She waits until she hears
his bedroom door close and then hurriedly throws
the sack around her shoulder, unbolts the door and
jets into the outdoors.
INT BINGHAMTON POLICE STATION,
DEAD OF NIGHT
We see Rain peeking in from outside. We see from
her point of view that nobody we've encountered
before is inside the station. She quietly makes
her way inside. A large black woman sits at the
receptionist desk in a uniform much too small.
She knows Rain is present, yet ignores her for her
romance novel. Rain looks agitated and clears her
throat. The woman ignores her still.

RAIN
Excuse me, ma'am.

(Sergeant Wile goes to work unhinging the metal
band around her ankle. The blinking stops.
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OFFICER WROTH

RAIN

(irritated)

(with labored breathing)

What are you doing "ma'am"ing me, sugar?
And girl, why on earth are you showing
your face around here? If I'm right, and
I'm probably right, your mommy and
daddy don't even know you snuck out, huh,
Mona?

Oh, thank God. Please take me to 13025
East Michigan Avenue in New York City as
fast as you can. I need to get the hell out of
here.
TAXI DRIVER
(without turning around)

Why are you in such a rush, miss?

RAIN
Uh, umm ... I'm sorry (Rain pauses and
focuses in on her name tag) Officer Wroth. It's
just that I don't know where else to go, who
else to turn to, and—

RAIN
You wouldn't believe me if I told you.
TAXI DRIVER
(putting the car into gear)

OFFICER WROTH
And you supposed I'd be the best person to
talk to? No, now that's not right. Why are
you here, really?

Try me. I've probably heard it already.
RAIN
I'm being kept in Binghamton against my
will.

(Rain starts to sniffle and fruitlessly attempts to
regain composure.)

TAXI DRIVER
RAIN
(We can barely understand her through her
mucous and tears.)

(turns around to look at Rain. The look on his
face tells us he knows something we don't.)

Hmm. I see. Well then, why don't you just
rest up and I'll take you home safe.

B-b-because I'm not Mona. My name is Rain
Boots. You spell it: R-A-I-N and then: B-O

RAIN
You have no idea how wonderful that
sounds. Thank you, sir.

OFFICER WROTH
(staring at Rain in disbelie])

Girl, you must be crazy. Rain? Really? Rain
Boots? You have three seconds to get out
this building and run your silly ass back
home. I swear to God. Ha! Rain! You call
yourself goddamn Rain. Jesus, Mary and
Joseph, Mona. You're losing it, sugar.
Goddamn. Rain!
Rain begins to sob hysterically, which only makes
Officer Wroth more skeptical. Rains eyes dart from
one surveillance camera to another Breathing
heavily, she carefully walks backwards until her
butt touches the glass door Then she spins around,
throws open the door and runs. The pattering of her
feet sound louder than passing cars. Afew seconds
later, her running is droned out by her piercingly
loud heartbeat. We hear it skip when she rests her
eyes on an approaching taxi. She frantically flails
her arms over her head to attract its attention. It
slows to a soft stop in front of her She scurries
inside.

(The taxi driver stops at a red light and quickly
text messages something on his phone. His eyes
keep darting back to his rear-view mirror, in which
he can see Rain clearly. He circles around surface
streets until we see from his perspective in the rear
view mirror that Rain is falling asleep. Soon
thereafter the taxi pulls into the driveway of the
Liptaps' home. Rain is asleep in the back, but we
see through the car windshield that the kitchen and
living room lights are on. Linda's head peeks out
from behind curtains, and soon thereafter opens
the front door She has a deeply pained expression
on her face.)

Scene 2, Act 1
INTL DOCTOR'S OFFICE. DAY.
Rain sits on crinkly white paper of an examination
table while Chet and Linda pace nervously around
the tiny room. From the numerous bandages
littering Rain's arms, we gather that she has been
undergoing blood work for a while. She looks paler
than normal, demeanor strangely resigned. Nobody
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says anything. The thick silence is interrupted by a
light knock on the door The doctor enters.

PETER
The syrup! Give me the syrup! Quickly!

LINDA
(anxiously)
Did you find anything unusual, Peter?

RAIN
(body shaking)
I will not be restrained! I will never be
restrained! Get me out of here! I want to
go home! Help me! Somebody help me!
Anybody!

PETER
(stumped)
Still nothing.(he pauses) Have you tried
psychiatric help yet, Mr. and Mrs. Liptap?

A nurse runs in with an enormous syringe. She
hands it to the doctor The nurse helps Linda and
Chester restrain Rain, and then pumps the fluid
into her body. Almost immediately she goes limp.

CHESTER
Psychiatric help? What, like a shrink?
PETER
Actually, I was thinking something more
intense ... like maybe signing her up for
some time at the McClough Institute.

LINDA
(sputtering in fear and horror)
Oh, God. Please, God. Look at her. Oh...
oh, God... Look what you did to my baby!
Look what you did! Monsters! You're all
monsters!

LINDA
(voice shaking)
The McClough Institute?! That's no place for
Mona! She needs help, not a straightjacket!

CHESTER
(taken aback)
Get ahold of yourself, Linda! You know they
did what they had to do. She was out of
control. Maybe that's what she needs. She
might be too far gone at this point.

RAIN
What? What?! What's the McClough place?
Are they going to lock me up? Please, no.
No no no no no!

LINDA
How could you say that about our baby?
She's just ... reactive, is all.

CHESTER
Maybe the adults should talk about this
alone, Peter. What do you think, Linda?

PETER
Listen. I've been Mona's doctor since she
was a baby. And, honestly, she was the last
person I would have thought to end up
like this. But you two know she's not right.
Clearly she's not right. I think the best
thing for her, really, is to spend some time
at McClough's.

RAIN
I should be able to be here for this! It's
about me! This concerns me! Me!
LINDA
(clearly upset)
Yes, maybe it's for the best. It's okay, Mona.
It'll be okay.

LINDA
(softly)
No...

PETER
If you wouldn't mind sitting in the waiting
room, Mona?

PETER
Now, I'm not saying that she needs to be
there for the rest of her life. Just check it
out for a while, see if it does her any good.
A lot of times, people go in there on the
edge and come back centered. It doesn't
have to be anything permanent. Just try it
out.

RAIN
(screaming hysterically)
MY NAME IS NOT MORTA. IT IS RAIN.
RAIN. RAIN. RAIN!!!!
(Peter opens the door and frantically waves to a
passing nurse.)
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CHESTER
We'll have to talk about this alone, of
course.
Peter nods and leaves Linda and Chester alone.
Rain is still unconscious.
Scene 2, Act 2
INT RAIN'S MCCLOUGH'S INSTITUTE
BEDROOM. DAY
We see Rain literally strapped to her bed with an IV
hooked up to her arm. She sighs deeply and makes a
futile attempt to scratch an itch on her left leg. She
sighs even deeper A burly Italian male nurse enters
the room with a tray of unidentifiable grey mush.
He walks over to the bed, more cautiously than
would be expected considering the circumstances,
and places the tray on a small table beside Rain's
torso. He takes out a remote control, beeps it once
to make sure the door is completely locked and then
goes to work unstrapping Rain.

away from him. There is silence. She tells him she
doesn't want to eat. He nods, motions for her to lay
still and ties her back up. When she is motionless
again, he takes out his clip board and makes
secretive marks a paper Then he unlocks the door
with his remote, walks outside with the mostly full
tray offood and locks it again.
Scene 3, Act 2
INT MCLOUGH'S PSYCHIATRIST'S OFFICE.
DAY
Rain sits alone in a darkened room. She lazily
looks out a window, revealing a slight amount of
sun and random birds in flight. We watch from
her perspective a bird on the ground. It caws up
at the birds above it, but it does not take flight.
Behind Rain, a swishing sound is made as the
bolts on the door are released. A tiny man with
wily hair enters. He is wearing suspenders and
extremely thick glasses. His nose makes a slight
whistling sound.

DR. MCCLOUGH
Well, hello there. My name is Dr.
McClough. It is nice to finally meet you,
Mona. (He pauses to smile with his teeth) How
long have you been here so far?

FEMALF VOICEOVEPL And just when Rain
thought things couldn't get much worse, she finds
herself admitted to a mental institution against
her will. She is literally strapped to a bed with
an IV hooked up to her ann. She makes a futile
attempt to scratch an itch on her lefi leg. She sighs
even deeper A burly Italian male nurse enters the
room with a tray of unidentifiable grey mush. He
walks over to the bed, more cautiously than would
be expected considering the circumstances, and
places the tray on a small table beside Rain's torso.
He takes out a remote control, beeps it once to make
sure her door is completely locked and then goes to
work unstrapping our protagonist.

RAIN
(with venom)

Six days.
DR. MCCLOUGH
Hardly any time at all! And how are you
enjoying the facility?
RAIN
I'm not. I've been under physical restraint
since the second I got here. Today was the
first time I was allowed outside my room.

RAIN
sitting in the bed without straps and reaching for
food

Would you mind making another X? It's the
highlight of my day.

DR. MCCLOUGH
Yes, of course. You understand that for the
initial examination period we need 24-hour
surveillance of you. It's essential to get a
better understanding of your condition.

The nurse reluctantly pulls a red marker out of his
pocket, walks over to the calendar facing Rain's
bed and writes a big X over yesterday's date. We
see that this is the fourth X. Despite Rain's claim
that this brings her joy, her facial expression tells
us otherwise.

Rain raises an eyebrow and puffs out her cheeks.
We can see her start to zone out.

RAIN
Is anyone coming to visit me today?

DR. MCCLOUGH
The first thing we need from you, Mona,
is to understand that Rain is a fictional
character you've made up in your head.

The nurse does not respond. Rain sighs and turns
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For some reason, you have adopted this
identity entirely. This puts us in an awkward
position, as you could imagine.(he pauses to
stare intently at his subject) The people who
love you and who have cared for you feel as
if you have discarded them.

in a voice startlingly loud (especially because for
the past calendar scene we've only heard muted,
fuzzy sounds)

RAIN
Discarded them.

Dr McClough presses a button on his office
telephone which lets out a long loud buzz. The
door opens and Rain male nurse walks in to
retrieve her Rain looks out the window. The
same bird is still in the same spot on the ground.
It attempts to fly, but falls over Rain rises from
her chair and walks to meet the nurse. They leave
the room. We see Dr McClough lean back in his
chair and swing both feet on the desk. He clears his
throat, picks up the phone and dials a number We
hear him say, "Yes, this is Dr McClough" before
our perspective is brought to the other side of the
conversation. Now we are in

DR. MCCLOUGH
This is the hardest part of myjob.

DR. MCCLOUGH
Yes. And you must also come to understand
that it is you, and you alone who put you
here. You have to start taking responsibility
for your actions. This will not be fixed
unless you want it to be fixed. This is a twoway street, Mona.
RAIN
Way street, Mona.
DR. MCCLOUGH
Listen to me now. I have all the results from
your tests. Every bit of data indicates that
you are completely physically competent.
The blood and neurological tests all came
out fine. You do not have a chemical
imbalance or anything of the sort. That
means one thing, Mona. It means that all

Scene 4, Act 2
IJVT MCCLOUGH LABORATORY 225. DAY
There are four people in laboratory shirts doing
professional looking things. Denise, a tall woman
with red hair and stylish glasses is on the phone.
She wraps the cord around a finger

DENISE
Hello, Doctor. This is Denise speaking.
What can I do for you?

this (he waves his hand in a swooping gesture to
capture the room) is because of you. You are

willingly keeping yourself here.
Pause for enough time for Dr McClough to
respond.

RAIN
Yourself here.

Mmm, yes. Now, what room number is she
in?

DR. MCCLOUGH
He blinks a few times, obviously irritated, as
if to ease the anger rising in his chest
Alright. I can see it's too soon to try getting
through to you like this.(he sighs and gazes to

Pause. We see Denise writing on a pad of paper

And when is it suitable to start treatment?

the ceiling)
Pause
The camera pans out, and their voices become
inaudible. We see through their movements that
no progress is being made. Soon thereafter, Rain is
taken from the room. Then, in a series offlipping
calendar shots, we see that time is passing After
every calendar change, we see Rain enter and exit
Dr McClough 's office. After three or four of these
(which indicate about a month has passed), we
follow Rain into the office. They speak to each
other, but we cannot hear anything until Dr
McClough rises angrily from his chair and says
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Yes, I'm sure we can make room for her
sometime this week. Normally, though—
Pause

Absolutely doctor. We'll take care of it.
Pause

Goodbye sir.

We see Denise explain Dr McClough 's orders to
the other doctors. They huddle around each other;
sketching things out on paper and compiling lists.
They take out Rain 'sfile and ruffle papers around.
It is clear they're doing something important with
intense scrutiny.
Scene 5, Act 2
INT MCCLOUGH INSTITUTE SCREENING
ROOM. THE ONLY LIGHT COMES FROM
THE SCREEN.
Close up on Rain eyes. Her lids are pried apart
with clothespins, forcing her to blinklessly stare at
the rapidly flashing screen in front of her In her
eyes we see the reflection of the screen: home video
footage of Mona as a toddler, Mona's high school
building, Morias favorite foods, old boyfriends
and pets. We close up on Rain ears and hear
abnormally loud voices of Mona 's parents and
friends. It is a confusing, jarring scene. Rain is
obviously agitated. At one point she attempts to
scream, but in a close up of her mouth we see it is
duct-taped shut. Her feet kick in her chair This
scene lasts for an uncomfortably long time.

DR. MCCLOUGH
Good, good. Very good. Is your true identity
coming back to you, Mona?
RAIN
Yes, it is. Slowly, but it is. I feel Rain leaking
out of my body.
DR. MCCLOUGH
Well, feel free to push her out any time you
like. You've already done the hard part.
Now you just have to focus on expelling her
essence entirely.(He pauses.) Yes, you have
done the hard part. Do you think you're
ready for a visitor?
RAIN
Like Mom and Dad?
DR. MCCLOUGH
Yes. They've been wondering when they can
come visit.
RAIN
Nobody told me they called!

Scene 1, Act 3
INT MCLOUGH'S PSYCHIATRIST'S OFFICE.
DAY
Rain, escorted by the male nurse, enters the office.
Rain sits in the chair across from the doctor The
nurse stands at the door until Dr McClough
motions for him to exit, and then the door is bolted.
Dr McClough smiles at Rain with his teeth.
DR. MCCLOUGH
Good afternoon, Mona. You look excellent.
(She does not.) How are you feeling today?
RAIN
A little tired, Doctor.
DR. MCCLOUGH
Yes, I would imagine. But it's not for
nothing, now is it? I've heard you've been
making great progress with your new
treatment.

After this comment, Rain looks physically worse.
One eye twitches slightly.
RAIN
Yes, I think so too.

DR. MCCLOUGH
That was because it would have been
pointless telling you. You simply were not
ready to have any outside contact. But at
this point, well, you've composed yourself
and it's clear that you want to get better. I
think seeing your parents will be good for
you. I'll contact them and let you know
when they'll be coming.

Scene 2, Act 3
INT RAIN'S ROOM. JUST BEFORE LUNCH.
Rain lies in her bed. We see the physical restraints
have been removed. Her television is on, but she's
looking out the window. We see the outside from
her perspective, even though the window is dirty.
We see a few birds and squirrels playing in the
grass. Then, to everyone's surprise, we see a split
image of Rain outside as well. The woman looks
up to Rain window, and when she sees that
Rain has seen her; bolts. Rain jumps out of her
bed and sprints to the window (which happens
to be just afew steps). She frantically searches the
grounds with her gaze, but the woman is gone.
Rain is terrified. A few seconds later her nurse
enters the room. When he sees that she's not lying
in bed, he asks her if there are any problems. She
opens her mouth as if about to explain to him the
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phenomenon, but quickly changes her mind and
shakes her head nervously. After several awkward
seconds between the two, he drops off her lunch on
the bedside table and excuses himself

her nurse. While they walk down the corridor both
chatter about how excited they are to hear of the
outstanding progress she has been making. When
they enter the room, Rain is sitting upright in her
bed. She looks almost as happy as they do.

Scene 3, Act 3
INT. RAIN'S ROOM. NIGHT
LINDA
Rain, out of a dead sleep, bolts upright. She is
Hello, Mona! You look wonderful!
sweating and looks extremely nervous. Hereyes dart
from one corner of the room to the other Finally, Linda walks over to the bed with arms outstretched.
she opens her mouth and lets out a shaky "Hello? As she makes it to the bed, though, it becomes clear
Is anyone there?" Nobody responds, but we hear that Rain isn't moving. Instead, she sits motionless
a slight movement somewhere in the room. Rain with a delirious smile plastered to her face.
hears it too. Petrified, she tries again. "Hello?"
Suddenly, the dark figure who had been lurking
LINDA
in a corner leaps up and sprints out the bedroom
What is it? Come on and give me a hug!
door Rain screams. She continues screaming until
an employee enters the room and flips on the light,
RAIN
and when Rain tells her in tears that someone
(with a creepy smile)
was watching her sleep, the employee tells her it
You both thought I was crazy. You made
impossible anyone could get in the room. We can everyone think I was crazy. But I'm not. I'm
tell by Rain's expression that she doesn't know
not, and I have the proof right here. I'm
who to talk to. The employee sits with Rain until
free! I'm free!
her crying subsides, and then leaves the room. We
hear a bolt turn in the door Rain sits motionless She cackles and waves the letter dramatically in
for a moment, staring out in front of her Then, front of Linda 'sface.
her eyes rest on something small and white on
the floor where the intruder was squatting. She
CHESTER
scrambles out of bed and pulls the note to herface.
What is this nonsense, Mona?
It is written in her own writing, and though we
do not see all of its contents, we read this first part He scurries to the bedside and snatches the letter
alongside Rain:
from Rain's hand.
Once upon a time in a land far, far away,
there lived a girl named Rain Boots. She had
a beautiful life with a beautiful family who
loved her very much. One day, however,
things took a turn for the worse when outside
circumstances led police and two confused
adults to Rain's exact whereabouts. The sky
was swollen with grey, and New York City's
normal activity seemed muted and almost in
slow-motion, as if that same outside force had
poured molasses into the streets' alleyways
and crevices.

Chester's eyes scan the letter We can see that at first
he is confused. Then his confusion turns to anger
Without saying anything, he stares Rain in the
eyes and angrily hands the letter to Linda. Eyes
wide, Linda quickly reads over its contents.

At the end of the paragraph, we close up on Rain's
face, which is a combination of petrification and
disbelief.

RAIN
Well? Well?! Now get me OUT! GET ME
OUT! I'M RAIN BOOTS! RAIN BOOTS!

Scene 4, Act 3
INT RAIN'S ROOM, MCCLOUGH
INSTITUTE. MORNING.
Chester and Linda are escorted to Rain room by

She continues to crazily chant "Rain Boots."
Linda bursts into tears and lets the letter fall from
her hands and flutter to the ground. She mutters
incoherent phrases, bubbling through the mucous
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RAIN
Go ahead. Read it out loud if you want. Last
night I woke up and there was someone
in my room and they left this letter. Mona
stole my identity! Your precious daughter
stole my identity!

her tears have brought on. Vague "my poor baby 's
are heard. In light of the noisy commotion, Doctor
McClough, strolling the halls, bursts in the room.
Rain directs her belligerent screams to him.
RAIN
Mona stole my identity! She stalked me
and copied everything about me and now
everyone thinks I'm her but I'm Rain Boots!
I am Rain Boots!
DR. MCCLOUGH
Mr. and Mrs. Liptap?
He motions to the door Chester bends down, picks
up the letter and follows Linda outside. When they
are all standing in the hall together,Dr McClough,
flabbergasted as to why Mona would have such a
severe relapse, asks what went wrong. Pale in the
face, Chester holds up the letter in his shaky hand.
The doctor takes it from him and begins to read.
DR. MCCLOUGH
Oh my. And she said she found this in her
room?
CHESTER
She found that in her head.
DR. MCCLOUGH
I don't understand.
CHESTER
This was a short story she wrote two years
ago. (He pauses for several seconds.) Her
creative writing teacher liked it so much she
got it published for Mona in the paper.
Linda's sobs become heavier. The doctor's
mouth opens in disbelief, and he mutters
something under his breath.
CHESTER
What was that, doctor?
DR. MCCLOUGH
(softly)
And we had so much hope for her.
After these lines, the letter once again floats to the
floor It lands right side up. Slowly, the camera
pans in to reveal more of its contents. While the
viewers have time to read:

Once upon a time in a land far, far away,
there lived a girl named Rain Boots. She had
a beautiful life with a beautiful family who
loved her very much. One day, however,
things took a turn for the worse when outside
circumstances led police and two confused
adults to Rain's exact whereabouts. The sky
was swollen with grey, and New York City's
normal activity seemed muted and almost in
slow-motion, as if that same outside force had
poured molasses into the streets' alleyways
and crevices.
Little did Rain know that, in a land
not so far away, up until that very day there
lived a girl named Mona Liptap. Mona
was an incredibly cunning woman of high
school age, interested in psychic thrillers
and creative writing. She had been trying to
find a religion that suited her personal views
on life, and so began experimenting with
Wicca. She also began visiting Madame Cleo,
the only psychic in Upstate New York with a
degree in Psychic Studies. It was in one of
these visits where Mona is told that she has
an identical twin. Under some guidance,
she is steered in the right direction and
ultimately finds her twin.
Instead of introducing herself and
startling her twin, Mona instead chooses
to stalk her mirror-image to get a better
understanding of who she is as a person.
This becomes her new pastime. She even
enters Rain's house a few times, which leads
her to the discovery that Rain's parents were
employees at the hospital she was born, and
acquired a baby the same day of her birth.
After a few months of the stalking, however,
she realizes that she would actually prefer
Rain's life to her own. She immediately
begins preparing for the switch. She changes
her style of handwriting, adopts Rain's
personality quirks and begins planting seeds
of doubt of her sanity in her parents' heads
by occasionally adopting the identity of Rain
and habitually running away.
The Binghamton Community, convinced
Mona has gone crazy, does not listen to
kidnapped Rain's cries of sanity. She is
admitted to a mental institution, and Mona
ultimately succeeds in taking over her twin's
life.
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THE END

We end the movie with the camera movingfrom the
confused, devastated adults in the hallway to the
inside of Rain 's room, where she is lying motionless
in her bed atop the sheets, staring with a deeply
sad expression in her eyes. Then the camera, still
focused on Rain sface, exits through the window.
We keep panning out until the window itself looks
tiny and Rain can barely be seen. A loud crack of
thunder is heard, and torrential rain crashes to
the earth.
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SHANNON JAIME

The Silken Snare
The Futility of Human Wishes in Gustave Flaubert's Madame Bovary
and F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby
significant underlying theme in
Madame Bovary and The Great Gatsby
the power of fiction and its role
in framing thought and one's conception
of self. The works that Emma and Gatsby
read feature fictional archetypes, on which
the two characters base their entire self
image. Both Emma and Gatsby dream of
affluence and love, but the ways in which
they reconstruct their personalities to fulfill
those wishes slightly differ. Emma imagines
that romance will lead to luxury and
monetary success, while Gatsby assumes that
wealth and financial power will grant him
entry into Daisy's heart. Although their goals
lie at opposite ends of the spectrum, both
Emma and Gatsby essentially believe that
material gain will either directly or indirectly
lead to the realization of true happiness;
yet when the illusory personas they have so
painstakingly created crumble around them,
their identities, their virtue, their dreams—
even their very lives—are lost forever. When
they cannot live up to the expectations of
their fictitious icons, both Emma and Gatsby
meet the same terrible fate, and the silken
threads that once ensnared their hearts
unravel, leaving nothing but hopelessness
and futility in their wake.
In the bloom of her youth, Emma begins
to devour romance novels with a fervent
enthusiasm, and these romantic texts deeply
influence her perceptions of what an ideal
love—an ideal life—should be. When she
turns thirteen, her father places her in a
convent; it is here that Emma develops a
taste for the sweetness of spectacle and
ceremonial splendor. She begins to read Sir
Walter Scott and Mary Stuart; she revels in
the pious vignettes of the Bible, learns the
love-songs of the last century by heart, and
delights in the mysticism and metaphors of
faith. She does not take a genuine interest
in the redemptive qualities of religion, but
instead indulges in imagined episodes of
spiritual melancholy. Following the death of
her mother, Emma still clings desperately to
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her weakness for anguished sentiment and
romantic fancy, which later ripens into a
penchant for moral abandon and economic
extravagance.
After her marriage to Charles, Emma
continues to pursue a more lavish and exotic
reality, for "it seemed quite inconceivable
that this calm life of hers could really be
the happiness of which she used to dream"
(Flaubert 37). She seeks gratification in
perusing Parisian opera reviews, in reading
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre and Lamartine,
romantic ballads and poems, and furniture
magazines. She dreams of tragic love and
secret trysts, of brave and dashing gentlemen,
of illustrious heroines and ill-fated lovers;
she longs to enter the ever-elusive world
of the rich, where all float, blithe and
oblivious, on a glittering sea of prosperity.
The lifestyle of the residents at the Marquis'
chateau represents Emma's ideal existence:
a "world of trailing gowns, of high mystery,
of anguish cloaked under a smile" (54), a
world of frills and lace, of satin and silk, of
feasts and streams and gardens, of gowns
and grandeur and grace—a world in which
every whim and every desire is fulfilled. It
is evident that in Emma's eyes, happiness
depends on material possession, and love on
the attainment of wealth; passion is the path
to a paradise of material comfort and luxury.
Emma does not want love itself; she craves
"a glimpse of the seductive phantasmagoria
of sentimental realities" (35) and everything
associated with the emotion of love. The
superficial stirrings of ardor, the hollow
trappings of tenderness—all hold for her
an irrestible appeal, only because they will
ultimately lead to the freedom of financial
security.
The larger and more problematic
issue for Emma is not just her quixotic and
melodramatic tendencies, but the capitalistic
mindset of the industrial age and the
singular motivation of profit. Surely, Emma
concludes, things will bring pleasure; things
will alleviate the supposedly tedious and
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unbearably simplistic nature of her life. As
Emma's experience with Lheureux illustrates,
however, material goods often create more
problems than they solve. Emma realizes far
too late that money alone cannot bring her
happiness, that "financial demands, of all the
rough winds that blow upon our love, [are]
the coldest and most biting" (291). Adultery
and reckless spending continue to leave her
more and more deprived, and her soul more
and more corrupt; yet Emma cannot discover
the source of her discontent. By the end of
the book, it is ironically apparent that Emma
has indeed become a tragic heroine—but
not the kind she once desired to emulate.
Emma does not die of a broken heart; she
ends her own life because she can no longer
escape financial burden or the futility of
her own indulgent fantasies. Throughout
the novel, Emma cannot accept herself as
Madame Bovary, nor can she accept the
normality of her life; she continually longs to
be something she is not, and it is this longing
that eventually destroys her.
No more than Emma can Gatsby, in
attempting to achieve his dream, accept
the truth of his own identity. As a boy, he
reads Hopalong Cassidy, a series of popular
stories and novels about a cowboy hero,
and it is on these pages that he formulates
a plan for self-improvement. This schedule
reveals that Gatsby has scanned, if not read,
the autobiography of Benjamin Franklin,
which emphasizes belief in individual power
and personal industry. It is also implied
in the novel that Gatsby has read Horatio
Alger's stories, which are about boys born
into poverty who, through hard work and
diligence, achieve wealth and success.
Undoubtedly such ideals appealed greatly
to the ambitious and dissatisfied Gatsby, and
he tried to model himself after the figures in
those written works. At the age of seventeen,
before he embarks on the rocky road to
prosperity, the restless Jimmy Gatz changes
his name and constructs a new identity that
is totally unconnected with his rural past;
he decides to leave everything behind and
become the entrepreneur of his age, to rise
to the top like the fictional characters he so
venerates.
As Gatsby works his way across the
country, living off the land and encountering
unsophisticated women, he remains

dissatisfied with the slow progress of his
success:
His heart was in a constant,
turbulent riot. The most grotesque
and fantastic conceits haunted him
in his bed at night. A universe of
ineffable gaudiness spun itself out
in his brain while the clock ticked
on the washstand and the moon
soaked with wet light his tangled
clothes upon the floor. Each night
he added to the pattern of his
fancies until drowsiness closed upon
some vivid scene with an oblivious
embrace. (Fitzgerald 99)
Like Emma, the young Gatsby wants
entry into that obscure and intangible
realm of inherited riches, to escape the
provincial mediocrity of his life. Both live in
an increasingly materialistic and urbanized
society, but the difference is that Gatsby
longs to abandon his roots completely. He
also is not hindered, like Emma, by gender,
and he believes that, with enough labor and
determination, anything is possible. Even if
the search for happiness kills him, Gatsby
will never stop or surrender his dream;
unlike Emma, Gatsby will allow his dream to
destroy him before he ever destroys himself.
After losing the inheritance he would
have received from Dan Cody's death, Gatsby
continues to construct the persona of the
prominent industrial tycoon and to pine for
the affluence he never possessed as the son
of unambitious farmers in the West. Gatsby
cares little, however, for the money itself; he
is more concerned with what it represents:
stature, freedom, and the power to control
his own destiny—everything that Emma
subconsciously desires. Both Gatsby and
Emma want the power to live the way they
choose, to achieve real happiness without
personal restraint, without financial strife,
though the route Gatsby takes to bring about
his indestructible vision somewhat differs.
Once Gatsby falls in love with Daisy, she
becomes the reason for everything he does;
she becomes the incarnation of his dream.
She becomes, almost literally, the object of his
affections, and he knows that, as "a penniless
young man without a past" (149), he has no
chance of crossing the border between their
two worlds unless he somehow enhances
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the worth of his name. At first, Gatsby is
merely fascinated by Daisy's beauty and
mystery, by the "breathless intensity" (148)
of her world; later he does come to harbor
genuine feelings for her, and to view Daisy
as the supreme embodiment of his hopes
and ideals: "He had committed himself to
the following of a grail" (149). It seems that
in Gatsby's case, Daisy is the driving force
behind his actions, while Emma is searching
for, in both Rodoiphe and Leon, a person
to become her dream—a person she never
really recognizes or finds.
While Daisy and Gatsby relish the
tranquility of fleetingly tender moments,
Gatsby temporarily postpones his ambitions
and begins to lead Daisy into a false sense
of monetary security, painting for her grand
pictures of a prosperous future: "What was
the use of doing great things if I could have
a better time telling her what I was going to
do?" (150). But after Daisy slips out of his
grasp, Gatsby realizes that he must follow
through with his idealistic aims—or, at the
very least, maintain the pretense of success—
in order to preserve the fading memories
of their time together. Essentially, Gatsby's
lavish and extravagant parties, his massive
and ornate mansion, his flamboyant dress—
all are for Daisy, to impress her, to show
her just how far he has come, to win her
love with promises of wealth and to express
his own feelings in the only terms she can
understand. He wants to attain more, only
because the more will raise his value in her
eyes. But Daisy cannot comprehend the
thought of leaving Tom; she fears the loss
of her lifestyle, of everything she knows; and
once she deserts Gatsby, once she is gone, all
hope is irretrievably lost. Such an outcome
reveals the sad reality of their relationship:
the love they once shared can never be
restored to its former glory, and Gatsby, in
clinging to the memory of a dying past, pays
"a high price for living too long with a single
dream" (161).
At the conclusion of each novel, neither
Gatsby nor Emma can return to the way they
were; they cannot relive the days when their
illusions shone alluringly with the bright
naïveté of youth. As their fabrications fall
apart, as their gleaming idols and assumed
guises fail them utterly, they are left with
nothing: no happiness, no dream, no

dignity—not even a trace of their former
selves. Maybe it is all just a lie, and instead
of a hiding like Emma behind a thin veil
of passion and sentimentality, Gatsby uses
a façade of prosperity to ineffectually buy
Daisy's affections. Yet while Gatsby's idealism
also causes him to suffer a tragic fate, he
never wavers in his views; he is true to his
imaginary archetype, and his faith in his
dream never falters: "to this conception he
was faithful to the end" (98).
In both Madame Bovary and The Great
Gatsby, the main characters become tangled
inextricably in the lustrous webs of their
own wishes and are continually eclipsed by
the shadow of their ideal selves. No matter
which direction they take, no matter what self
image they happen to construct, happiness
appears to lingerjust out of their reach. Even
when following different paths—Emma, the
path of romance, and Gatsby, the path of
wealth—each wants what the other possesses,
or seems to possess, though neither realizes
what they do have until it is too late. Perhaps
their fates reveal that we cannot change
ourselves without sacrificing a part of our
souls; perhaps our dreams of happiness will
always be in vain if we never learn to accept
who and what we truly are.
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LAUREN STRACNER

Letting Her Subjects Cry for Her
Frida Kahlo's Weeping Coconuts (Cocos Gimientes)

till lifes or bodegones generally fall into
the category of underappreciated art.
In art academies stretching across the
Atlantic from Europe to Mexico's Escuela
Nacional de Bellas Artes (Academia de San
Carlos), the symbolic yet static arrangements
of fruit were ranked the lowest on the
hierarchy of genres. However, starting in
the 19th century, self-taught provincial
artists harnessed the humble still-life for the
purpose of expressing the Mexican identity,
placing exotic fruits and local artisan crafts at
center stage. However, still lifes attained an
even higher plane during Mexico's period
of modernism when the already-legendary
painter Frida Kahlo (the "Dove" to husband
and muralist Diego Rivera's "Elephant,"
so nicknamed for her physical frailty and
subject choice of small-scale paintings)
(Krull 85) adopted the genre along with her
self-portraits, injecting it with a robust fervor
of emotion as she transformed the simple
subjects into symbols for life (Milner 72).
Painted only three years before her death
in 1954 when she was confined to a hospital
bed following a series of failed operations,
Weeping Coconuts (Cocos gimientes) (1951,
oil on board, 9 1/8" x 12") is a bodegon of
tropical fruits that also incorporates the

S

styles of symbolism, surrealism, and even
portraiture in its raw depiction of a helpless
soul in unrelenting pain. When viewed
in the context of her personal history and
compared with the works created before
and after it, the painting becomes a rare
admission of Kahlo's mortal weakness and
an aid through which the artist overcame
her depression and accepted her coming
death as a sign of sweet release.
"I never painted dreams. I painted
my own reality," Kahlo claimed when she
was "adopted" by the Surrealist school, a
movement she personally vilified (Milner
72). Indeed, Kahlo's works avoided
classification—she drew upon and
incorporated influences both academic and
organic, was buoyed by a strong devotion
to Mexican culture and identity, and, most
importantly, painted works so personal
that only she could truly understand them.
Her subject matter ranged from traditional
provincial postmortem portraits (The
Deceased Dimas, 1937) (Richmond 106)
to her famously consistent series of selfportraits and nightmarish, symbolic scenes
that represented her emotions and feelings
to the aforementioned lush bodegones.
It is theorized that Kahlo took up
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painting still lifes as a way to make money
from her own art: the small scenes were easy
to set up, provided uncomplicated subjects,
and had a healthy demand on the art market
among private collectors (Milner 72).
Nevertheless, Kahlo found ways to place her
individual personality within the typically
formulaic genre. In Kahlo's still lifes, native
fruits such as watermelons, prickly pears,
papayas, and oranges are piled on tabletops,
usually succulently cut to reveal juicy flesh
intended to hint at human genitalia. (The
presence of a parrot among the blushing red
flesh emphasized the sexual undertones.)
Religious motifs often make cameos as
well, either Catholicism (Kahlo dons Christ's
thorns in Self-Portrait with Thorn Necklace
and Hummingbird, 1940), pre-Columbian
indigenous beliefs (Xolotl, the Lord of the
Underworld in Aztec mythology, appears
in 1949's The Love Embrace of the Universe,
the Earth, Me, Diego, and Mr Xolotl, and her
portrayal of animals and vegetation showed
an Aztec devotion to nature), or local culture
(Ruiz 442). Kahlo's brightly-hued stylization
echoed the broad colors of Mexican folk art,
and she often embroidered her paintings
with phrases, a trademark of ex-votos, small
devotional paintings that she and her
husband, muralist Diego Rivera, collected
(Zamora 110), and her depictions of
wounds gushing vibrant scarlet blood were
exaggerated like the stigmata of the wounds
of Christ crucified.
Weeping Coconuts was painted in 1951, the
year following a failed bone graft operation
that left Kahlo bedridden in a hospital for
nine months (Zamora 122), and neatly fit
into an involuntary series documenting her
painful medical experiences. (Hospitals,
operations, and pain were recurring themes
in Kahlo's work, as a bus accident when she
was 16 resulted in a lifetime riddled with
medical ailments and painful surgeries.)
However, it is an anomaly in this "series," as
Kahlo broke her string of quiet suffering and
used the still life to outwardly show her true
anguish: although her face is not immediately
evident within the work, her physical and
emotional agony are all over the piece within
the furious brushwork, fiery palette, and the
placement of the anthropomorphic fruit.
This was a furious and frustrating time
for Kahlo, as she had just endured a lengthy

period of bedrest also brought about by an
unsuccessful spinal surgery. Aggravated and
subject to bouts of violence and paranoia—
she was the first woman in Mexico to hire
a psychiatrist (Zamora 118)—Kahlo used
painting as a way to maintain her sanity,
even decorating her orthopedic corsets
with the hammer-and-sickle emblem of her
beloved Communist party(Herrera 389).
Her extreme reliance on puique, alcohol,
and painkillers also helped dull her state,
to the point of her addiction and constant
inebriation.
To understand the unusual importance
of Weeping Coconuts in Kahlo's body of work,
one must examine the four self-portrait
masterpieces created in the years preceding
the painting, all dealing with her sentiments
regarding pain. Before the botched operation, Kahlo created The Broken Column
(1944), Tree of Hope, Stand Fast (1946), and
The Wounded Deer(1946); after the procedure
and during a briefly hopeful recovery period,
Kahlo produced Self-Portrait with Portrait of
Dr Juan Farill (1951) in the same year as
Weeping Coconuts. The three preceding show
Kahlo's face in a state of blank stoicism "a
la Mexicana" despite her bodily torture
(Herrera 388). In The Broken Column, her
spine (a Roman column) is shattered and
pins cover her naked body, and although
her eyes leak tears, Kahlo's face is firm.
Tree of Hope, Stand Fast shows a calm Kahlo,
holding a flag with the painting's title("Arbol
de la esperanza, mantentefirme"), seated beside
herself on a hospital bed, her back turned
to reveal a pair of bloody lacerations. The
Wounded Deer places Kahlo's bemused head
onto the splayed body of a small doe, its
body felled by ten arrows.
Finally, Kahlo—undoubtedly numbed by
drugs and alcohol—created Self-Portrait with
Portrait of Dr Juan Farill as a secular ex-voto
to her surgeon to thank her own personal
medical saint for the "miraculous" cure he
has brought about (Herrera 391). With
a Mona Lisa smile, the wheelchair-bound
Kahlo is posed next to an easel holding a
devotional painting of the doctor; she holds
her heart in place of a palette, implying that
out of her bodily sacrifices, she has painted
this show of devotion with her own blood.
The hope was not to last for long.
Her condition took a turn for the worse
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as an infected received from the bone
graft ravaged her body. It was only the love
of Rivera, painting, and her drugs that
sustained Kahlo's espiritu contento, as she
called it (Zamora 122). Kahlo abhorred
showing her true mental ache through her
self-portraits, so it is no surprise that she
chose an inanimate object—a coconut in
a still life—as the vehicle for her feelings.
Weeping Coconuts and another 1951 still life
simply titled Coconuts served as the bridge
between Kahlo's cheekily sexual bodegones of
the past and the dark, wild, apocalypticallytoned takes of the future. No longer does her
still life convey plenty and well-being: now it
was a harbinger of forboding and death:

style into one of chaos, the result of her
constant inebriation with and dependence
on painkillers and alcohol for relief
(Herrera 399). While the style of Weeping
Coconuts still faintly clings to her past works,
her brushstrokes are more painterly and
impressionistic—slashes of color across the
fruits' flesh and the coconuts' hairs seem
sharp enough to cut—in a sharp contrast
to the delicate detail of her paintings from
the 1930s and 1940s. The hot tropical colors
are indeed raucous: the red skin of the
pomegranate and the yellow and orange
flesh of the melons glows with an unnatural
intensity, almost blinding the viewer. These
clash with the morbid, forlorn subject
matter: the faceless coconut lies motionless
In the close world of the bedridden,
on a slice of melon (its "bed"), propped up
the truly real objects are those
by the surrounding fruit (symbolic of the
within arm's reach. ... When
support of Kahlo's friends), as milky tears
painting objects other than herself,
leak out of the vacant hollows of "eyes" that
Frida made her fruits look like her.
gaze mournfully into blank space.
Her melons and pomegranates are
Finally, recalling the puncturing pins
cut open.. .making us remember
and arrows of 1946's The Broken Column and
her wounded self-portraits.
The Wounded Deer, Kahlo pierces a nearby
Sometimes.. .she jabs a tiny flagpole
melon with a flagpole, upon which a banner
into the flesh, recalling the arrows,
in the colors of the Mexican flag proclaims,
thorns, and nails that torture her
"Pinto con todo cariño Frida Kahlo (Painted
own flesh in self-portraits. . . - In a
with affection, Frida
' Kahlo)." When placed
number of late still lifes, coconuts
within the context of so much pain. This
have faces with round, simian
far-from-still life is at once heartwrenching
eyes weeping tears; the artist's
and disturbing, an embodiment of the
identification with nature was so
helplessness Kahlo was experiencing from
strong that the fruits she laid out to
the unrelenting pain that kept her cripplingly
paint wept with her.
immobilized and increasingly more welcome
Her style had changed radically;
to the concept of death, which she said she
the late still lifes are notjust animate
hoped "wasjoyful" (Krull 89).
but agitated. They have a kind of
Weeping Coconuts served as a transitional
wild intensity, as if Frida were flailing
piece in which Kahlo accepted the coming
about in search of something solid, a
of death, and the paintings that followed
raft in a heavy sea of impermanence.
display an almost carpe diem type of
Brushwork becomes looser; she has
philosophy, with her love for life, laughter,
lost the exquisite precision of the
the Communist Revolution, and Rivera
miniaturist. Her characteristic small,
as her reasons "to keep on painting with
slow, affectionate strokes give way
all alegrIa (blissful happiness)" (Herrera
to messy, frenetic handling. Colors
402). This final burst of respect for life is
are no longer clear and vibrant, but
visible in paintings created during her last
strident and grating. Modeling and
year of life, among them Marxism Will Give
surface texture are so summary that
Health to the Sick (1954), in which the huge,
oranges lose their firm, appealing
godlike hands of Karl Marx free Kahlo—who
roundness; watermelons no longer
clutches a red-bound copy of The Communist
look succulent. (Herrera 397)
Manifesto—from a pair of crutches and a
These final years of painting saw the restricting plaster orthopedic corset (Milner
degeneration of her usually fastidious 111). Even more notable is the famed Viva La
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Vida (Watermelons) (1954), her final painting
whose title says it all: a lushly colored still life
of watermelons in all states—whole, halved,
cut into wedges and stars—is anchored by a
slice in which Kahlo has carved the title, her
signature, and the date (Herrera 436). Far
from death, the bright pinks and greens of
the ripe melons are bursting with life and,
to borrow the Spanish used by Kahlo, alegrIa.
As for life itself, Kahlo personally hoped that
she "would never come back" (Krull 89).
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JESSICA JACQUEZ

The Development of the Epic Hero
Wen John Milton set out to write
thingsunattempted yet in prose
r rhyme," he kept the works of
Homer and Virgil in mind. In their works,
Homer and Virgil paved the way for writers
such as the Beowulf poet and Edmund
Spenser by developing the epic hero as a man
of unfathomable strength, courage, virtue.
Therefore, the average reader of Homer
or Virgil would not relate to larger-thanlife epic heroes such as Achilles or Aeneas.
Likewise, the audience is not intended to
feel closely related to Beowulf or the hero
of Spenser's The Faerie Queene, Red Crosse
Knight (RCK). Although the traditional
epic hero might have possessed flaws,
they would never be highlighted, and they
would especially not be emphasized at the
climax of their epic journeys or in the epic
downfall. As allegorical works, Beowuif and
The Faerie Queene were intended to reach the
reader symbolically; however, after Milton,
the elements of allegory are no longer a part
of the epic. Rather than creating an epic
hero who leaves his admirers (and readers,
for that matter) in wonder and awe, Milton
paved the way for a hero with truly human
qualities. Following Milton's grand epic,
John Dryden and Alexander Pope clearly
present characters so human that the reader
can directly relate to them.
In contrast to John Milton's Paradise
Lost, which ends with a downfall, epics such
as Beowuif and The Faerie Queene emphasize
the larger-than-lifejourneys and predestined
victories of the hero. Beowulf is an epic
warrior who is faced with three incidents in
which the society, notjust his life, are at stake.
He first must fight Grendel, then Grendel's
gruesome mother, and finally the dragon.
Beowulf's strength and bravery are so great
that even in his old age, he is courageous
enough to take on the dragon. In lines 194198, Beowulf's strength is described and it
is claimed that "there was no one else like
him alive. / In his day, he was the mightiest
man on earth, / highborn and powerful."
Although he dies slowly in his last battle, his
bravery leaves his strength unquestioned.

Like Beowulf, RCK is a man of great strength
and character. RCK is initially young and
inexperienced; however, the reader finds out
that RCK becomes the future Saint George,
the patron saint of England. Through several
epic battles and journeys, RCK's loyalty and
strength is tested. Although RCK was not
initially the typical "knight in shining armor,"
he definitely grows up to be a larger-thanlife character. Nevertheless, as time passed,
new traditions were born and the epic hero
became more human than ever before.
When John Milton set out to write his
all-encompassing epic, he kept Homer and
Virgil's traditions alive; however, he added
and modified certain aspects to create a
whole new type of hero. In Paradise Lost,
Milton introduces four heroes, all of whom
can be related easily to people in the reader's
life. Additionally, the female character in
Milton's grand epic has a much larger voice
than that of any female observed in the
majority of British literature prior to Milton.
Thus, Milton gave birth to a new form of
epic. Although the heroes in Paradise Lost
are larger-than-life because they are life itself,
they are not greater beings in the way that
Beowulf and RCK are. Beowulf and RCK are
men who encompass everything the ideal
warrior ought to possess.
The epic form before Milton normally
consisted of a hero who is faced with a
problem where the future of society is at
stake. For example, in Beowuif the Danes
are terrorized by a monster and it becomes
Beowulf's duty to alleviate them of the trouble
the monster has been causing. However,
in Paradise Lost, all of humanity is at stake.
The fall of humanity is a much larger crisis
than the one faced by the Danes in Beowuif
Therefore, Milton introduces two of the four
heroes of his epic. Before the fall, Adam and
Eve are the epitome of what it means to be
perfect individuals. In the Garden of Eden,
Adam and Eve live in perfect harmony with
each other and their surroundings. God
allows them to have anything they want;
however, He restricts them from eating from
the forbidden tree. In response to God's
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restriction on Adam and Eve, Satan, the
anti-hero of Milton's grand epic, makes his
own journey of epic proportion up to Earth
from Hell where he and the rest of the fallen
angels were cast after they were defeated by
God. Although there is much more at risk
in Paradise Lost than in Beowuif or The Faerie
Queene, it is easier to identify with Adam and
Eve than Beowulf or RCK.
An epic hero is normally introduced in
media res, or "in the middle of things." Paradise
Lost begins in media res three different times.
In one instance, the reader observes Adam
and Eve in media res. Adam and Eve are always
seen in happily dwelling in Paradise. Eve is
the perfect woman and Adam is the perfect
man. Together they make a perfect couple
and prior to the serpent's visit to Eve, they
never feel deprived of anything. Following
the fall, Adam and Eve are sorrowful for
disobeying God; however, with thanks to
God, they are able to redeem themselves
and all of humankind.
The great anti-hero of this epic is
undoubtedly Satan himself. At the beginning
ofParadise Lost, Satan is seen in media res with
Beelzebub. There is no need for explanation
as to why Satan is the anti-hero; however, in
Paradise Lost, the reader is exposed to the
anti-hero much more than epics before it
such as in Beowuif Grendel, the gruesome
monster in Beowuif is not described in
nearly as careful detail as Satan. The only
knowledge that the reader has of Grendel is
that he is a monster who dwells in a cave and
eats people. In Book Four of Paradise Lost
Satan is seen under a microscope and his
true feelings about his situation and God are
uncovered. In Book Four, Satan's conviction
of sin is revealed: "I fell, how glorious once
above thy sphere; / Till pride and worse
ambition threw me down / Warring in Heav'n
against Heav'n's matchless King" (11. 39-41).
Here, he questions himself as to why he is
going to match someone who is omnipotent
and omniscient. Satan later exposes the fact
that he feels burdened, that he is aware that
he has done wrong, and that he is sorry.
However, hubris takes hold of the better side
of Satan, and he decides that it is better to
reign in Hell than serve in Heaven.
In Book Three, Milton introduces
God the Father and God the Son, who are
looking down at the unfolding events from

Heaven. Here, the Son of God is established
as one of the four heroes of the epic. One
instance of several instances in which the
Son of God's the larger-than-life qualities
is described in Book Three, where the Son
of God is seen "beyond compare... / Most
glorious, in him all his Father shone" (11.
138-39). The descriptions of God the Son, as
well as the other three characters in Paradise
Lost, are even grander than the descriptions
in of Beowulf or RCK (for obvious reasons).
The Son of God offers to sacrifice himself
for humankind. He declares: "Behold me
then, me for him, life for life / I offer, on me
let thine anger fall; / Account me man; I for
his sake will leave" (III, 11. 236-38). The Son
of God earns a role as one of the four heroes
of Paradise Lost because He is in reality the
savior of humankind itself. The Son of God
makes it possible for the reader to view this
epic as "paradise regained" instead of its
title, Paradise Lost.
The four heroes of Paradise Lost, Adam
and Eve, God the Son, and Satan, all have
very modern follies. After the fall, Adam
wants to blame Eve for everything because
it takes someone of great courage to blame
themselves before they blame someone
else. The first readers of Milton would have
known what is like to be in this situation,
and so have all the readers that follow them.
Moreover, although Eve exemplifies largerthan-life courage when she asks Adam not to
forsake her, she has also been guilty of giving
into temptation. Everyone can relate to Eve
in this way. God the Son also demonstrates
humanlike qualities when he sacrifices
himself for humankind. Many people have
to give something up for the greater good.
Lastly, the antagonist, Satan has perhaps the
most humanlike qualities of the four heroes
in Paradise Lost. He recognizes that he has
done something wrong and he is sorry
about; however, he is perhaps too prideful to
apologize and admit to God that he is wrong,
so he continues to create malice. He is more
comfortable being followed in Hell than
following in Heaven. Oftentimes people let
their pride get the best of them. In Paradise
Lost, Satan is the perfect example of this.
John Milton was the first to highlight the
very human characteristics of each of these
characters to develop the plot. Following
Milton, writers such as John Dryden and
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Alexander Pope used his literary form and
made it unique.
In Spenser's The Faerie Queene, Britomart
is the virgin heroine in Book III. She has a
powerful heart and is a skilled warrior. Like
Beowulf and RCK, she is calm and collective
in her emotions and is unhurried. In a vision
through a magic mirror, she sees her future
husband, Arthegall and consequently sets
off on her journey to fulfill her desire for
pure love. However, in her actions she still
represents chastity, because the love she
seeks is not lustful. Spenser may have been
one of the first to include a female character
with such a large role in British literature.
In Paradise Lost, Eve plays an enormous
role. Although she is Adam's equal, they are
differentiated individuals who each play vital
roles in Milton's grand epic. After Paradise
Lost, women gained a larger role in the epic
form. For example, in The Rape of the Lock,
the one and only hero is a female.
In John Dryden's mock epic "Mac
Flecknoe," Shadwell, the son of Richard
Flecknoe, inherits the throne of the
kingdom of poetic incompetence and
dullness. Shadwell, referred to as Sh— in
the text) represents Thomas Shadwell, a
contemporary of Dryden's whose works
(according to Dryden) received undeserved
credit and praise. Instead of belittling
Shadwell directly, Dryden uses the epic
form to poke fun at Shadwell. Dryden uses
epic proportions to describe how terrible
Shadwell is as a poet. In lines 47-48, the
epic voice claims that Shadwell is popular,
but not in the likes of decent folk. Dryden's
mock epic was based on people whom he was
surrounded by. The fact that Mac Flecknoe
is entirely centered around a person who
really existed makes it extremely easy for the
reader to know what type of person Dryden
is referring to. Shadwell is perhaps the most
human of all epic characters. Shadwell can
hardly be considered an epic hero because
the only battle that concerned him was the
"immortal war with wit" that he was supposed
to wage. Sadly enough, he did not even win
that one. The satirical language Dryden uses
to described the events that take place in his
mock epic is hilariously clever.
The epic hero is yet again transformed
in Alexander Pope's The Rape of the Lock.
Belinda, the epic hero is an overly vain girl
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whose lock of hair is cut against her will (or
perhaps not against her will) by The Baron,
the antagonist. Like one of the heroes in
Paradise Lost, the hero of The Rape of the Lock
is female. Belinda's larger-than-life qualities
are not her physical strength, but her beauty
through which she derives her power over
men. The reader can directly link Belinda
with a girl they have encountered in their
life. Although Belinda has extraordinary
qualities, she is very much human. She is
perhaps even more human than Satan in
Paradise Lost. The Rape of the Lock was inspired
by events that really took place and people
who really existed.
The development of the epic hero is
a large part of the development of literary
forms. Writers seem to draw on each other
for inspiration; however, that is not to say
that they are not original. Homer and Virgil
made an epic what was traditionally known
as, and with the influence of John Milton's
writing, the writers following him used
autobiographical experiences to transform
the epic form into something new and
unique. Although the traditional epic hero
was not always a man of tremendous physical
strength, Milton developed characters that
really are larger-than-life, but easier for the
reader to connect with. Milton's change
from an allegorical epic to an epic that is
much more has paved the way for the epic
writers who followed him. After Milton,
Dryden and Pope developed characters with
whom the reader can directly relate. In other
words, everyone knows a Belinda, everyone
has given into temptation like Eve did, and
everyone definitely knows someone who is
overrated like Shadwell.

J OSELYNN CRUZ

Gendering and "Othering" AIDS
Difficult Notions South Africa Must Challenge
oday AIDS is a global pandemic
claiming millions of lives. The world
health organization estimated that as
recently as December of 2006, 39.5 million
people globally are estimated to be living
with the disease (WHO, 2006). What serves
as most shocking perhaps is that of those
affected, two thirds (equalling 24.7) of the
cases are from Africa, mainly Sub-Saharan
Africa (WHO, 2006). It is hard to conceive
that this debilitating disease was only
recognized a little over two centuries ago
(Sabatier, 1988 pg. 20). What is harder to
conceive is that the numbers are skyrocketing
each year. Clearly we need a solution. So far,
world and community organizations have
focused their efforts on education about the
disease, in the assumption that knowledge
is power (Sabatier, 1988, pg 44). However,
to merely educate is a grave mistake,
especially in Africa where much larger social
factors are in place. AIDS is not as many
believe, undiscriminatory. It affects largely
marginalized people, including the poor,
minorities, and women (Sabatier, 1988, pg.
14). The question then becomes not merely
a health one but a political and social one.
In analyzing the AIDS pandemic sweeping
a continent it becomes clear that two
thought processes are ensuring the survival
of the debilitating disease: individual and
societal perceptions of risk for AIDS, and
unequal power relations between men and
women, (placing women at greater risk for
contracting the virus). This analysis attempts
to decipher the implications of societal
discourses on the disease, how they affect the
people, and how they need to eradicated in
order to find a lasting solution for lowering
AIDS and HIV cases globally, but specifically
in Southern Africa.

T

"Othering" the Disease and its Link to Risk
Perceptions
Since AIDS has been discovered, stories
have unfolded as to its origins. The most
popular ones are ones that suggest the disease

came from Africa via sexual intercourse
with monkeys (Sabatier, 1988, pg. 15). This
theory was largely developed by the West, as
a means of "othering" the disease by stating
it is not a Western problem but an African
one, one of underdeveloped people who
have sex with monkeys (Sabatier, 1988, pg.
15). This theory has no evidentiary support,
yet it is still largely held. As a response and in
opposition to this theory, Africans and many
non-western countries claim it is a disease
invented by Americans, most probably as
a result of a lab experiment gone wrong
(Sabatier, 1988, pg. 15). This theory as well
has no evidentiary support yet is still widely
held. In short, as soon as the disease came out
there was a need to explain its origins in terms
unconnected to the individual (in the case of
the west, the fault is placed on "third-world"
countries and vice versa). These theories
have also become more personalized. For
example the AIDS epidemic has been largely
linked to homosexuals, the third world, drug
addicts, illegal immigrants, prostitutes, black
Africans, and women (Sabatier, 1988, pg. 16).
We create stories of who these people are
and what kind of lifestyles they lead, thus
making the rest of us feel in some ways safer.
As Sabatier (1988) says in his book Blaming
Others "Blaming other people for a problem,
as a substitute for tackling the problem itself,
is a very human characteristic" (pg. 2). While
it is true that some of these communities
are in fact more at risk for HIV/AIDS,
constructing the disease as exclusive to
them and therefore "not our problem" is a
dangerous road to take as it involves placing
those that are already marginalized into an
even lower place in society.
In a study entitled "AIDS and Me, Never
the Twain Shall Meet" (Raghubir & Menon,
1998), this very notion was analyzed. The
need to blame others, the authors argue, is
due to a discovery in social psychology that
explains it as a tendency on the part of the
individual to lean toward perceptions of
oneself that are self-enhancing (Raghubir
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& Menon, 1998, pg. 52). This is called
the self-positivity bias and can be seen as
a way to maintain self-esteem, explaining
why individuals would be far less likely to
view themselves as being at risk for AIDS
(Raghubir & Menon, 1998, pg.52). It is also
linked to individual beliefs that others are
always seen as the victims of misfortunes,
not themselves. These ideas were proven
by the study which was conducted on 28
undergraduate students in Hong Kong
who were asked to estimate HIV/AIDS risk
on a scale from 0-100 for oneself, one's
best friend, the average undergraduate
student, and the average person in the
country (Raghubir & Menon, 1998, pg.55).
Not surprisingly results showed that the
individuals rated themselves at the least
risk for AIDS, followed by the best friend,
the average undergraduate, and finally the
average person in the country (Raghubir &
Menon, 1998, pg.56). The study supports
the theory that individuals see themselves
at less risk, assess the problem as always one
of the other, and the more "other" they are
(meaning the less connected or similar to
the self), the more at risk they are perceived
to be by the individual (Raghubir & Menon,
1998, pg. 57). As predicted, risk estimates
increased as the similarity of the other person
to oneself decreased (Raghubir & Menon,
1998, pg.56). These findings are troubling
considering that they suggest knowledge of
the disease may not be as influential in the
discourse formed around AIDS as the selfpositivity bias in which the individual never
perceives him or herself to be at risk.
Another much more in depth study is
one entitled "Determinants of Self-Perceived
Risk for AIDS (Prohaska, Albrecht, Sugrue,
& Kim, 1990). In it, five heuristic categories
were used to determine self-perceptions
of risk: sexual practices, moral evaluations
of people with AIDS, emotional responses
to AIDS, protective actions in response to
AIDS, and demographic characteristics
(Prohaska, Albrecht, Sugrue, & Kim, 1990,
pg. 384). These aspects were determined
to statistically come up with percentages of
actual risks for each person (based on sexual
practices), which were then compared to
individual's self perception of risk (Prohaska,
Albrecht, Sugrue, & Kim, 1990, pg. 385).
In the first study, students were used and it

was found that they were generally accurate
in estimating their risk of experiencing
nonthreataning diseases but underestimated
their risk for HIV/AIDS (based on the
scores derived from knowledge of actual
sexual practices that placed them at high
risk) (Prohaska, Albrecht, Sugrue, & Kim,
1990, pg. 387). This again displays the selfpositivity bias. It is also important to note
that the students categorized threatening
events in the world according to moral values,
thus their perceptions of risk were derived
from belief systems thatjustify and reinforce
socially sanctioned behaviour (Prohaska,
Albrecht, Sugrue, & Kim, 1990, pg. 388). A
theory then is that the students perceived
their own risk as low because contracting
AIDS was seen by many of the participants
as a punishment for immoral behaviour and
believing they are at risk for AIDS is to admit
to oneself that they are immoral. Thus it is
those "immoral others" that must be at risk
for AIDS, not themselves. Here we clearly
see the process of "othering" the disease.
Another study conducted by the same
people (Prohaska, Albrecht, Sugrue, &
Kim, 1990, pg. 390) conducted telephone
interviews with 1,540 adults between 18
and 60 in Chicago. Of the sample, 56%
percent considered themselves at no risk
for contracting HIV, with 44% considering
themselves at some risk (Prohaska, Albrecht,
Sugrue, & Kim, 1990, pg. 390). All were
quizzed on their knowledge of the disease
and all knew how it was contracted as well as
preventative measures (Prohaska, Albrecht,
Sugrue, & Kim, 1990, pg. 390). What was
truly shocking therefore was that engaging
in anal intercourse and not using a condom
were not associated with perceptions of risk
for AIDS (at least for the self), even though
they were known risk factors! (Prohaska,
Albrecht, Sugrue, & Kim, 1990, pg. 390)
Participants were also asked about the
media. It was found that increased exposure
to media and a greater belief in its accuracy
as a source of information about AIDS did
not in fact affect people's perceptions of risk
(Prohaska, Albrecht, Sugrue, & Kim, 1990,
pg. 390). This means that the participants
are judging risk by other, less obvious and
far less scientific factors. Knowing the facts
about HIV and AIDS transmission did not in
fact influence the participant's perceptions
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of risk. In effect, the study showed how
people do not place the risk on themselves,
even when they themselves engage in
scientifically proven risk acts that increase
their likelihood of contracting HIV (such as
not using a condom and engaging in anal
intercourse) (Prohaska, Albrecht, Sugrue,
& Kim, 1990, pg. 3911). The results then are
not only grim but scary because they suggest
that improving information and making it
accessible to the masses does not in effect
do anything but emphasize that AIDS must
be a big problem for "the other". It is as if
individuals have an ego bubble around them
in which they believe disease and other
misfortunes cannot touch them. In short,
they believe themselves to be some version
of superman, and it is this internalized belief
that needs to be challenged in order to
better the AIDS situation.
Engendering AIDS
We have seen how risk perceptions
are a major obstacle in bettering the AIDS
situation but an even bigger problem, and
perhaps one that needs to be tackled first,
is gender in relation to the transmission
of HIV/AIDS. It is important to note that
women are in large part still a version of
"the other" and so their inclusion in the
first argument of blaming others is not to
be overlooked. As Blanc (2001) points out
"there is a need to analyze gender in terms
of its role in un-equal social power relations
between men and women, especially when it
comes to sex" (pgl.). This imbalance affects
disease prevention in the sense that the
main forms of prevention (mainly condom
use and partner reduction) may be less
accessible to women who do not in many
countries control their own sexuality (Blanc,
2001, pg. 1). This is especially true in Africa.
In a study entitled "Understanding
Safe Sex" (Harrison, Xaba & Kunene,
2001), research was guided by a peer group
discussion (either all male or all female for
comfortability), among teenagers ranging
from 13 to 18 in South Africa in which they
discussed topics concerning sex (Harrison,
Xaba & Kunene, 2001,pg. 64). The study
revealed many insights. Firstly, the boys
were aware of preventative measures for
contracting STDS, mainly associating safe
sex with the use of condoms (Harrison,

Xaba & Kunene, 2001, pg. 65). They also
knew where to obtain one and were not
shy with disclosing information (Harrison,
Xaba & Kunene, 2001, pg. 65). The girls
on the other hand, were more conservative
with their responses, did not know how a
condom was used, and only understood
it as something "boys should do in order
to prevent HIV/AIDS" (Harrison, Xaba &
Kunene, 2001, pg 65). The girls also did
not understand any other forms of safe sex,
other than condom use (Harrison, Xaba &
Kunene, 2001, pg. 66). In terms of personal
risk, the boys not surprisingly assessed their
personal risk of contracting AIDS as low
(due to their use of condoms, and careful
selection of girlfriends) (Harrison, Xaba &
Kunene, 2001, pg. 67). In reality however,
condom use was inconsistent, with the boys
using condoms only in casual sex settings
and not in their relationships (Harrison,
Xaba & Kunene, 2001, pg. 67). The females
on the other hand, did see themselves at
risk but mentioned nothing to avoid the
risks, stating that none of their friends used
condoms and they have never talked about
the use of condoms with their boyfriends
(Harrison, Xaba & Kunene, 2001, pg. 68).
In general, on both the male and female
side, female discussion of condom use with
male partners was seen as taboo and many of
the females stated that they would rather try
to abstain from sex altogether than endure
the embarrassment of having to insist on a
condom (Harrison, Xaba & Kunene, 2001,
pg.68). This study reveals some very scary
insights. Firstly it reveals that there is a
gender inequality in terms of information,
with the males being more aware of
preventive measures than females. Most
surprisingly though, it reveals that although
the females did perceive themselves to be
at risk, they were able to do nothing about
it due to the gendered power inequalities
which dictated to them that they were not
allowed to touch the subject and must in fact
be passive participants of a system that places
them knowingly at risk for contracting HIV.
Another study conducted by Maharaj
and Cleland (2005) looked at condom use
among married or cohabiting couples in
KawZulu-Natal and again revealed gender
discrepancies. For the study, a household
survey was conducted in 2000 with a sample
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size of 1,000 (Maharaj & Cleland, 2005, pg.
24). Results showed that a low proportion of
respondents reported that they consistently
or occasionally used condoms with their
spouse or partner (15% of men and 18% of
women), even though belief in AIDS fatality
was high among both men and women and
90% of the sample had heard of condoms
and knew a source of supply and recognized
condoms as a highly effective preventive
measure for HIV (Maharaj & Cleland, 2005,
pg.25). This reveals the low personal risk
perception that was discussed earlier, but
the study also showed gender imbalances. In
general, women were more likely than men
to have a positive attitude towards condoms
in their relationships, but only 45% of them
even discussed the method with their partner
(Maharaj & Cleland, 2005, pg.26). Also, a
higher proportion of women (57%) felt at
risk for infection by their partners (due to
their beliefs or evidence that their partners
were unfaithful), yet they did not speak
(Maharaj & Cleland, 2005, pg.26). These
results are again shocking, as they reveal that
the participants are aware of preventative
measures, but it seems to be in the hands of
the man to use them. The women, in large
part, have no say over their sexuality.
Yet another interesting study was
conducted among commercial sex workers
in Durban (Varga, 1997). The Study
interviewed 100 commercial sex workers in
terms of sexual practices at work and in their
personal lives. The study found that condom
use at work was indeed preferable and
exercised when possible (Varga, 1997, pg.
77). However, condom use in their personal
relationships was practically non-existent
(Varga, 1997, pg. 78). Condoms were seen
as acceptable only in casual sex situations
and strictly avoided with personal partners
(Varga, 1997, pg. 78). The reasons for this
were stated as follows: "the use of condoms
threatens trust, intimacy, sexual satisfaction
of both partners, and domestic and economic
stability" (Varga, 1997, pg.78). What was
interesting was that the interviewees stated
that if they asked for condoms in their
personal relationships, they would be seen
as untrustworthy, uncommitted, dirty, and
as carriers of sexually transmitted diseases
(Varga, 1997, pg. 79). Thus the pressure to
not appear so and maintain the status quo

prevented them from asking for condoms in
personal relationships. Surprisingly however,
a shocking 85% of the participants suspected
or had proof that their steady boyfriends had
multiple sex partners, and they knew that this
placed them at a greater risk (Varga, 1997.
pg. 80). However, many of the participants
stated that the cost of HIV risk did not
outweigh the implications that would be put
on them if they asked for a condom in their
personal relationships (Varga, 1997, pg.
80). The societal makeup of what it means
to be a woman therefore (such as purity,
passiveness, and subordination), would be
challenged by women asking for what they
needed in a relationship, and this fear was
so cemented that participants would rather
place themselves at grave risk rather than
confront these social binds that hindered
their ability to safeguard themselves.
What is in place is in fact a gender
imbalance, but more broadly it is an issue of
power. In the case of sex, gender based power
is more often than not unbalanced, with the
male exerting more power over the female
(Blanc, 2001, pg. 192). This imbalance
operates within the context of a system that
holds a sexual double standard that gives
men greater sexual freedom and rights of
sexual self-determination while the female is
exposed to many restrictions (Blanc, 2001,
pg. 193). Thus it is not simply the male
holding power over the female, but a larger
social-political problem that creates the risk
and holds females as more vulnerable. Power
imbalances exist in sexual relationships, and
it is this which largely affects sexual health. A
report by Blanc (2001, pg. 194) reveals that
on the whole verbal communication between
partners about reproductive health is low
in many developing countries (including
Africa) and gender-based power inequities
contribute to this lack of communication. A
survey conducted in 1995 showed that the
proportion of married women who discussed
family planning with their husbands is less
than 50% in 12 countries, most of which
were in Sub-Saharan Africa (Blanc, 2001, pg.
198). Why is this? In Africa, a possible reason
for this is culture. If an African woman brings
up the issue, then she is bringing up the
possibility that her husband may be thinking
about marrying another wife, increasing the
number of sexual partners he has, or that he
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is unclean (Blanc, 2001, pg. 199).
Communication about STDS also raises
questions of fidelity and women risk being
accused of cheating, being promiscuous, or
being infected themselves (Blanc, 2001, pg.
200). Culturally, women in Africa are not
supposed to be knowledgeable about sex,
they are in fact supposed to be passive, and
so must be less comfortable than men in
discussing these issues with sexual partners,
so they remain silent and are placed at greater
risk (Blanc, 2001, pg. 201). Women's unequal
power reduces their ability to negotiate
protection from disease, express concerns
about sexual fidelity of their partner, or just
say no to sex. This power imbalance has
grave consequences, especially in the arena
of AIDS. In Kenya, a study done in 1998
showed that a condom was two to three times
more likely to be used when husbands rather
than wives brought up the issue (Blanc,
2001, pg. 204). These gender based power
inequities surround the belief that men
should control women's sexuality and their
childbearing capacity. It is important to note
however that these gendered stereotypes
not only affect females, but males as well.
For example, men experience anxiety about
appearing masculine and powerful, and are
conditioned in some countries to have many
sexual partners (Blanc, 2001, pg. 206). They
too have a lot at stake, socially, if they do not
meet up to male ideas of dominance and
control in the bedroom.
In short, the AIDS epidemic is rooted
in broad social, cultural, economic, and
political structures that must be addressed if
a solution to AIDS is to be found. What we
see is a theatre, in which men and women
are puppets in a broader social and political
system that places women at more risk, but
this does not mean that the ties cannot be
cut. Perhaps the international community
needs to focus not on solutions via further
education of the disease (as this analysis
largely shows that there is vast knowledge
of the disease), but rather on the societal
discourses that organize the disease. Among
these discourses are those which are innately
human, such as the belief that oneself is
never the one at risk, and that it must be
the problem of "the other." There is also the
gendered discourse in which males are the
ones who are supposed to control female

sexuality. Above all, one thing becomes
absolutely clear: programs must address
these power imbalances as well as personal
perceptions of risk if true change is to occur.
It is my hope that this will happen soon.
AIDS is increasingly a global problem, but
perhaps this analysis offers some optimism
in underlying some of the ways in which it
can be challenged.
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LAUREN STRACNER

Lord, What Fools These Mortals Be!
The Common Sense in Clowning, or
The Universality of the Clown in Shakespeare's Comedies
t is no secret that most comedies are
formulaic to the point of feeling like
copy-pasted parodies of one another.
The basic plot goes something like this:
extremely attractive character falls in love
with a fellow extremely attractive character
of the opposite sex, some tiny detail goes
wrong and a mountain erupts out of this
molehill, hilarious hijinks ensue, everyone
is beaten over the head with a lesson of
some sort, and then everything's set right
again, the sun shines, the birds sing, and
hope dawns once more. Even the Bard
himself William Shakespeare was guilty of
formula writing, but he managed to do it
with a twist, adding in not only a tendency
for his women to cross-dress but blessing
most of his main characters with charming
thickheadedness that renders them incapable
of understanding their own ridiculousness.
Yet what rational voices do exist come from
the most surprising of sources: the universal
clown characters, whose witty-yet-wise ways
with words echo the sighs, eye rolling,
and forehead-smacking emitting from the
audience in reaction to the primary figures'
sheer idiocy. As You Like It finds the dryjester
Touchstone having to juggle a whole cadre
of the blindly smitten, trying to jolt them
into reality through sharp-witted parodies
of their behavior. The Two Gentlemen of Verona
necessitate two fine clowns, Speed and
Launce, who make a show of keeping their
masters' lovesickness in check. All together,
servicing their dense superiors (only in title)
with a heady dose of reality neatly disguised
in clever wordplay, this trio of Shakespeare's
clowns prove themselves to be anything but
a laughing matter.

J

Silvius, a young lovelorn shepherd wailing for
his heart's desire. Sticking to the tradition of
courtly love, Silvius's monologue treats his
condition as if it were a malady, thriving on
extremes as he defends his foolish behavior
to his older companion Corin, repeatedly
insisting, "Thou hast not lov'd" ("As You Like
It," 2.4.36). Rosalind, her own heart aching
for Orlando, sympathizes with Silvius's
plight; Touchstone, on the other hand, finds
it pathetic and sees fit to demonstrate how
ridiculous they sound:
.1 remember when I was in love, I
broke my sword upon a stone, and
bid him take that for coming a-night
to Jane Smile; and I remember the
kissing of her bailer and the cow's
dugs that her pretty chopp'd hands
had milked; and I remember the
wooing of a peascod instead of her,
from whom I took two cods, and
giving her them again, said with
weeping tears, "Wear these for my
sake." We that are true lovers run
into strange capers; but as all is
mortal in nature, so is all nature in
love mortal in folly. (2.4.46-56)

By himself speaking in exaggerations,
Touchstone shows just how far love can
cloud a person's judgment to the point
of idol worship, where each and every
object the beloved touches—even a cow's
teat—becomes a blessed object worthy of
admiration. Playing on the meaning of
words, as he is wont to do, Touchstone flips
the dual meanings of "mortal" and "nature"
to ultimately say, in so many words, that
putting forth such emotional efforts into
When his mistresses Celia and Rosalind love is inevitably fruitless. And Touchstone
are banished from the court of Duke does not save this chiding for mere strangers:
Frederick, the court jester Touchstone finds he takes a break from bantering about sheep
himself a sidekick as they escape to the breeding and other bawdy topics with Corin
green world of the forests of Arden in As You to mock Orlando's amateurishly composed
Like It. Respectively disguised as the country (all the rhymes are couplets ending in
maid Aliena and her fine male companion "Rosalind") Petrarch-channeling poem,
Ganymed, the motley crew rapidly encounter exclaiming,
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sigh, like a school-boy that had lost
his A B C; to weep, like ayoungwench
that had buried her grandam; to
fast, like one that takes diet; to watch
like one that fears robbing; to speak
puling, like a beggar at Hallowmas.
You were wont, when you laughed,
to crow like a cock; when you
walked, to walk like one of the lions;
when you fasted, it was presently
after dinner; when you looked sadly,
it was for want of money: and now
you are metamorphosed with a
mistress, that, when I look on you,
I can hardly think you my master.
(2.1.18-32)

If a hart do lack a hind,
Let him seek out Rosalind.
If the cat will after kind,
So be sure will Rosalind.
Wint'red garments must be lin'd,
So must slender Rosalind.
They that reap must sheaf and
bind,
Then to cart with Rosalind.
Sweetest nut hath sourest rind,
Such a nut is Rosalind.
He that sweetest rose will find,
Must find love's prick and Rosalind.
(3.2.101-112)
Yet again, Touchstone displays his keen
gift at swift turnaround, perfectly imitating
Orlando's attempts at love poetry while
simultaneously exchanging the swooning
comparisons for bawdy double entendres.
When Rosalind chastises him, saying
she found the poem pinned to a tree,
Touchstone scorns, "Truly, the tree yields
bad fruit" (3.2.116), finally indicating to her
in a clear-cut manner that her mind is truly
fogged by the dumbing-down of love if she
finds such pathetic verse beautiful. Although
the aim of Touchstone's barbs extend far
beyond love—he enjoys verbally sparring
with his witless fiancée Audrey and her base
admirer William, for whom he must define
practically every word he speaks—his main
task is to match sense with Rosalind's lack of
it, providing clever clarity when it appears
wild instincts will cancel out her better
judgment.
Matching Touchstone in quickness of
wit and sophistication of sentences are the
pun-loving Speed and Launce of The Two
Gentlemen of Verona, servants to Valentine
and Proteus and independent friends as
well, although they mostly prefer to keep
their true thoughts between themselves. A
keen observer, Speed lets it be known to his
master that all the signs of his affection for
Silvia, which Valentine believes to be stealthy,
"shine through [him] like the water in an
urinal" (2.1.39):
Marry, by these special marks:
first, you have learned, like Sir
Proteus, to wreathe your arms, like
a malecontent; to relish a love-song,
like a robin-redbreast; to walk alone,
like one that had the pestilence; to

Furthermore, Speed has a defense.
Although Valentine calls him out for being in
love himself, Speed has managed to live with
his desire without making an ass of himself:
"...you swing'd me for my love, which makes
me the bolder to chide you for yours" (2.1.8283), essentially giving Valentine no room for
excuses for his oversights. At least he himself
could manage to get dressed and not swoon
with the effort, Speed jokes to Valentine,
although the laughter is solely for his own
benefit.
Also laughing alongside Speed is
Proteus's servant Launce, whose long
monologues about his devotion to his
mangy mongrel of a dog Crab in and of
themselves act as a mirror of the ridiculous
acts people will go through for love, as he
relates the various falls he has taken to cover
up for the cur's shortcomings. The two
clowns share intervals of verbal bantering
oneupsmanship in which they pull out all
interpretative devices at their disposal, with
one such meeting circling around the object
of Launce's affection, whose virtues he has
jotted down on a scrap of paper. Parodying
the manner of their own hapless lords—
and mirroring the mockery of Silvius by
Touchstone—Launce goes about justifying
her worth to Speed:
.Yet I am in love; but a team of
horse shall not pluck that from me;
nor who 'tis I love; and yet 'tis a
woman; but what woman, I will not
tell myself; and yet 'tis a milkmaid;
yet 'tis not a maid, for she hath
had gossips; yet 'tis a maid, for she
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is her master's maid, and serves
for wages. She hath more qualities
than a water-spaniel; which is much
in a bare Christian. [Pulling out a
paper.] Here is the cate-log of her
condition. "Inprimis: She can fetch
and carry." Why, a horse can do no
more; nay, a horse cannot fetch, but
only carry; therefore is she better
than a jade. "Item: She can milk."
Look you, a sweet virtue in a maid
with clean hands. (3.1.263-279)
The list continues into a commentrebuttal conversation in which, much like
Silvius's yearning and Orlando's saccharine
verse, Launce holds up every aspect of his
woman's character as a godly benefit; even
her being toothless and having "more hairs
than wits" are to a lovesick heart (or at least
an imitation of one) immeasurable, one-ofa-kind qualities. The mannerisms outlined
and mocked here also hew incredibly
closely to those described earlier in As
You Like It, making the clowns' universal
role as bastions of common sense to those
rendered incompetent by romance even
more prominent.
The majority of Shakespeare's romantic
comedies share a common thread in the
universality of their clowns, who are often
sharp-tongued knaves quick to judge their
romantically-hindered masters' conduct with
biting commentary. Serving as the voices of
common sense amid the chaos and confusion
of impaired rationality, Touchstone of
As You Like It and Speed and Launce of
The Two Gentlemen of Verona all respond to
their lords' immensely similar individual
situations with immensely similar manners.
As they suffer through their masters' aching
hearts, ridiculous actions, and, worst of all,
bad poetry, they each counter with creative
wordplay mixed with impeccable parodies
to hopefully act as a beacon of awareness
through the dense fog of lovesickness and
bring their helpless superiors back down to
earth to view their conditions with clear eyes.
Overall, these true comedians exist to prove
a simple point: love may make fools of us all,
but sometimes it is those playing the fool
who serve as our wisest advisors.
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JULIA MARTINEZ

Sailing with Whitman and Melville
One Disgruntled Feminist's Odyssey
en I began researching this
aper, I started with a direction
uided by a particular, largely
unresearched, assumption: Herman Melville
and Walt Whitman, on the subject of women
and gender, have little in common. Melville,
popularly classified as a misogynist at worst
and an unintentional misogynist at best, and
Whitman, an acknowledged radical regarding
all matters social and political (including
"the Woman question") seemed to have
zero to do with one another on the subject
of gender, save the purpose of contrast.
Proceeding with this notion, I decided to
pessimistically link the two literary giants
based on their respective "failures" to provide
their nineteenth century contemporaries
a solution to the disenfranchisement of
women, highlighting the influence (no
matter how ineffectual I initially deemed
the outcome) of the authors' respective
orientations.
theoretical/ philosophical
Essentially, I began with the fuzzy idea that
I needed to "dig up some dirt" on my heroic
conception of the overtly feminist Whitman,
and try and find something, anything of
feminist interest on the supposedly deeply
sexist old curmudgeon, Melville.

W

Chapter One: Where Did These Guys Get
Their Ideas About Women?
"This is the nucleus—after the child is
born of woman, man is born of woman"
(Whitman 83).
Deciding to start on a positive note, I
began with dear old Walt, reasoning that his
transcendental, "equality of all souls" perspective
must have been supplemented by at least some
relationships with real people. Looking for
chinks in his gender schema, I went back to
Leaves of Grass to find something I remembered
earlier irking me: his tendency to "valorize"
women while confining them to "women's"
occupations (in the intensely physical poem "I
Sing the Body Electric," for example, Whitman
glorifies "girls, mothers, housekeepers, in all

their performances" and notes that "the female
soothing a child," etc., "is in her place and moves
with perfect balance" (Whitman 82, 83, lines 2023, 69). He must have had models for his strong
women, and I wanted to know who they were
and why Walt still seemed to highlight their best
qualities within the traditionally glorified yet
limiting realm of motherhood. Though Whitman
is constantly obsessed with the transcendental
task of erasing dualities, he concomitantly cannot
resist relying on them, even in his quest to bend
and perhaps break the strictures of nineteenthcentury America's gender roles.
To begin to understand Whitman's
perception of and relationship to the female sex,
it is important to start with the woman primarily
responsible for shaping this conception: his
mother, Louisa Van Velsor Whitman. Though
Whitman biographers such as Edwin Havilland
Miller have condemned Louisa for "dominance,"
"emasculation," and "nagging querulousness,"
and charged her with establishing an oppressive
matriarchy that drove Whitman away from
home and "made him hunger for affection,"
it is nonetheless true that Whitman himself
declared his mother "the ideal woman, practical,
spiritual, of all earth, life, love, to me the best."
(Ceniza 10, 13). Feminist reinvestigations of
Whitman's relationship with his mother reveal
a rich, loving, and reciprocal mother-son bond
that helps contextualize Whitman's tendency
to align women in his poetry with motherhood,
nurturing, earthiness, and a spiritual strength
derived from women's biological capability
to usher life into the world, making them "the
gates of the body" as well as "the gates of the
soul" (Whitman 84 line 67). After the death
of Whitman's alcoholic father, Louisa took
charge of the family, and remained the center
the extended family revolved around until her
death. Louisa kept the family together, and
provided not only the nurturing her children
needed but the even the creative background for
the development of Whitman's mode of poetic
expression. Whitman reflected on her influence,
noting his mother's originality and stressing her
influence over his greatest masterpiece:
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"My mother was illiterate in the
formal sense, but strangely knowing:
she excelled in narrative—had great
mimetic power: she could tell stories,
impersonate: she was very eloquent in
the utterance of noble moral axioms—
was very original in her manner, her
style.. .1 wonder what Leaves of Grass
would have been if I had been born
of some other mother." (Whitman, as
quoted in his diary, Ceniza 12)

essence that reverberates beyond female biology.
The following demonstrates Whitman's use of
biological imagery in a deeper explication of
how he viewed the women of his family:
[it is a compliment if I] took after the
women of my ancestry, as I hope I do:
they were so superior, so truly the more
pregnant forces in our family history"
(Ceniza 33)
Here, Whitman uses the term "pregnant" to
identify the source of "superior" creative energy
the women "carried" through generations. He
sees his female ancestors as the agents of the
essential "Whitmanness" he inherited rather
than as purely the wombs that propagated his
family line. In this context, it makes sense that
he identifies his poetic heroines with mothers;
for Whitman, they were not "just mothers." He
ruminates further:

Ceniza makes an important distinction about this
entry that helps explain how women in Whitman's
poetry can be seen as symbolic characters above
and beyond the strictly biological baby-machines
critics have previously identified. She infers:
He stresses here, then, not her gendered
role of Mother/Nurturer. . . but her own
creativity. In his poetry, Whitman
often conflates the two: motherhood!
creativity. It is criticism, not Whitman's
poetry, which has focused on one to the
exclusion of the other; it is critics, such
as D.H. Lawrence, who see wombs as
negative. Not so Whitman. (Ceniza
12)

I think sometimes to be a woman is
greater than to be a man—is more
eligible to greatness, not the ostensible
article, but the real one (Ceniza 34)

Reading this interpretation struck me as
especially important, because the "gendered
role of Mother/Nurturer" is one of the things
that bothered me about Whitman's portrayal
of women. I understand that he was a man
of the nineteenth century, a "product of his
time" as are we all, but I repeatedly felt, as I
read LG, that something was missing. For all
of his radicalizations, I felt that he was not
doing enough to revolutionize gender roles;
it was not enough for me that he continuously
stressed his appreciation for women and his
belief in their rights while he continued to label
them traditionally. It is Ceniza's reading of LG
and Whitman's infusion of motherhood with
active creativity that helped me see the women
in LG from a different angle. Additionally, it
made me start to understand how the women
in Whitman's life contributed massively to
what, I am beginning to believe, was a sincere
effort on Whitman's part to acknowledge the
role of motherhood while recapitulating its
sociopolitical significance. Whitman did not
simply want to "praise" women for being
mothers; he wanted to empower their position
and attempt to voice the strength of feminine

This is a fascinating line, because it echoes a line
in his poetry in which he says "it is as great to be
a woman as to be a man" (Whitman 48). This line
is from LG, intended for public reading, while
the previous was from a private letter to a friend.
In LG, Whitman is concerned with presenting a
radical egalitarian vision of democracy, and for
the time period, it actually was a shock to the
public consciousness that a man would defiantly
insist that women were equals. In his private
world, Whitman possibly felt that true heroism
("not the ostensible article, but the real one")
was to be found not within men and what he
increasingly saw as their warring barbarism, but
within a distinctly feminine mode of being that
could stand up and fight and heal the wounded
(Ceniza 48). Whitman connects this image on a
personal level, poignantly noting: "the greatest
patriot in the family is my old mother" (Ceniza
48). As Whitman recognizes, he inherited the
best of himself from his mother, emphasizing
that this highest form of greatness, this type
of "motherhood," need not be restricted to one
gender. It is this immortal quality, then, and not
biology, that, for Whitman, defines the most
powerful form of transcendental love.
Though his mother was likely the closest
woman to Whitman's heart, many others affected
his consciousness and his poetry as well. Among
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the women Whitman counted as close friends
and confidantes were the prominent women's
rights activists Abby Hills-Price, Paulina Wright
Davis, and Ernestine L. Rose. These women, true
radicals within a fledgling American movement,
undoubtedly influenced Whitman's thoughts
and literary revisions of Leaves of Grass,
through vigorously intellectual friendships
that challenged Whitman to explore his own
feelings about women's liberation and the role
it played in his vision of an ideal democracy
and egalitarian society. Hills-Price inhabited
an especially important place in Whitman's
life, as she and her daughters became close
with Whitman's beloved mother, and the two
families eventually came to think of each other
as relatives. As Ceniza discusses, Hills-Price
was already an accomplished activist when she
became friends with Whitman in 1856. Though
he was undoubtedly aware of the ongoing debate
over women's rights and suffrage, she stresses
the ways in which "Whitman's friendship
with Price personalized his awareness of and
involvement in women's fight for equality"
(Ceniza 46). Drawing from Whitman's personal
notebooks and revised 1960 edition of Leaves of
Grass, Ceniza highlights Price's influence over
Whitman's growing interest in and attention
to challenging men and women to rethink
gender constructions and the limiting agency
of separate spheres. Ceniza points out that after
one of Price's well known speeches in which
she charged women "to change their thinking...
to jolt them out of their acquiescence" (69),
Whitman adopted a similar tone in a notebook
entry strikingly similar to the beginning of a
speech on the same subject. Whitman wrote:
(to women—sternly) Do you suppose
you have nothing waiting for yourselves
to do, but to embroider, to clean, to be
respectable and modest, and not swear
or drink? (69)
Whereas before Whitman was obviously
interested in human rights and equality, after he
began conversing with Price and learning more
about the current women's movement, he began
sharpening his specific views on women's rights,
and how real reforms could be brought about.
Through Price, Whitman was introduced to
other reformers, and spent many hours listening
to their ongoing, and sometimes conflicting
views on initiating change and garnering
support for the movement. Furthermore, the

discussions he was privy to went beyond the
realm of concrete issues into the theoretical/
philosophical debate of "the nature of woman,"
further opening Whitman's mind to the question
of what, specifically, it means to be a woman,
and how such a definition would affect the
movement's argument for equality. This type of
discourse, taking place at the grassroots level,
is an early precursor for debates within feminist
discipline and scholarship ongoing today. This
situation likely led Whitman to challenge his
own conceptions of the feminine, and possibly
rethink how he would portray feminine essence
in his poetry.
It seems that although Whitman
wholeheartedly loved the women in his life
and valued their opinions and perspectives,
in his poetic construction of woman and the
feminine, his vision was still constrained by a
masculine blindness to some of the obstacles
female revolutionaries struggled with above
and beyond the ordinary battles fought by male
rebels. For example, when Whitman released
Leaves of Grass in 1855, with its famously
rebellious frontispiece (in which Whitman is
shot full-body, wearing rough working clothes,
the anti-heroic picture of the "new poet"), he was
received with mixed surprise and intrigue. He
was maligned by some, no doubt, for disrupting
Victorian sensibility, but was nonetheless able to
make, and maintain, this personal statement of
individuality and redefine the role of "the Poet"
in society (67). Since 1951, Price, however,
was publicly tormented for her vigilant outcry
against the constrictions of women's dress.
Price consistently linked the effects of women's
restrictive, sometimes debilitating (corsets)
clothing to the unnecessary dependence of
women and the reproduction of the myth of
women's innate weakness. To promote her
argument, she wore a practical, comfortable,
loose-fitting "bloomer" and spoke about the
benefits of free physical motion and its relation
to women's political and social liberation. For
her efforts, she was, as so many women find
themselves, forced into a no-win situation.
She endured "public censure" for a year before
deciding to stop bringing negative publicity
to her cause, and then was openly rebuked for
"giving up." (67). Whitman honored strength
and courage in women, yet at times probably
neglected to fully admit his distinct advantage
in their joint struggle for revolutionary change.
In another example, Ceniza comments upon
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Whitman's lack of understanding of the mental
effects economic dependency had on his own
mother. Helen Price, Abby's daughter, later
suggested that Louisa actually died from the
misery of being forced into complete dependence
on her son George (37). Ceniza writes:
Whitman fails to take into account
that though his own mother possessed
qualities he associated with a strong
democracy—a strong sense of her own
self, a commitment toward caring for
her family and friends, a drive for selfeducation, etc.—she also was, finally,
dependent. Economics made Louisa
part of the "ultimate human problem."
Louisa felt this identity. I don't think
Whitman ever did. (Ceniza 42)
I think that Whitman's overpowering idealism
and belief in the strength of women's spirit may
have prevented him from truly seeing some
of the effects of women's alienation on their
sense of self. Perhaps it was too painful. I think,
however, that he tried very hard, and that is more
than can be said for many men. Nonetheless, a
difficult question looms over Whitman's work
and literature in general: can anyone "correctly"
render experience from the perspective of the
opposite gender? Whitman's monumental effort
to "write" women, and his partial failure to fully
understand or communicate their consciousness,
present an open challenge as yet unanswered.
Having basically dealt with Whitman's
biographical relationships with women and
found what I did not know I was looking for,
the prospect of Melville and the unfortunate
women in his life loomed large and foreboding.
Perusing classic Melville biographies, I read,
with much disdain, that it was Melville who
was unfortunate, a misunderstood genius
surrounded by a family composed mainly of
women who could not hope to interpret or
appreciate the work of one of America's great
literary minds. Melville ostensibly responded by
drinking heavily, occasionally abusing his wife
and possibly children, and producing literature
reflective of his tortuous domestic situation.
Critics reasoned that Melville either deleted
women from his work almost entirely because
he hated them so much, insisting "no one can
read his work extensively without noticing the
almost complete absence of women" (Freeman
180), or included a few women to confirm the
veracity of stereotypes that depicted women as

evilly sexual manipulators of men or submissive
puritans (Freeman, O'Neill).
I thought I had detected the source of
Melville's misogyny (along with the "fact" of
his homosexuality, of course). For the sake of
argument, however, I kept looking. Much to my
surprise (although I should have surmised as
much), all of the worst allegations of Melville's
wife-beating and straightforward woman-hating
were mostly speculation, and unsubstantiated.
The Melvilles after all, were a "proud,
clannish" family, and controlled or destroyed
a large portion of family documents and
correspondence. (Or, as other biographers have
insisted "his wife destroyed his manuscripts and
correspondence, for, like so many other wives of
great men, she did not want the world to know
the real man." (O'Neill 267). In a massive
contribution to Melville scholarship, Laurie
Robertson-Lorant undertook a much deeper,
comprehensive, and illustrative magnifying
glass to the reconstruction of Melville's life
and world, providing evidence for a markedly
different interpretation of Melville's likely
complex and varied relationships with women.
First of all, the Melville women were not a
bunch of simpletons incapable of understanding
their genius relative. In fact, Melville spent
much of his time surrounded by his mother,
wife, sisters, and female cousins, and as a family
they regularly engaged in reading aloud to one
another, discussing literature, and providing
Melville feedback on his stories and poetry.
Furthermore, Melville's wife, Lizzie, his sisters
Helen and Augusta, and eventually his daughters
Elizabeth and Francis all served important
roles in the formation of the Melville canon.
His wife and sisters undertook the painstaking
job of hand-copying Melville's manuscripts,
and as Robertson-Lorant asserts: "Without
assistance from Lizzie, Helen, and Augusta, it
is doubtful that Melville would have been able
to publish six books in six years." (RobertsonLorant 27). Later, Melville believed in his
daughters' intellects enough to burden them
with proofreading his epic-length poem Claret
(31). The fact that Melville entrusted the women
in his life with his most important, and highly
personal creative outpourings suggests that he
respected their mental capabilities and even
sought out their creative input; it demonstrates
that he cared specifically how women responded
to and interpreted his work. This biographical
reading directly refutes other critical assertions
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Melville's work was both too serious
that Melville related to women in one or two
and too sensational for women, while
ways: He was either rankled by the intrusions
their writing was too conventional
of his unintelligent female companions, and his
to interest thinking men, especially
writing was certainly not influenced by them in
Melville. (Avallone 43)
any positive ways (giving rise to interpretations
that his female characters were negative
Avallone supports this statement with numerous
representations of the women he was in close
primary documents constituting the wide and
contact with), and/or he intended his work to be
varied responses of Whitman's identifiable
read only by men, reasoning that women would
female readers, suggesting that, in many cases,
find nothing of interest in his writing, nor would
women were more receptive and astutely
he want them to. This reading maintains that
appreciative of his work than men. In one
Melville simply thought of women as "beneath
example, she notes:
him," to the extent he thought about them at all.
While male reviewers charged Pierre
Other interpretations challenge this position
with unintelligibility, even madness,
with substantial evidence. As to the charge that
the
Lady's Book detected satire and
the female Melvilles were ineffectual at best
parodied
the text's nihilism and
and damaging to Melville at worst, Charlene
precious
style.
(Avallone 50)
Avallone suggests that a more complex and
contextualized reading of Melville's domestic
The androcentric critical biases that that
life provides much more valuable insight into
suggested that women in general would, or could
Melville's writing process and interpretation of
not read Melville, also pervaded assumptions
his works than the tired, traditional theorizing
about Melville's relationship with his wife,
that Melville was a one-man island in a sea of
Lizzie, and tended to color their relationship
nagging harpies:
in Melville's biographies in a way that further
degraded the value of women in Melville's
Herman could likewise alternately
life, something Melville did not necessarily do
welcome and reject active, sometimes
himself. In the following passage, Melville's
"literary" responses from his female
wife is doubly bashed by two different
associates in the family who copied his
biographers: She is depicted by one as "obtuse,"
writing and read that of others to him. It
and the other insinuates that Melville's lovingly
seems more promising for future study
dedicated poem is actually intended by Melville
to consider the probability of their
to mock Lizzie:
having made a significant impact on his
writing—that is, to admit the evidence
John Bryant's characterization of
and arguments supporting what Julian
Lizzie as "patien[t] beyond any
Markels calls "the literary intelligence
deep understanding of [Melville's]
of the Melville women"—rather than
art and anxiety" (Bryant 50) seems,
to extend the long tradition dismissive
intentionally or not, to mingle praise for
of the notion that these women could
Lizzie's unswerving fidelity to a man
have made any serious contribution.
she perceived as great with criticism
(Avallone 47)
of her exasperating obtuseness toward
the things he most deeply cared about.
This idea relates to the similar and oft-repeated
Perhaps it is this ambivalence that
misinterpretation that nineteenth-century
accounts for the cloying archness
women (like those in Melville's family) would
of the dedication "To Winnefred,"
have no interest in reading Melville's highly
reminiscent of the early pages of Pierre
cerebral, "man-books." Again, Avallone asserts
and suggesting a hidden disparagement
that this is half-truth, at best, and an insufficient
of pastoral serenity and possibly of
understanding of women's reading habits. She
Lizzie herself. (Milder 94)
muses:
Reviewing these and other sources alongside
more insightful and possibly less biased
accounts of Melville and his relationships with
women, it seems likely that Robertson-Lorant's

It is necessary to question some
assumptions about nineteenth-century
women's limited literacy and limiting
gentility that underlie critics' sense that
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grasp of the situation is accurate, concise, and (Whitman 51). Likewise, for Melville, bodies
tellingly implicates even women critics for their brim with meaning, as variously illustrated in
repetition of the line of thinking that "Herman the overpoweringly physical Moby Dick. The
Melville scarcely seems to realize that women, indomitable, loveable, and noble "savage,"
let alone relationships between men and women, Queequeg, is a prime example of Melville's
exist." (Cahir I). Conversely, Robertson-Lorant symbolic use of the human body. Queequeg's
wryly suggests:
story is mapped all over his body, in an intricate
pattern of tattoos that mark his character's
Perhaps the "methodological misogyny"
symbolic meaning from his appearance in the
of Melville scholars like Cowen and
story. Melville writes:
biographers like Edwin Havilland
Miller says less about Melville's biases
Queequeg, do you see, was a creature in
than their own. (Robertson-Lorant 16)
the transition state-neither caterpillar
nor butterfly. He was just civilized
Though biographical research is immensely
enough to show off his outlandishness
important to the extraction of Whitman's and
in the strangest possible manner."
Melville's thoughts on "The Woman Question,"
(Melville 38)
it is equally important to examine this question
in relation to the most laborious and revealing Oddly enough, this description seems almost
outpouring of their creative genius: their texts.
Whitmanesque in image and tone. Melville
juxtaposes (as Whitman constantly does) a great,
Chapter Two: Now What? Women's Bodies beastly MAN with a delicate, beautiful butterfly,
Taking Shape in Text...
in an attempt to unify—transcendentally?—two
apparently opposing ideals. Queequeg is at once
No perceptible face or front did it have;
a personification of primitive, wild, masculine
no conceivable token of either sensation
energy, and vessel of intangible, seemingly
or instinct; but undulated there on the
inexplicable creative (feminine) beauty. (Could
billows, an unearthly, formless, chancethis parallel Whitman's fascination with the
like apparition of life. (Melville 226)
fierceness of motherhood?) Surprisingly or
Both authors' real life experiences and not, Whitman and Melville share a revealing
personal interactions must be considered fondness for imaginative symbology based on
important clues in reconstructing each figure's direct physicality.
mental landscape; to see from where they draw
For both authors, this preoccupied focus
their realistic human portrayals is to better on physicality, along with my discovery
identify how real bodies fuse with created ones of Melville's and Whitman's considerable
within literature, and to what end. In different associations with women, led me to ponder
ways, Whitman and Melville are both intensely the possibilities of both of their literary
preoccupied with physicality and how in the interpretations, explorations, and utilizations
realm of literary creation tangible human bodies of women's bodies. The creative is always a
become symbolic mediums for the transmission combination of the known and the unknown, a
of deeply philosophical questions and assertions subject which both writers were deeply invested
as to the nature of reality and the purpose of in. The symbolic or figurative representation in
human existence. In Whitman's poetry, bodies literature of women's bodies, then, provides clues
often become the truest source of knowledge, as to the hidden, perhaps subconscious questions
and are our closest allies in the discovery of inhabiting the authors' minds regarding the true
what it means to be alive because, along with our nature of gender and the problem it causes in
individual minds, they can be directly studied socio-political settings. For Whitman, women's
from the deepest interiority to the surface. The bodies, like men's, are reverential. Drawing on
catalytic and radically individualistic "Song of an Eastern philosophical concept that "the basis
Myself," for example, explicates Whitman's for realizing enlightenment is a human body.
ideological notion that affirmation of the Male or female—there is no great difference," in
self, far from being uselessly narcissistic and his poetry, Whitman constantly underscored the
indulgent, is endlessly enlightening, for: "all value of the body as a vehicle for self knowledge
truths wait in all things," and the body is full of and subsequently a more profound understanding
instructive secrets waiting to be brought to light of the nature of ultimate reality (Strong 277).
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However, I feel that going back and discussing break down power structures. Martin gives a
Whitman's use of breasts and nipples would not "nod" to feminist discourse, but denies that
add very much to my argument as I have already it is directly present in Melville, and instead
discussed why I do not think his use of bodies is highlights the "parallel" quality of Melville's
intended to confine women to their biology and thinking, while reiterating the notion that
Melville did not read women writers and was
hence their gendered sphere of existence.
For Melville, the female body is a curious "unfamiliar with intellectual women." This take
subject within his literature; it is either stresses Melville's progressive view of power
conspicuously absent, as in Moby Dick, or oddly dynamics and sexuality, but removes the role of
powerful, as in his South Seas novels. Many gender, suggesting that Melville was concerned
Melville critics have tended to focus exclusively only with how these structures affected male
on the lack of women in Melville's novels, and sexuality.
form hypotheses around the assumption that
I take Melville to have been almost
women are unimportant to Melville, and do not
unique among nineteenth-century
factor into the formula for what he was trying to
American men, aside from Whitman,
accomplish. A popular reading of Melville has
in recognizing the links between
been that he rejected women from his literature
sexuality and structures of power. Such
because he wanted to critique power structures
a recognition is fundamental to much
from a homosexual point of view, which he
feminist thinking, of course, and it is
thought was the key to a more balanced society.
striking how much Melville's work,
Robert K. Martin, for example, repeats the
from a male standpoint, parallels the
common argument that Whitman and Melville
thinking of contemporary feminists,
see male camaraderie as the most noble and
such as Margaret Fuller, even though
spiritual form of bonding, and argues that: "Like
Melville himself was little aware of
Whitman, Melville seriously believed in the
their work, apparently, and generally
radical social potential of male homosexuality
unfamiliar with intellectual women of
as a force in the creation of a more egalitarian
other than the most sentimental school.
society." (Martin 6) He sets up the dichotomy
In more general terms, Melville used
this way:
his works as a constant protest against
the abuse of power. (Martin 10)
By, for the most part, eliminating the
role of women in these novels, Melville
It is remarkable that Martin sees Melville as
can focus on the conflict between
"almost unique" in his understanding of sexual
two erotic forces: a democratic eros
politics, but neglects to even consider the
strikingly similar to that of Whitman,
possibility that Melville did not just "happen"
finding its highest expression in
to express views comparable to his feminist
male friendship and manifested in a
counterparts. (Because Martin's area of expertise
masturbatory sexuality reflecting the
is Melville's nautical novels, he may have
celebration of a generalized seminal
neglected to read the small but powerful piece
power not directed toward control or
"The Paradise of Bachelors and the Tartarus of
production; and a hierarchical eros
Maids" or the warped, psychological Pierre.) As
expressed in social forms of male power
I will later discuss, Melville's utilization of the
as different as whaling, factory owning,
feminine within his work just may tell a different
military conquest, and heterosexual
story.
marriage as it was largely practiced
When women's bodies are present in
in the nineteenth century, all of which
Melville, they are significant. Although many
indicate the transformation of primal,
men and women of Melville's time considered
unformed (oceanic) sexuality into a
the exotic, yet disturbingly "primitive" South
world of pure copulation. (Martin 4)
Seas a land of backwards savagery, and the
This explanation, however, is incomplete. While customary nudity there a sign of degradation
it is undeniable that both Whitman and Melville of "their women," Melville related his tales of
had homosexual leanings, and were both the Marquesas in a much different manner, and
possibly gay, it is untrue that women play no often criticized opposing Western views. One
part in their respective attempts to reorganize/ critic maintains:
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Western observers at times reversed
the formula, suggesting that there
were aspects of South Pacific gender
relations worth imitating. Herman
Melville praised the consideration
given to women in the Marquesas
Islands, asserting that nowhere were
women more appreciated or sensible of
their power. (Sturma 69)

[T]he "female part" ofTypee's audience
were interested in the possibilities of
sexual and social freedom figured in
that female character than in sexual
fantasies about the author or his hero.
(Avallone 48)
Maybe I am wrong, but I like this reading
better than those that insist Melville capitulates
women only as dreamy playthings or wicked
harlots, and by extension claim this as his
personal perspective.

In Typee, Melville uses this image of strength to
play on how, in different cultural contexts, women
can be adeptly able to win power struggles,
with no loss of dignitiy or compromising of Chapter Three: Beyond Bodies; Or, A
integrity. In a particularly spectacular scene, Realized Feminine Creatrix?
the Island Queen of Nuku Hiva, Vae Kehu, uses
As I see my soul reflected in Nature/As
her body to banish the intruding French from
I see through a mist, One inexpressible
the Marquesas. Interestingly, this historical
completeness, sanity,
beauty/See
character is a feminine precursor to Qeequeg; she
the bent head and arms folded
is caught between primitivism and civilization,
over the breast, the Female I see."
with tattoos that mark her true being. Unlike
(Whitman 84)
Queequeg, however, the Queen's tattoos cover
her nether regions, and so displaying them is a
After the body search, I felt that I was
little different. Juniper Ellis argues that when beginning to discern a lurking commonality
the Queen, dressed in "overelaborate European between Whitman's and Melville's interior
finery," defiantly lifts up her skirts to shock the ideas about what it means to be female, or
French and exhibit her masterpiece, she is playing "otherized" in a masculine world. Though both
off of cultural tension in powerful opposition to men focused largely on what they "knew," or
oppression, and in a sense is asserting her will as men's experience, they were also both intrigued
the collective will of her people:
by what they did not "know" but possibly felt.
All victims possessed of creative genius suffer. It
In many parts of the Pacific, tattoos
can be excruciating to try to elucidate for others
could be displayed freely in order to
a deeply interior sense of reality, especially
celebrate the beauty of the designs,
when convinced you are right. Whitman and
but a woman's bending over in such a
Melville were both visionaries, and in some
manner could also be a powerful tactic
ways plagued by their perhaps burdensome
to shame and trump the male viewer:
need to share the "truth" in an original form
this ultimate exercise of authority
that would make sense to people other than
reminds the male viewer where he
themselves. Increasingly, I wondered if it was
came from. (Ellis 167)
possible that Melville and Whitman, in some
Considering the situation in this manner frees ways, associated their personal battles with
the reader to identify with both the feminine dreaming beyond the world yet living in it with
and cultural experience of domination, and the feminine, excruciating loneliness of being
recognize Melville's critique of power structures biologically chained to existence yet pushed to
that inhibit both women and colonized societies. its desolate outskirts.
It is this marvelous use of the female body that
For Whitman, women usually symbolize
many women ostensibly found titillating in "mothees," in the sense that they create life, unify
Melville's sea adventures Typee, Omoo, and families, and nurture dreams and aspirations.
Mardi.Although Melville's contemporary critics Discussing this real and symbolic "mother,"
ascertained that women were too "delicate" an Ceniza infers that it is within this ideal Whitman
audience to enjoy the bawdy tales, or, in the case locates the grace that could save his war-torn
they were interested, it was due to a sort of "hero country:
worship" of the narrator/male characters, I agree
motherhood (parenthood) became
with Charlene Avallone it is more likely that:
an analogue for the inclusivity
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Although
frustration/alienation.
creative
some critics have identified Melville's female
characters through a somewhat "sympathetic
lens" that maintains their passivity, it is a starting
point for understanding the image Melville was
This conceptualization, however important, still
trying to create, and its purpose. Peter Balaam
tends to be restrictively gendered and dependent,
begins his discussion of this subject by giving
and leaves the reader wondering what agency
Melville's feminine characters more personhood
women have solely for themselves, and indeed
that they are often granted by other critics,
if they have a self-possessed intellectuality. In
emphasizing something not usually talked about
"Song of the Broad-Axe" the self-actualization
in reference to Melville: the concept of "human
of woman finally presents itself, in a different
dignity."
form. In stanza 11, Woman reemerges as
Melville's fiction's relatively male
Whitman's primary concern, democracy,
orientation in character, theme, and intended
surveying a bloody battlefield. As "her shape
audience is hardly contestable. Beginning in
arises.. .she is silent, possess'd of herself.. .she
the early 1850s, though, his work shows a
too is the law of Nature—there is no stronger
preoccupation with female characters in whose
law than she is" (Whitman 164). In response to
suffering, patience, and uncomplaining defiance
this characterization, Ceniza borrows a quote
Melville locates an arresting vision of human
from Betsey Erkkila for explication:
dignity." (Balaam 66).
The argument is increasingly compelling
Whitman," she says "moves from his
as Balaam identifies ways in which Melville's
earlier emphasis on the poet as creator
women are not simply passive, tragic sufferers,
of strong individuals to an emphasis on
but individuals cognizant of the complex
the poet as a creator of national unity;
sociopolitical power structures that oppress
and in so doing, he shifts in his poems
them:
from a primary identification with the
male to a primary identification with
Melville's women, including the
the female dimensions of the universe"
queenly being at Ahab's core, suffer
(36-37)
from an ontological divide between
the genders in which all acknowledged
It is because of this noble yet unenviable job
forms of power, all mobility, expression,
that Whitman, when thinking about his own
and autonomy are on the side of males.
mother and her unrelenting obligations to care
If he does not present ready solutions
for the family with a smile on her face, wrote
to these social arrangements, Melville
to a friend:
surely treats his terrain in his work to
I have thought before that the real
protest it.. .Melville's women, like
and best bravery is to be discovered
their feminized male counterparts...
somewhere else than in the bravery
are granted a consciousness of power
of war, & beyond heroisms of men
relations that their privileged male
(Whitman as quoted in Ceniza p. 32)
interlocutors entirely lack. (Balaam
67)
Possibly, it is due to this self-sacrifice identified
by Whitman that women exist as lonely
Melville's preoccupation with and hatred of
creators. It is not their absence of self-awareness
abuses of power is prevalent in all of his work,
or intellectuality, but their acknowledged
from his disparagement of missionaries in his
commitment to pacifism (preserving and
first three novels to the destruction of Captain
protecting the life they have created) that keeps
Ahab in Moby Dick, and it is in this context
them from participating in the glorified and
that his particular use of women to symbolize
destructive world of men. I think it is in this
his frustration takes on more meaning. It seems
spirit that Whitman pays homage to the painful
that Melville actually perceived the degree to
existence of the Creatrix that must silently bear
which women, like himself, were unheralded
her hurt in the name of recreation.
and misunderstood masters without disciples.
In Melville's fiction, women are not
Of one of these so-called "minor characters,"
necessarily figures of unification, but personified
Balaam says:
and cohesion Whitman felt his
country lacked and without which
the democratic experiment would
eventually fail. (Ceniza 35)
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And in this wronged but visionary
woman whose haunting face has the
power to disturb all facile trust and
complacency, Melville conveys a
memorable image of the potential force
he craved for himself and his own art.
(Peter Balaam 78)

so easy for critics to miss." (Stallard
Flory 133)

This insightful point is further substantiated by
an argument made by Wendy Stallard Flory that
Melville's character Isabel in Pierre symbolizes
the imagination of the main character (an
author driving himself crazy trying to write a
masterpiece.. .sound familiar?), and in essence
envelops all of Melville's conscious and
subconscious desires for the recognition of his
brilliance. Stallard Flory discusses this prospect
in tandem with her suspicion that, once again,
it has been critics and scholar, not Melville,
who have continually downplayed or denied
the significant symbolic purpose for women's
presence in Melville's writing.
How original and independent of
conventional allegorical representations
Melville was in inventing his
personification of the imagination is
shown by the extent to which Isabel's
role as Muse has been overlooked.
And this despite her obtrusively
symbolic characterization. The Muse
as traditionally represented also has
problematic connotations because it
reinforces the gender stereotype of the
woman "at the service of" the man —not
herself as creative artist, but a presence
that will help the male artist to fulfill
himself creatively. Melville, however,
makes Isabel a creative artist and the
most powerful character in the story."
(Stallard Flory 124-125)
In fact, Stallard Flory's feminist analysis, which
elevates rather than downgrades Isabel's role in
the seemingly autobiographical Pierre, actually
credits Melville for his work in ways male critics
have often overlooked. She elaborates:
To focus on Isabel's symbolic
significance is to see that making Pierre
an author was not an afterthought but
the whole point of Melville's project...
It strongly invites the question of why
Isabel's specific symbolic significance,
upon which the coherence of Pierre
depends, should have been and is still
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Where Pierre has otherwise been dismissed as
unintelligible madness, it is quite conceivable
that it merely took some women (and enlightened
men) to understand what Melville was doing.
If Melville did, after all, invoke the feminine
Creatrix, it makes sense that it would take a
woman to see her.
Epilogue: "I will be even with you and you
shall be even with me."
After complete faith, after clarifyings,
elevations, and removing obstructions!
After these and more, it is possible
there comes to a man, a woman, the
divine power to speak words (Whitman
332)
So was Melville a sexist? In ways typical
of nineteenth-century American males, yes.
Did he hate women? Probably not. It is largely
impossible to write a "bottom line" on Melville
and his feelings toward women; it is doubtful that
even when he was alive anyone had an in-depth
conversation with him about his philosophical,
political, and spiritual beliefs about women and
the overall incredibly complex issue of gender
and society. Judging from Melville's sometimes
conflicting representations of women within his
writing and his tumultuous if ultimately peaceful
relationship with his wife, Melville probably
did not have an iron-clad grasp on his thoughts/
feelings on the matter either. The interesting
quasi-conclusion I have drawn from mucking
through this paper is that Melville was infinitely
more dynamic and creative than I initially
imagined, and, much to my surprise, probably
had a fuller and more profound understanding of
women's experience of alienation than did most
men of his social station and era. Melville's
decades-long struggle to transform the contents
of his genius mind into literary works of
brilliance, and the critical lashing he got as a
response, no doubt instilled in Melville a sense
of loneliness that can perhaps be understood only
by others who have been socially rejected for
refusing to confine their humanity to society's
claustrophobic boxes of conformity.
In the respect it is possible to argue, as I
have, (with many thanks to all the contributors
of Melville and Women and other feminist or
non-traditional scholars that have done the

know it, but every now and then a
magnanimous work of uncovering previously
woman shows that she knows: it speaks
"hidden" meanings in Melville's work to the
out of the necessities, its cry is the cry
benefit of all Melville scholarship) that Melville,
of the right and wrong of the woman
whether consciously or subconsciously, was
sex—of woman first of all, of the facts
intrigued by women and what he might have
of creation first of all—of the feminine:
associated as their otherworldly link to the
speaks out loud: warns, encourages,
misunderstood and unappreciated essence of
persuades, points the way.
creative energy that continually perplexed and
inspired him. In the interest of academic rigor,
Now, it strikes me as one of the most important
it is unfair to do as I initially did, and blankly
things I have ever read. What Whitman is
classify Melville as a misogynist who was
saying in this dedication is truly revolutionary,
completely disinterested in women and their
and eerily prophetic. "The right and wrong of
endlessly frustrating challenge to achieve selfthe woman sex.. .the facts of creation," persist
actualization in a world constantly refusing
as pervasive issues in America and the wider
them space to do so. In denying that Melville
world, and continue to frustrate women and
had the capability and possibly even the
men alike. The inherent problem is we have yet
subconscious desire to identify with women,
to identify a "solution." It is uncertain whether
critics, scholars, and biographers do a disservice
there even is one. The collective voice of Leaves
to Melville, academic discourse, and the pursuit
of Grass, then, "speaks out loud" for everyone,
of discovering ways in which literature can truly
and everything, that has been silenced, ensnared,
enrich our lives. Although I have grumbled
or trampled by hierarchy, war machines, or the
steadily throughout this paper, it has turned out
blind expansion of "progress." When Whitman
to be a sort of adventure, and hopefully, nearing
said that Leaves of Grass is a"woman book," he
the end of my Whittier College career, I am a
speaks directly to the disenfranchised individual
better English major for what I have learned.
who feels hopelessly lost or alone in a chaotic
As for Whitman, the question, for me, is
world that often devalues particular beings, to
no longer how or why Whitman "failed" in his
the degradation of life as a whole. If Melville
attempts to reinvision a society in which all
was "pessimistic" and Whitman "idealistic,"
people, women included, were free to explore
they were both realistic in the sense that they
their personal humanity to the fullest extent.
understood, probably better than most, the
Instead, I better understand what he was trying to
"other." It is through this identification that we
do, and I appreciate it. Whitman, like all people,
can ever hope to create the truly equal landscape
was an imperfect person, and in some ways, we
they both envisioned and sought to express.
all fall short. Who among us is truly immortal? I
think that the "Immortal Mother" Whitman tried
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2008 Newsom Awards - Poetry - First Place
ANDREW LEGGETT

While You Read
For Michael Osman
I ask you to read aloud from
your book on revolutionaries,
and you oblige me, the gentle
sussurations of your voice
battling the noises of the coffee
shop, so that I don't hear all the
words, and to anchor the ideas
in my mind, I end up focusing
on the movement of your lips:
the chocolate curve forming
the words familiar to you—
communism, hegemony,
anarchism—and the glistening
pink folds of your inner mouth
fumbling over a French phrase
I long to pronounce for you,
feeling dizzy with the desire
to barely kiss the sensual vowels, the
barely murmured consonants
into your throat.

caressing the wide curve of
yourjaw with my eyes—so
chiseled, yet softened in this
moment with the same youthful
fragility of your small chin,
contrasting with the transparent
flecks in your dark, smoothly
parted hair, which reflect
the fluorescent lighting.
It makes my heart flutter with
both excitement and fear—
you seem so open, so lovely
that I can't help but be drawn
into adoring you, even though
I sense that I am as guilty
as this world in the art of
wearing you down; even though
I know I will never be what
you want or what you need.

But instead, I restrain myself
in silence, consoled by the flash
of your white teeth, the caramel
of your skin, your almond eyes,
their creamy brown placed so
firmly, yet demurely, upon
the page, giving me unusual
freedom to study the features
of your face:
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2008 Newsom Awards - Poetry - Second Place
BRANDEN BUYER-WHITE

Looking Like a Piece
He had this dream where a girl appeared
looking like a piece
of hard candy—fun to taste but
with sharp edges to cut
a tongue. She
had touchable skin but
muscles like razors and wings
the size of sabers sprung
from her thighs that screamed
War! in electric,
penny gumball colors.
He knew a girl like that could
kill him.
It was better when
he woke up, had his
coffee, left the house.
On the streets the girls
were not machines they were
milkshakes. They kept their
colors confined
to the flowers on their
handbags. They hid
their sharp parts in
the heels of their shoes.
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2008 Newsom Awards - Poetry - Third Place
ALEX JOHNSON

In Dreams
Outside
The streets are barking
And the panes are getting black.
In my room a furnace sparks
As I read travelogues
Of people I'll meet,
Railcars I'll sleep in,
Cobbled alleys I'll find love in,
One million Mandarin mornings
I'll visit if only for a moment.
Rooted in my armchair
Irish whiskey dreams
Take me from the plane,
To the taxi,
And out of the city
To the misty crystal peaks
I read of.
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2008 Newsoin Awards - Poetry - Honorable Mention
MARTINA MILES

Plastic and Purple
I'm looking at that tree over there and I'm thinking
Wow
And I'm thinking how great the color looks next to that royal blue car and next to that
other purple car there and oh, I wish I could drive a car that nice and I wonder how many
miles to the gallon?
And then I'm drawn away from this miracle, this fact that the tree has detonated into
bloom, and suddenly I'm seeing all these explosively purple trees all over campus and
every time I see them I'm thinking about why they're here, in this desert and it's all just
A miracle,
A man made miracle yet a miracle
And it's unnatural and yet real and there's nothing else left but that
I am typing this poem about trees and cars at my computer, no pen and paper and smell
of ink or the poetry of the feel of the plow and the crumble of sod—and that's a myth
anyhow—
And nothing dirtying my hands and
I am locked in this sanitized hypoallergenic bubble
And the outside air—they say that breathing it is as bad as smoking a pack a day—
And the water I brush my teeth with comes from rivers where we used to dump petrochemicals
And I'm eating food that was developed in a lab
And grown in a third world country
And sprayed with pesticides
And driven thousands of miles spewing pollutants and wilting slowly in the back of a hot
car
And drinking diet coke like it's water because the water tastes like plastic and my addictions are less flashy than some
So I'mjust washing my hands with antibiotics and bathing in this plasticized existence
And having polite conversations with people who think like I think
And avoiding the ones who don't
And saying nothing that will offend
And where is that flower and where is that purple and pulled away from the earth why has
it been days and I'm still affected?
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2008 Newsom Awards - Poetry - Honorable Mention
JEREMY LUM

the depressionist
If you had gone to chinatown,
walked the wok-grease thrown out of shops
thrown pebbles into canals with
shopping cart fish
Then you would have seen them.
the depressionists enjoy
those utterly unenjoyable utterances
of chess
chinese checkers
mahjong
on an afternoon that crawls a never ending stairwell
(though you could not throw salt
and watch the end of them,
they were already
shriveled, leaving trails of mucus
spittle)
Always angry
with each other
Yelling
Cheating
Screaming
Foreign expletives and love songs,
Exploded up from their hearts,
Into their stomachs,
Churned,
Then cat-a-pulted out as
Cheerful banter.
But if you go there now, slip in
oil. Curse
the Lord's name,
stamp your foot, you'll
only see
the forgotten cold,
castleless.
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2008 Newsom Awards - Short Fiction - First Place
MARTINA MILES

Sharks and Bathtubs
he thought it well enough decided that
she wasn't going to survive this whole
mess and so figured, why not rot it all
and just give up. I bet no one'll be expecting
that. Just lie back and try to salvage a few
moments ofjoy to hang on to from a peculiar
and tumultuous life before it all goes south.
The problem was, however, that her life
was neither too peculiar nor too tumultuous
to have only a few choice pearls and thus the
whole exercise became rather silly and selfpitying. The truth was there had been no
lack of joy, no dearth of regret, no absence
of love. On the contrary, she had been well
loved, had lived rather fully and to her
own specifications, and had been known
to laugh riotously and long at many (oft
inappropriate) occasions.
This was not to negate the previous
claims of peculiarity and tumult. Those had
likewise abounded, often drawn out for long
stretches of time which, now that she came
to think of it, may have stretched the whole
of her existence without actually disrupting
the laughing-loving-living-well aspects of her
life. Oh, they had been dark at times, but
she found herself feeling utterly unable to
pity her odd life, unable to regret the way it
had been lived, unable to clutch to one brief
shining moment among all the sunshine of
her life.
She felt all at once rather remarkable
and unremarkable in many of the same
ways.
This, however, presented a problem.
She needed something to hold on to,
needed a touchstone or a talisman of her
life that could stand in for the whole of
her existence lest she be awash in memory
and set aimlessly adrift on the sea. No, she
wished for only a small bath of memory that
she could comfortably sit in without fear of
losing her way, going under, or meeting any
sharks. Sharks had always scared her, and she
felt certain that in the rather warm sea of her
fond recollections there were very large, very
angry, and very petulant sharks that would

S

become quite a nuisance unless thoroughly
examined. She very plainly did not want to
examine them - truthfully, it was more work
than she felt entitled to, so best not to get too
close at all. The principle reason she wanted
this small warm metaphor bath (perhaps
with some nice smelling suds) was that she
was trying very hard to avoid those vindictive
metaphor sharks in the first bloody place.
Convictions firmly in place and resolve
redoubled, she cast her mind backwards
to the first nice thing she could think of.
It landed with all the finesse of a fishing
lure in a rather unexpected place: her
grandmother's pantry. How very interesting,
she thought as she mentally walked from
the back pantry, through the kitchen, into
the hallway (pausing to note the clarity of
the assembled photographs on the wall),
through to the foyer, left across the oriental
rug and back towards windowed doors of the
veranda, and stopped at her favorite chair,
This could keep me in the bubbles for quite
a while.
The chair was cream white linen with a soft
zigzagging diamond pattern of an almost silvery
white, large quilted back and arms, and beautiful
wooden legs. It was soft, and the fabric had a
satisfying texture when she rubbed her feet against
it. She liked to sit in it and read, her shoes on the
floor next to her and herfeet curled in beneath her,
safe and tucked in. She preferred to accompany
her repose with a mug of warm tea(at nigh) or
seltzer water with a squeeze of lime out of her
grandfather's round glasses with the airplanes
etched on them during the day. She felt safe there
and liked getting lost in a book in a comfortable
chair where no one would bother her but where
she was still directly in the center of everything.
She especially liked the smells: her grandmothers
hair, the magnolias blooming outside, and the
heat rising off the pavement. The sounds, too,
delighted: the far-off twitter of her cousins playing
somewhere on the big estate, her mother and her
siblings laughing and chattering in another room,
someone tuning a guitar in the library, and the
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memory landed with all the elegance of a
somersaulting grizzly—

constant sound of cooking. Most engaging was the
rumble of the thunder and lightening storms that
she never saw at home and, though they frightened
her sister and the dogs, made her want to sit at the
window with her face pressed up close, watching
the shadows change as the lightning jumped. She
loved that best - to sit in that chair and read, at
every peal of thunder looking out the window,
counting the seconds, and waiting till the blast
of lightening distorted and rearranged familiar
landscape. It was all so familiar - the sounds, the
feelings, the smell. But one smell was missing: her
grandfather's special aroma, a mix of Old Spice
aftershave, leather; and laundry. The cleanest and
safest smell she new, one that had long enveloped
her during the thousands of hugs they shared
during his life, hugs that wrapped her fully in the
overwhelming sense that everything was okay now,
and no matter what might happen, nothing could
change that perfect love. And there was one sound
that struck pain when it struck on the hour: the
grandfather clock, the clock he kept running by
winding it every evening of every day of every year
he had it, and was now wound without him, a
metronome demarcating the distance across space
and time that grew greater with every ticked away
second. The distance between his living self and
the memory that sustained her now—

The tree was large and shed leaves horrendously
with no regard to the proprieties of season or
backyard décor Big beige monstrosities littered the
ground, big as a man's hand, and leathery like
skin, shot through with veins. This made the tree
special, made it more connected to them. Even more
symbolic was the fact that it was the tallest tree any
of them had ever climbed and at first only Rachel
and David could reach the top but as they got older
she and Julia could, too, which meant that they
were growing up to be big kids just like Rachel and
David. And one summer her Dad got a blue rope
ladder and they strung it from the lowest branch,
which was still really high, and then they could
climb it without almost breaking their God Damn
Necks! like her Dad was always afraid. But even
with the rope ladder up they still liked to climb into
the tree from the branch that hung over the playstructure. That made it like a game because see first
they had to swing high enough on the far swings
that they could catch the monkey bars with theirfeet
and then they would hold on upside-down (and
maybe pretend for a second that this was what the
world really looked like only their whole lives were
upside down) but after a minute they would flip
up like circus acrobats and pull their arms all the
No, see, that was no good, she thought, way over so that they could stand on the monkey
sitting up abruptly and sloshing soap suds bars and walk across like a tightrope walker to the
onto the linoleum. A ravenous bloody shark other side and the slide where they would climb up
of a memory, that one. No good at all. Can't on the frame and into the tree and if they did it just
keep myself occupied thinking about such right then they would win. Then they could climb
raw hurt, can't wander into that minefield. all the way up into the tree and even if maybe they
No, better to put that one out of my mind would break the God Damn Necks at least it was a
and try again. No Grandfather, no deep little safer than—

ache, no gaping holes made vacant by the
passing of a dearly loved one. No fair winds
and following seas here, because, see, I
chose the bathtub, not the ocean and there
are no winds here at all. Fancy that, getting
blown out to sea that way. Not again, I say.
She cast back again, looking for the one best
moment, the moment uncolored with the
bleeding ink stains of sadness or regret or
dark humor. Pick the clean shirt right out of
the laundry and slip it on, warm from the
dryer, fitting like a glove again. Where would
that be? This was taking more work than
she had originally thought. Why couldn't
she just find one memory without getting so
knackered? And then, out of the clearly blue
sky, smack in the face like a rude gesture, the

Excuse me no I'd rather not if you would
only just please I'm ready to get out now-than when Dad was yelling because sometimes it
wasn't good to be in the house and afterJulia and
David moved real far away and you couldn't just
walk across the street after you'd checked real good
for cars then it was really nice to have a hiding
place.—

I'm not joking and I don't find this funny!
I'm getting out and I don't want to hear
any more about this. I am trying to protect
you, can't you tell? These are shark-infested
waters and you have-
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—a skinned knee that one time which was bleeding
into your sock and you thought you should show
Mommy but there was noise - such noise -from
the kitchen and it wasn't a good place to be right
now and you couldn't remember the way to walk
to Julias house because it was so many blocks
away and the woman in the house on the corner
wasn't there to knock on the door and anyhow her
kittens were all grown up now and sold away and
I wanted one but it didn 'tjlt in the house with the
dog and—

They can smell blood, don't you see! They
can smell just one drop from miles away and
here you are, paddling around like it's a lilywhite wading pool for-anyhow I have to pee real bad so can't I just get
back in?—

Twenty five gallons of water and they can
smell just one drop of it so if you'll please.
Just out. And now, if you will. Thank you.
Well, she thought as she toweled off, that
was unexpected. I feel utterly shaken. I need
a tea. Yes, perhaps a nice cup of tea. A small
moment, much smaller and safer than a
bathtub. It seems sharks can get in anywhere
these days; must be like the alligators in the
sewers in Florida. No no, she thought as she
wrapped herself in her big grey robe, a cup
of tea is just the ticket. Something warm
and small and moist and invigorating, with
comforting steam and a good dollop of milk
and honey. The real problem is, I've been
fishing about too much, looking for some
prize to hang on the wall, something to
impress the neighbors. What I really need is
a tiny symbol,just a scale from the fin of that
big catch, just a small something to remind
me inside of the bigger picture. Much safer,
that. I think I'll brew right now. And with
that admonition against the foolishness of
inviting in such deep perils as a bathtub, she
set off for the kitchen to sate her thirst with
just one, simple, nourishing spot of tea. An
earl grey, perhaps, or a jasmine if she was
feeling daring. Though after the trials of the
morning, perhaps it would be wisest to have
something healing like a chamomile. Oh, I
never really liked chamomile, she thought.
Tastes almost sticky, like it should be attached
to something else, like it should grow on
something like moss. And just then, with the
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steam beginning to rise off the spout, came
the first flicker of the thing. Ah yes! Now it
was starting to boil and pretty soon the kettle
would be shrieking and singing and the
water dancing within it.
A carpet, warm with the late afternoon sun. Simple
in patterns, muted but rich in color Soft tones of
auburn and burgundy, offset by lively shoots of
palest blues and creams. A slow tessellation of
shape and color surrounding and encompassing
a warm, sun-filled, airy room. The dog, Diana,
older and graying but patient and sweet, more
of a Nanny than a pet - every night I fall asleep
to the syncopated tap-tap of Diana nails on the
hardwood as she limps in to the bedroom at the
end of the hail to check, Breathing? Yes. A lullaby
Of sorts - and her deep, patient breathing filling
the space around her with comfort and stillness.
Her stomach, heated from the dying rays of the
setting sun, a pillow; the rise and fall of her
infinite breathing, a metronome. And an aimless
amble into sleep, just before dinner, just after play,
when everything is ordered and nothing amiss and
the world can recede from the watchful eyes of a
three year old sentry, guarding her heart from the
pitfalls of life.
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Is This the End of Zombie Shakespeare?
(Or, Do Zombies Dream of Undead Sheep?)
he box-office zombie looked at me
unconvinced. His lips puckered up
like a purple blue volcano. "Starcrossed lovers, destined for suicide," I
explain, while throwing my thumb back
towards the two kids sitting on the steps
reading the newspaper together. The red
marks on their necks are enough for him
as he and nods, pleased. He pushes three
tickets to the noon showing of Gone with the
Wind towards me brutally slow. We normally
don't go out this early but Adam had guitar
practice at five and Mel's mom wouldn't
let her out past four; we all agreed that it
was better to see it in the daytime, anyway.
Plus, I had an interview in the afternoon
with Shakespeare. Stuffing the tickets in my
pocket, I take my time walking back towards
the steps where they have been waiting.
Adam's eyes are still rolling over a copy of
the New York Daily News when I get there;
he doesn't seem fazed by my achievement.
"Any good ones?" I ask, leaning my shoulder
onto a thin green light-post.
"Just some nobodies, you know? An
accountant, someone's grandma, some
guy with a funny name. O-LAU-DUH," he
says, while tracing his finger over the bold
print. "You never see anyone too important
anymore. Except Babe Ruth 'bout two
months ago. My dad told me, about fifteen
years ago you couldn't go a day without
seeing someone famous turning up. Now it's
just nobodies; old women, and angsty teens
and all that."
"Except Shakespeare," I add,
remembering the bold headlines that ran a
month ago, in every newspaper and media
ticker around the world. He was now at the
American Museum of Natural History, like
all good, honest people, the museum used
the law to get Zombie Shakespeare. Many
good scholars, writers, and colleges wanted
him, but it was the museum who found his
body on a dinosaur expedition in Stratfordupon-Avon. Although no dinosaurs were ever
found anywhere near the location before,
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nor during the expedition, a court ruling
found that the Natural History museum had
full rights to him because it was within their
anthropological dig site—even though the
dig site was a cemetery. They were charging
fifty dollars admission now, but the president
of the museum assured all that it was due to
economics.
"How's your mom?" Adam asks, his eyes
on the all-important Sports section now.
I wonder if he had somehow forgotten
the details of last night. How I had come
home and found her, called my dad at
work, then called Adam at his house. How
I had been crying to him, and how he said,
"Everything is going to be alright." I thought
he spoke in such a tender and nonchalant
way, but now I realize he was simply cold,
callous.
"Still dead," I tell him.
"We'll hold onto her body for another
week," The nurse explained to my dad
and I. "That's the normal holding time for
something like this. After that, the state of
New York mandates that we take her to a
crematorium. Unless, that is, you take her to
somewhere like StayRight. Although, usually,
you know, in a situation like this, they don't
want to come back."
She placed her plump fingers on my
father's back, a slumped mound on the
metal chair near my mother's hospital bed.
My father wiped the remaining spittle
that had trailed down her left cheek. When I
found her, her eyes were still flickering and
her arms and leg shaking as the sleeping
pills attempted to shut down her central
nervous system. Now, she was pale, almost
translucent, but it was not from the pills.
The doctor's had already begun pumping
the blood out of her system to help slow the
decaying process. My father and I had an
hour before they had to put her in the walkin freezer downstairs.
A shadow in the doorway motioned to
the nurse, telling her to exit the scene. My
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father stared up, then put his eyes back in his
palms. "Hey Adam," he said. It was Adam's
dad, also named Adam; in fact, Adam's family
was steeped in a deep history of Adam's. It
was as if evolutionary perfection had been
reached in the early nineteen hundreds for
their family and they decided to keep things
unchanged, passing down perfection, one
Adam to the next.
"Fuck," Adam said, taking off his Maui
Jim sunglasses to reveal a deep raccoon tan.
"I took my private jet back here as soon as I
could. Antony. I'm so sorry man, but don't
worry about it. Everything is going to be
alright. You know StayRight will take care of
her. I know how much she means to you."
"She's not gonna be a fucking zombie,
Adam," my dad seethed.
"Post-Deceased Individual. Don't be
so archaic, Tony," Adam's dad, Adam
responded, hurt, "Jesus, I bet you still call it
necrophilia."

techniques, clothes: proof of his triumphs.
And I believed Adam because every time he
told me, his dad would fire another one.
One day, five years ago, he had seen my
parents at a company picnic and offered to
show my mom his stretch limo with built-in
sauna and built in 40-inch flatscreen with
high definition D\TD player. Adam's dad said
mom got sick, so dad and I went home alone.
The next day my mom was his secretary.
The Man, besides being a lady-killer,
loved practical jokes. He patted his son
on the back, or head, or shoulder, every
time Adam mentioned a new stunt he had
accomplished: convincing a girl to go all the
way then dumping her, putting newly risen
zombies in other people's lockers at school,
filling a zombie public pool with silver nitrate
so their skin would turn black. They had the
special father-son bond I wished my dad
and I shared; the good old American dream
kind. Adam's dad was the one that suggested
we sneak into the zombie theater.

Adam's dad eats people like my dad for
breakfast. Adam's dad is CEO of StayRight
We were sitting behind a family of
International, a company that hit it big when sinkers. The father's neck was broken, but
people started looking for a way to keep he hid it with a tall-collared shirt and a necktheir loved ones in immaculate condition brace. I step on Mel's toes, accidentally. We
while they waited for them to un-die. Since exchange smiles. When her smile starts to
you can never tell how long it's going to break, and her attention begins focusing
take, StayRight makes a killing basically back on the movie, I quickly point to the
keeping people in large freezers. They're child in front, about five years old, still the
able to side-step some of the time-constraint color of swamp water. Her mouth stretches
laws involving human cadavers, since once into a look of disgust. "Shhh," I whisper into
the bodies technically became "products in her ear, as close as I can get.
transit" of an international company, they
I look around to make sure that none
could be kept for as long as they wanted. of them noticed us. I could only imagine
The company did n't bring people back to the anger they would feel if they knew we
life but they did keep the bodies beautiful. weren't one of them. Zombies snub their
Movie stars and models were able to come noses at normal people, like they had gone
back, perfectly intact, silicone and all. For through some great ordeal we couldn't
some untold reason, they tended to be a little comprehend. They don't make a fuss in
dumber than normal, but no one seemed to public when we gawk at their missing arms,
mind.
or the holes where an eye or cheek used to
Adam's dad gets a new secretary on a sit, but you can tell it upsets them, the way
monthly basis. He fires the slow ones because they are always staring back if you glance at
he is a hotheaded man and the smart ones them. If they did any more, the police would
because he is a bitter one. He hires and probably haul them off to a crematorium, no
fires the married ones just to get on their questions asked. But the movie theater was
husband's nerves. Adam said his dad, or not public domain. It was their place. They
The Man, as he liked to be called, would could eat pig's brain, or heart, or whatever
always brag to his buddies when he slept they ate without people glaring at them (or
with one of his secretaries. Adam would hear vomiting). They did not have to wear fake
snippets of these conversations: birthmarks, teeth, or prosthetic noses.
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On screen, Prissy is yelling at Miss
Scarlet: "I don't know nothin' 'bout birthin'
babies," and Miss Scarlet is birthing the baby
herself, and the zombies are all crying. As
the baby comes out, and the mother dies, I
hear moans across the audience. The family
in front covers their baby's eyes. Zombies are
deathly afraid of birth. Their moans begin
to grow louder and louder as the scene goes
on, making me shift uneasily in my seat.
It was like watching the lions on the
T.V. At the zoo, lions are fine and good, but
they tend to loaf around and just wait for a
zookeeper to place a dead chicken in their
mouth. The lions in the zoo seem flaccid,
bereft of life. But on television, they were
natural. They played with each other. Hunted
their prey, and gorged on the entrails of what
they caught. I was the gazelle in lions' skin in
the theater and I definitely didn't want them
to find out and gorge on my entrails. Adam
said his dad had seen them do it once, in the
old days, when they first started showing up.
I looked back at Mel, the faux rope-burn
lining her neck, eyes bloodshot, and skin
paled with foundation. I wonder how long
she had worked on her disguise, every bit
of unconcealed skin a pasty yellow. Still, she
looked pretty as a zombie. Just as I move in
to whisper to her, an arm reaches over and
inadvertently slaps me on the nose, Adam
pushes his head back to give me a wink.

small talk: "Why do you like Adam? He's
kind of a dick to his girlfriends." I stress the
last word, maybe a bit too much.
She first laughs, then stares, then glares,
then says, "I thought he was your best
friend?"
"Semele, you didn't answer my question,"
I protest, using her full first name. The one
Adam doesn't know. I lose her as she stares
out into the crowd of eroded bodies shuffling
toward the exit, she says, "I don't want to be
afraid to die."
Just then Adam scrambles out of the
bathroom, and whispers to both of us: "Run!"
as he rushes by. When he melts comfortably
into the sea of zombies leaving, he points a
heavy finger at us and shouts: "HUMANS!"
Before any faces can turn, we run.
Outside, we run down the long staircase.
Adam has already overtaken us, and pushes
over an old man zombie man, who falls with
a heavy crunch. We keep running until we
clear the corner and are about three blocks
away where the human district starts. I am
bent over, hands on my thighs, breathing
and laughing incredulous about the old
man zombie, but right when I lift my head
up to congratulate Adam, I see him kissing
Mel and so I return to looking down and
breathing.

The two of them walked down Main Street
since Mel's mom's house was close to where
Everyone slowly shuffled out of the Adam had to go. I waited for the number
theater. At one point, the movement stopped three bus to take me to Downtown and the
because someone's arm and baby had fallen Natural History Museum, so I could finish
to the floor when the child's weight became my school report on Zombie Shakespeare. A
too unbearable. Groans were heard in the few blocks to the left I could see the street
crowd. The woodchip covered floor helped that separates the Zombie District and the
soak up zombie residue during the movie, Human District. Yet, looking at the stark rift
but now it seemed to only facilitate the in the districts, I could not tell which was
awful smell of the patrons. It smelled like better, or worse. On one side it was clean,
the pulp mill in Hoboken across the river (not a piece of rubbish on the ground,)
and the humidity made it feel like we were the modest buildings were graffiti free and
all beginning to stick together. Luckily, the yet no one walked around. On the other
man was able to find his arm and baby, and side, there were the homeless, the dying,
and near dead, littering the alleyways and
everything started flowing again.
Adam had to use the bathroom so doorstops. Windows were smashed in, and
Mel and I guarded the door. The other black splotches that were once bubblegum
moviegoers eyed us suspiciously. Standing lined the ground. People were so afraid of
in front of the bathroom meant we had a dying in the dangerous Human District that
friend inside, using his functioning bladder people seemed to speed-walk from building
to building, sanctuary to sanctuary. Yet, the
to do untold horrific, humanistic things.
I tried to break the tension with some zombie side, pristine, and beautiful, was
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still empty, as if they were so afraid of living
again, that they remained motionless, caught
in their moment right before death.
An old Asian lady was waiting at the
bus stop too. She couldn't have been taller
than five feet, and it looked like she was
perpetually carrying a heavy load, though
nothing was on her back. She smiled at me
with a half empty smile. Half her teeth were
rotted away, or barely there, the rest were
made of gold. When she waved her bony,
vein-mapped fingers, I let out a smile and
turned away. Sometimes, the living look just
as grotesque as the dead.
Since the museum was a history
museum, it had no established place to put
a living specimen, let alone Shakespeare.
They decided to append him temporarily to
The Hall of Human Biology and Evolution
since it was the only place that seemed
even remotely sensible. So there he sat:
Neanderthal, Cro-Magnon , Homo erectus,
Homo sapien, Zombie Shakespeare.
While the other dioramas showed
Neanderthal making fire, Homo erectus
hunting, and Homo sapien in WWII combat
fatigues, Zombie Shakespeare sat on the
same wooden desk he used to write Antony
& Cleopatra. The desk came in a lovely
crate, donated by some fine philanthropist
in Prague, and Shakespeare was imported
in an equally lovely, if not lovelier crate,
from his home of Stratford-upon-Avon. The
museum had given him authentic replicas
of the clothes he had worn back in his day.
They had also replaced all of his missing skin
with rubber, though his eyes were still, oddly,
intact. The frilly wide-laced collar and red
and green striped doublet clashed with his
fake, pasty skin, altogether his body looked
disconnected. The pale tinge of his face and
the appearance of heavy black gloves on his
hands to hide his missing extremities made
him seem jagged and robotic.
He never smiled. And when I thought
about it, I'd never seen a zombie smile. When
they laugh, they open their mouths up and
let out distinct "HA"s, as if they were trying
to yawn, but it kept getting cut off. I thought
about Zombie Shakespeare, practicing in
front of a mirror, HA HA HA HA; quivering
at the sight of his paled skin, pretty clothes,
I wondered if zombies could remember how
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they felt before, when they were alive.
"What's your name?" Zombie
Shakespeare asks, when he notices me
staring at his fake eyelids.
"Well...It's William," I reply, which
receives from him a less than enthusiastic
"Oh."
"Fifth one today," he informs me.
"Have you seen any of your plays
performed lately?" I ask him.
"Yes. It was Romeo and Juliet, set in
America, between The Democrats and The
Republicans," he says.
"How'd you like it?"
"I think they missed the point." He
pauses for a slight second and quickly adds
in, "They don't laugh at venereal diseases as
much either anymore, do they?"
"People are sensitive about their venereal
diseases," I tell him.
He looks down at his black, leather
shoes and tries to squish an ant taking food
back to its home, but it escapes between the
large, unfelt treads of his boots. He looks
disappointed, or bored.
"What do you want to write about now?"
I ask.
"Nothing," he says.
I imagine Zombie Shakespeare's life.
Going from museum to museum, answering
questions for silly high school students. I
wonder if he has to eat, sleep, cry, love, think;
he certainly does not have to die.
"You ever see Gone with the Wind?" I ask
Zombie Shakespeare, putting my pen down.
"HA. HA. HA," he laughs.
"So you liked it more than the Romeo
and Juliet you saw?" I ask.
"It's still human."
"Zombie Shakespeare, do you remember
loving anyone when you were alive?"
"I don't know. People tell me I loved a
beautiful woman and a boy, although with all
the things people tell me, everything seems
believable, and yet none of it does. It seems
now; I am what people imagine me to be."
When I got home from talking with
Zombie Shakespeare, dad had already set
mom's body on fire. The neighbors had
called the cops, but frankly, it was dad's
civic right to burn his wife's dead body so
she would not return as the undead. The

cops had brought kettle corn with them and
called the firemen for back-up. One of the
rookies tried to put a grill plate and burgers
over mom but was immediately told he was
going too far.
"Dad," I whisper, sitting cross-legged
with him on the lawn. "Adam is a dick."
My father laughs and smiles at me. "I
couldn't let her come back," he tells me.
"Will, you only get one chance to live. Really
live. Those zombies that fight for their 401 Ks
and their early retirement plans, well they
probably would've done the same in real
life, but now theyjust have to try two times as
hard to make it in the zombie world. At one
point in your life, you become the man that
you will be from then on. You could die right
there and nothing would change."
My mind began towander into tomorrow,
but I couldn't imagine it. Or rather, I
imagined too much. In front of me, a single
day ahead was limitless possibility still to be
born. It was horrifying, and wonderful.
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The Belle from Bellbuckle
ama was always over there doing
what she could. Most of the town
pitched in as well. Mr. Lieberman
would mow her lawn after he finished
his. When Sylvia came to the window, Mr.
Lieberman would tip his straw hat in her
direction, stretching his mouth into a
disappointed smile. I saw him shake his head
when he turned to put his mower away and
mutter to himself something about it being
"a damn shame." Sylvia saw him too.
After Mrs. Lisbon left them, Sylvia and
her father struggled to make ends meet.
The Ladies Club from the church held
canned food drives and clothes fairs for
the first few months, but got discouraged
after seeing their good efforts discarded in
cardboard boxes at the end of the Lisbon's
driveway. That was the final straw for Mama.
She marched across the street in her warm
brown sandals breathing hard the way she
does when she's gonna make a point. Daddy
told me to go wait in my room, but I slipped
past his big hands reaching for the frill of my
dress and into the living room. I parted the
white laced curtainsjust in time to see Mama
rummaging through the box of donated
clothes. I knew she was mad because she was
talking to herself; she only did that when
she was about to whoop me or that time the
pigeons BMed all over the clean laundry on
the line. Mama had a whole bunch of the
donated clothes bundled under her arms as
she waddled back across the street. A couple
pairs of leather and wool gloves fell to the
asphalt. They looked like hand turkeys I
made in Ms. Moleheron's class. Mama didn't
see them and kept towards the house. I
ran into my room before she reached the
kitchen door. I heard her come in and shout
at Daddy.
"She's a little monster, Herman. She's
a doggone brat! Here I am sittin' at home
prayin' to the Good Lord to make her better,
feelin' sorry for her and look, this is how I'm
repaid."
"Now hold on, Patty. You know what that
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young girl's been through. She ain't like us
no more. She can't take one step outside
without the whole neighborhood starin'.
Think how you would feel if that was you."
"Dammit, Herman! Why are you alwaysb
doin' that? You don't always have to act so
uppity. I know I'd be the same way if I was
like her. She's a spectacle, her very own
carnival."
"Shhh, Patty. Becky might hear you."
It was too late. I had already heard
her, but it didn't scare me. Back when the
carnival came to town, I would beg Mama to
let me go. She always said I was too young,
but really she thought it was cursed. I would
cry so hard that Daddy could trace the drops
of tears like breadcrumbs all the way to my
room. He'd come into my room and say to
me, "Becky boo why are you crying? You're
gonna make me cry". Then he'd pretend to
cry only to get me to stop crying. I caught on
to his trick soon enough and would collapse
in front of the window staring at the dark
houses across the street.
One year after another night of
rejection, I took my place in front of the
window and noticed my neighbor practicing
her cello in her room. Sylvia Lisbon was a
high school senior planning to graduate at
the top of her class. Her family didn't have
much money, but were preparing to send
her to college anyway they could. Mama
always said that "that girl was that family's
only hope." She was beautiful. Her shoulder
length blonde hair and Caribbean blue eyes
were lost amongst her tanned and perfectly
freckled skin. I watched her as she moved
her slender, uncallused fingers quickly over
the taught strings. I couldn't hear what the
music sounded like, but the abrupt thrusts
of the bow allowed my imagination to take
over. Mrs. Lisbon was sitting on her bed
listening intently and clapping at the end of
every silent performance. After she finished
her recital, Sylvia stood up with her back
fully aligned and faced the window. At first,
I thought she could see me because she first

first looked at her mama and then started
talking. My heart raced and in a state of
confusion and embarrassment, I waved
frantically. When she did not return the wave
and continued talking towards the window, I
figured she couldn't see me.
When she stopped talking, she looked
back at her mama, who held up a white card
and said something to Sylvia. Sylvia did not
speak for a moment and then turned back
to the window to begin her speech. She held
her lovely hands together as she spoke and
smiled a lot. When she finished, she looked
at Mrs. Lisbon, who had the biggest grin on
her face. Mrs. Lisbon said something and
they hugged each other for a long time
before they left the room. I sat in my dark
room for a long time, waiting to see if they'd
come back. I fell asleep by the window that
night.
Months passed with this similar routine.
I would watch Sylvia practice her cello and
answer her mama's questions. Occasionally,
Sylvia would leave the room and return a few
minutes later in a gorgeous pink dress. She
would walk like a lady into the room, while
her mama watched. When she reached the
window, she would smile real big and turn
around to look at her mama. Mrs. Lisbon
would get up and do the same walk, but
better. Sylvia would try it next and her mama
would either nod or shake her head. In
which case, Sylvia had to do it again. Other
times, Sylvia would enter the room in a
swimsuit exposing her browned belly, and
would do the same kind of walk she did in
the pink dress. Sometimes when Sylvia had
to do the walk over and over again, she and
her mama would fight. Sylvia would yell so
hard that her tanned skin turned red and
Mrs. Lisbon would leave the room. Sylvia
would cry so hard just like I did when Mama
told me I couldn't go to the carnival, andjust
like Daddy, Mr. Lisbon would come back in
and make her feel better.
After one particular successful night of
practice, Mrs. Lisbon left Sylvia's bedroom.
Sylvia jumped from her purple covered
bed and galloped towards the window.
She was overcome with excitement as she
giddily shook in front of the window. She
glanced cautiously back at the closed door
as if anticipating some kind of punishment
for her following action. In one burst of

emotion, Sylvia threw both her arms in the
air and waved two big opened handed waves.
She was beaming.
More months passed with Sylvia's
practices extending longer and longer into
the night to the point that I would fall asleep
before they finished. So when her bedroom
was dark one night, I thought she was just
taking a break. Well, one night turned into
two and two nights turned into a week. I
was devastated. It had been two weeks and
there was still no sign of her. I thought she
left me and moved to another town. It wasn't
until breakfast that Daddy read the news that
changed my life.
"Well would you look at that," he said. "It
says here that 'Bellbuckle's very own, Sylvia
Lisbon, hasjust won the state beauty pageant
and is moving on to represent Tennessee in
the National Beauty Pageant for Teens. This
is the first time in over 50 years that a young
girl has been selected from Bellbuclde to
represent Tennessee. She and Mrs. Lisbon
have been living with Sylvia's aunt for the
last couple of weeks in Nashville in order
to prepare for the national competition.
However, Miss Sylvia Lisbon will be visiting
her hometown this weekend for the annual
carnival. She will be arriving via..."
Daddy laughed a little as his eyes grew
wide.
"Via what?" Mama and I shouted.
"She will be arriving via helicopter."
"Oh my Lord," Mama said. "I don't
think there has ever been a helicopter in
Belibuckle."
"I don't think I've ever even seen a real
helicopter!" shouted Daddy.
I was both relieved and excited that I
rushed what I had been saving for over a
year.
"Mama, can't I please go to the carnival
this year. I wanna see the helicopter and I
gotta see Sylvia!"
Mama looked at me with her chin in
her hand and her other hand gripping her
elbow. Her forehead was wrinkled and her
lips were so tight they appeared to be two
red slivers. Daddy broke the silence.
"Come on now, Patty. The girl does live
across the street and Becky will be eleven
this November. I think it's about time for
her to experience a carnival. Besides, when's
the next time you think she'll ever see a
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helicopter?"
"All right, fine. But we ain't stayin' no
longer than an hour."
For the first time in my life, I cried
because I was happy. I rung up Jackie and
Annabel and told them the good news.Jackie
had started going to the carnival two years
ago, while Annabel was always too scared to
go. We decided that we would meet there on
Saturday. When the weekend finally arrived,
I was the first to wake, the first to eat, and the
first to get into the car. On the way there,
Daddy had to keep Mama from turning
around three times by reminded her why we
were going in the first place.
When we pulled into the dirt parking
lot, we had to sit in the car for an unbearable
five minutes before we could get out. Mama
was scared, but Daddy did what he does
best. When we passed under the wired
archway lined with plastic triangle flags
that alternated colors, I was overwhelmed
by sensations. I smelled fried sugar and
strange meats. I saw flashing lights and
spinning machines. I heard screams from
roller coasters and haunted rides. I tasted
the dust in the air and the saliva it built. I felt
my heart thumping and the sweat collecting
in my palms. I considered turning around
and running back to my room, but I knew
this was what I wanted. I found Jackie and
Annabel and we got on the Tip-N-Twirl. I
was sick with excitement and nausea. I rode
the rides and played the games. The carnies
frightened and fascinated me at the same
time. I saw the World's Smallest Horse and
the World's Largest Man. I couldn't believe
I'd missed this every year.
Jackie, Annabel, and I finally made it to
the ride we had all been secretly dreading.
The House of Horrors towered before us
with a mural of agony painted across it.
Giant, oozing eyeballs watched a skeletal
girl scream in agony as a boiling liquid
consumed her legs. Black vultures with red
eyes stared into the line of fearful people.
Screams echoed from the shut doors as we
inched closer to the entrance.
"You ain't scared are you?"
Ijumped a foot in the air as Casey Black
laughed behind me. He was thirteen and
handsome. He went to my school and would
torment me by sneaking up behind me and
grabbing my hips. I dropped my lunch tray

everyday for a month until he got caught by
Mrs. Moleheron.
"No. We ain't scared." I said.
"That's right,"Jackie piped, "we've done
this ride a million times. It's our favorite."
Annabel was silent and ducked behind
Jackie as the carnie motioned for us to sit in
the cart. When Annabel wouldn't move and
only violently shook her head, Jackie turned
towards me looking relieved.
"I can't just leave her out here, Becky,"
she said.
"Fine, I'll go by myself," I said.
"Oh no you don't. I'm comin' with,"
Casey said.
Casey jumped in the cart and squeezed
next to me. He smelled like grass. I liked that
smell. A warm bubbling sensation rose from
the bottom of my gut and up my body as the
ride lurched forward. Casey looked at me
grinning as the sliding doors closed behind
us extinguishing the light and delivering us
into darkness. As suddenly as we had entered
the house, the ghouls and goblins of the
interior sprang to life. I shielded my eyes as I
was bombarded by screams and shrieks and
scenes of torture and agony. The ride wasn't
half way over and I was ready to leap from
our cart and run for the exit. A hand gripped
mine and I thought I was gonna die, yet as
I opened my eyes I could only see Casey's
warm brown hand on mine. I couldn't see
his face, but I sure could feel his hand.
"I've got you."
He didn't say one word the rest of the
ride, but he did continue to hold my hand. I
had never felt so safe before.
After the ride was over, we went our
separate ways without a word of goodbye.
I found Jackie and Annabel and recited a
story of heroism. I didn't mention Casey.
We were having so much fun that we
almost forgot about Sylvia and her helicopter.
I knew Mama and Daddy would already be
waiting in the arena area for me, so I rushed
with Jackie and Annabel's hands gripped
tightly in mine. I had to swim through the
crowd to find Mama and Daddy at the front
of the arena. I pulled my friends next to
Mama and Daddy and awaited her arrival. I
heard it first. The whipping of large blades
slicing the thick air caused me to crane my
neck upwards. I saw a growing black smudge
in the sky, then a toy, then a machine, and
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finally a helicopter. The helicopter made
its descent slowly and steadily all the while
bathing me and everyone else in dirt. No
one ever told me a helicopter made people
so dirty. When the helicopter landed and
the whooshing propeller blades ceased
spinning, the crowd took one unanimous
breath of anticipation. Sylvia emerged from
the helicopter all smiles. She ducked her
head and cleared the helicopter all the while
smiling and waving to the cheering crowd.
My own cheers were swallowed by all of
Bellbuckle.
I had no idea what she said during her
brief speech. I could only stare at her and
count my blessings as the girl who I had
watched practice for so many long months
stood just feet in front of me. Her cascading
blonde hair danced with the wind and I
could tell that hours of speech practice with
her mama had paid off. Her white dress with
tiny black polka dots fit perfectly and only
complimented her complexion. The swirling
of the helicopter blades jolted me from my
wonder and alerted me to her departure.
As she stepped back towards the
helicopter, Sylvia glanced at the crowd. She
found me. Little ole Becky Ann Baker, her
biggest fan staring wide eyed at her. She
smiled at me a special smile. A smile that said,
"I know you're there for me and I greatly
appreciate it". Mr. Lieberman and another
man from town rushed forward from the
crowd and hoisted the town gem on their
shoulders. Sylvia swelled with excitement as
she smiled that smile, taking one last look at
Beilbuckle and giving them a great big two
handed wave goodbye.
Everyone was showered in red mist. I
tasted metal in my mouth and saw a strip of
red running from Mama all the way down
to Annabel, like a squirted line of ketchup.
No one could hear Sylvia's screams. The
helicopter that took her hands took her
screams as well. Her dress no longer was
made of individual polka dots, rather large
splotches of deep crimson took their place.
There was so much blood.
Daddy was shaking too much, so Mama
had to drive us back. She wasn't used to it
and went really slow. I'd never seen Daddy
get sick before. Mamma sat me in the front
seat between her and Daddy and stroked
my hand the whole way back, while Daddy

leaned his head out the open window. She
squeezed it hard every time he retched.
To this day Mama regrets ever saying yes.
Daddy is cautious about mentioning words
that start with a hard c or a loose s.Jackie tells
the story to anyone who wants to hear it and
repeats it for those who don't. Annabel has
nightmares and still misses a lot of school. I
forgot about Casey once I found out he had
been telling ajoke at Sylvia's expense, asking
what's black, white, and red all over. I never
let him hold my hand again.
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That Divided and Rebel Mind
Encountering the American Satan in
Walt Whitman's Leaves of Grass and Herman Melville's Moby-Dick
whale has been killed by the crew
of the Pequod in Herman Melville's
oby-Dick and it hangs, bleeding into
the water, from the side of the ship. A frenzy
of sharks circles the corpse, tearing at it,
while on deck, one of the first mates harasses
the ship's resident cook to scold the beasts
and make them leave. "Cook" follows suit,
in embarrassingly outmoded "character"
dialogue, and in doing so lets slip this bit of
wisdom: "for all angel is not'ing more dan
de shark well goberned" (Melville 238). Or
the devil well governed?
This ambiguity of binaries gives dynamic
to one of the familiar figures of nineteenth
century literature: the Romantic Satanic hero.
We will follow this Satan from his archetypal
emergence in Milton's Paradise Lost, through
to his incarnation in American Romanticism
in the instances of Walt Whitman, both as
writer and protagonist of Leaves of Grass, and
of Herman Melville's celebrated Captain
Ahab, monomaniac of Moby-Dick. We will
consider the moral ambivalence that the
Satan necessarily generates, and entertain
the notion that maybe the Whitman and
Melville Satans are particularly "American"
because of the nation's ideological base,
especially as idealized in Ralph Waldo
Emerson's "Self-Reliance," placing emphasis
on a certain "democratic" credo of the
Satan. Finally, though, we will arrive at the
conclusion that no matter "where" the Satan
is from, his radical self-reliance is dependent
on self-knowledge, and that this last factor
may be the greatest sin and truest salvation
of all.

boundless revolutionary hope, was
also an age of radical individualism
in which both the philosophers and
poets put an extraordinarily high
estimate on human potentialities
and power... [and] the human
mind. . . took over various functions
that had hitherto been the sole
prerogative of Divinity. (Abrams vol.
2,13)

Of course, though, these new writers and
their thoughts and characters did not operate
in an unaffectedly "Romantic" universe,
divorced from any other context but this
"individual-friendly" one; indeed, "radical
individualism" was only radical because it
strained so hard against already-standing
notions of what the single human being's
situation was—member of a community,
helpless to fate, subject to a higher power,
inherently good or inherently flawed, and so
on. So, while a topic of contemplation and
even celebration for Romanticism was that
of the individual being ontologically sound
unto her or himself, it was, nevertheless,
a topic in contention with these existent
beliefs, and conversations conducted about
it had to include the converses of old orders
and a power greater than autonomy.
This means the Romantic individual
is a figure bound up in tension—between
old systems and new, between the self and
anything that opposes its will. This tension
can be simplified into an understanding of an
argument over "rightness:" if the individual
is to be celebrated, then rather than being
condemned, are the individual's decisions
and tendencies to be extolled even if they are
Built on the foundation of Enlightmorally, traditionally, etc., "wrong?" It would
enment humanism, literature's Romantic era
seem so, for it is a mark of Romantic literature
was focused on explorations of new kinds of
that "the desire beyond human limits that, to
"selves," different from those that had been
the moralists of the preceding age, had been
ascribed to humanity in previous ages. As we
an essential sin, or tragic error, now becomes
are commonly aware, the
a glory.. . the human being refuses to submit
Romantic period, the age of...
to limitations and, though finite, persists in
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setting infinite, hence inaccessible, goals"
(14). We have only to think of the difference
between the Faustus of Marlowe and the
Faust of Goethe: the former dragged to Hell
for his crimes in Renaissance justice, the
latter improbably redeemed by Romantic
paradox. Indeed, it is noted that the radical
individual is "epitomized by Goethe's Faust,
who in his quest for the unattainable violates
ordinary moral limits, yet wins salvation by
his very insatiability, which never stoops to
contentment with the possibilities offered
by this finite world" (14). Salvation by his
very insatiability: is the willful striving of the
individual glorious enough to more or less
make a wrong into a right, or at the very least,
make it forgivable or seductively admirable?
The Romantic Satanic figure is the result
of this moral ambiguity, as he leaves room for
even the most unforgivable figure to redeem
himself in some way (for the Satan is male,
from Byron's Manfred to Bronte's Heathcliff;
to speculate as to why would be another
discussion entirely). The Satan is solitary,
powerful, charismatic, dominant, obstinate.
In a world of conformity, in a literature that
lauds nonconformity, the Satan becomes the
dark hero who embodies an ideal the rest
of us are not brave enough, individualistic
enough, to undertake. Though the Satanic
hero is a fixture of Romanti-cism, he has his
archetype in an earlier literature; to most
easily and most thoroughly understand the
Satan, we must go to his source.
The character of Satan in Milton's
Paradise Lost is every inch the antagonist:
he incites a rebellion and wages war against
God and Heaven, fathers Sin from his very
head, and brings about the fall of mankind
for his personal gratification. Yet for being
the bad guy to end them all, Milton's Satan is
adored, or if criticized, he is obsessed over to
the point of unintentional reverence. It is no
secret that Satan and his adored wickedness
"make" Paradise Lost. As John Carey notes,
"the poem is insolubly ambivalent, insofar as
the reading of Satan's character is concerned,
and... this ambivalence is a precondition of
the poem's success" (Carey 161). This idea
of "ambivalence" is key: it refers to the fact
that Satan is both a character to despise and
sympathize with, by turns infuriating for
his disgusting selfishness, terrifying for his
ruthless evil, estimable for his breathtaking

courage, and lovable for his poignant
suffering. As the poem is ambivalent, Satan is
ambiguous, in turns of his being normative:
is he all bad? Is there some "good" about
him, even if it is only our delight in the taste
of forbidden fruit?
To fully understand the ambiguity of
Milton's Satan, we must move beyond a "bad
guys have all the fun" view of him—for our
purposes, his "goodness" cannot rest on our
enjoyment of him, on his being the amusing
one, the thrilling or sexy power in contrast
with a stodgy Heaven. It must be more than
that, some "deeper" quality, if we will, or
some extenuating circumstance that is more
crucial than readers' titillation at naughtiness.
William Empson writes, "you can either
shudder at Satan's villainy or take [him] as
sincere, and feel the agony of his ruined
greatness.. .both are within him" (Empson
69)—the "moral ambiguity" of Satan, then,
lies in his own moral complexity, as well as
the moral complexity of his context.
Carey notes the passage where Satan
first sees Eve and, overcome by her beauty
for a moment, is "transported to forget,/
What hither brought us, hate, not love." He
claims this "seems to indicate that Satan's
natural tendency, when caught unawares, is
to love. Beauty and delight are his natural
element. Hatred is an effort of his will. This
could be seen as making him either more,
or less, sympathetic" (168). Sympathy for
Satan? Carey's assertion, along with that of so
many of Satan's sympathetic readers, implies
that it is not Satan's inherent nature to be
necessarily evil; he was, after all, an archangel
not so long ago. Satan is, then, driven away
from his "natural element" to his malevolent
hatred by the situation—his supreme anger
at God, the ripeness of the opportunity
for "revenge." Then what is inherent and
necessary to the nature of Satan here are his
ambition, his sense of purpose, and perhaps,
his ability to think independently of even
Divine command (but more on that later)—
all qualities to make a revolution-minded
Romantic swoon. These are what drive his
will to evil, a chosen evil.
Indeed, remembering that Satan was an
archangel, made to love and worship, further
complicates the ambiguity. Satan was created
by God, after all—an omnipotent God Who
therefore would have to have known what He
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was doing and all that would happen. Can
any of it, then, be Satan's "fault?" As Empson
points out, "however wicked Satan's plan
may be, it is God's plan too" (39). Carey also
recognizes the strangeness of the situation,
illustrating the various layers of "obligation"
to moral (Renaissance Christian) ideology
that trap Satan: Milton was confined by the
expectations of his "real-life" context, both
in his own mind and in anticipating the
reaction of his society to his poem, and thus,
"has to make Satan's irredeemability his own
fault," both to keep in line with the Christian
mythos and to ensure that his epic has an
antagonist. Further Satan, as a character, is
trapped within the author-controlled poem,
and within that, is trapped by the design of a
God Who claims omnipotence but Who will
then not take the heat for creating an angel
with such free will, and then humans for that
angel to tamper with. Satan thus "emerges as
a creature trapped within his own inevitability
and repeatedly fall-prone nature" (164). The
result is a Satan who can be pitied as much as
abhorred, an understandable Satan, and our
empathy fosters ambivalence, both about his
morality and our own.
But what of the later, more Romantic
Satan? While a definite effect of Romantic
individualism was ambivalence about the
definition of and thus condemnability of
"evil," the Satanic figure was not merely
puzzled-over. He was at least deliciously
fascinating and at most splendidly admirable.
How? To be sure, from a Romantic
standpoint, Milton's Satan could surely be
a kind of epic hero, possessing of heroic
qualities. For explication, we will turn now to
another kind of Satan entirely—a Unitarian
minister living and writing in young America
some one hundred and seventy years after
the first printing of Paradise Lost. As it turns,
Ralph Waldo Emerson may be the American
answer to the Byronic bad boy.
We know that European Romanticism
was reactionary to humanistic considerations
of the individual, to new sciences that
were revealing nature as never before
while transforming society through
industrialization, and to the world-changing
revolutions in America and France. While
American Romanticism also heard and
answered these echoes, it had its particular
set of problems to react to, for the nation
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having its start as it did in canon fire and
the resonant words of Winthrops and
Franklins and Jeffersons, it had to live up to
being the city upon a hill of ultimate "life
and liberty." The problem is explained:
"Despite.. .powerful individualists, it seemed
to some of the writers that Americans, even
while deluding themselves that they were the
most self-reliant populace in the world, were
systematically selling out their individualities"
and that "far too often, the search for a
better life had degenerated into a desire to
possess factory-made objects" (Baym 968).
Had Americans begun to see themselves as
"free individuals" merely produced en masse
by the factory of American citizenship?
Larzer Ziff proposes a reason as to why
America might have turned so quickly, so
inadvertently, from her Constitutionallytouted ideological base of radical individual
freedom. He makes a comparison with
European ideals:
While it was true that the older
hierarchical structures of authority
severely
limited
individual
freedom. . . they did provide some
compensation. A man born into a
certain class.., a certain church, and
a certain allegiance to a hereditary
ruler knows who he is. What from
one side appear as restrictions are,
from the other, the sure providers of
identity. (Ziff 21)
So, without this "sure provider" that still
lurked in recent collective memory, where
was the American to get her or his identity
from? Ziff defends the writing of Emerson,
particularly Nature and "Self-Reliance," as
being the proffered source of a new kind of
identity, free from old hindrances and these
newer ones. "Emerson's ideas of the relation
of nature to the self delivered Americans
into the custody of America" (19), he asserts,
and continues:
.free social behavior would have
been persecuted in a democratic
society in which majority opinion was
translated into civil law and, more
importantly, where majority morals
were translated into the rigorous
unwritten laws ofacceptable conduct.
In his constant emphasis on the self,
Emerson was reacting to the social

tyranny of the American crowd. . .he
pursued the ideal of destroying the
mob through bringing to each of
its members a sense of himself as a
separate person. (21)
This advantageous "destruction of the mob"
is nowhere more apparent than in Emerson's
"Self-Reliance," wherein the tenets of radical
individualism, so evocative of the Satanic
figure, are eloquently outlined and justified:
the individual in search of identity need
look no further than the self, for that is
everything.
Though Emerson is regarded as a
great spiritualist and certainly advocates
"goodness" rather than harm to one's
fellow human beings, in reading him one
can nevertheless encounter the same sort
of moral ambivalence as during a reading
of Paradise Lost. In Emerson, we have a
definite sort of anarchist, if in no other sense
but that of "consciousness" or "spirituality."
Indeed, he writes in praise of "that divided
and rebel mind" (Emerson 177)—certainly,
to one not already inclined to individualist
credos, Emerson can seem frighteningly
seditious if not downright immoral. He
declares unapologetically:
.'if I am the Devil's child, I will live
then from the Devil.' No law can be
sacred to me but that of my nature.
Good and bad are but names very
readily transferable to that or this;
the only right is what is after my
constitution; the only wrong is what
is against it. (179)
In Emersonian self-reliance, one is
sufficient unto one's self, even in the
matter of judgment, as in, being judged,
an entitlement previously held by the social
body and/or Divinity. The "law" of "my
nature" is divine, because it is.
This idea of the "deified individual"
reverberates throughout "Self-Reliance."
"He who would gather immortal palms must
not be hindered by the name of goodness,"
he writes. "Nothing is at last sacred but the
integrity of your own mind. Absolve you to
yourself, and you shall have the suffrage of
the world" (178), adding, "Your goodness
must have some edge to it,—else it is none"
(179). Emerson deifies the self-reliant
individual with the characteristics of the

divine: "immortal," "sacred;" "suffrage of the
world," even, for who else has a right to the
entire world but gods? Yet the self-reliant
individual is a complex archangel, possessing
of "integrity" and "goodness," but goodness
with an "edge" that will not alter itself by
moralities it sees as flawed, even if they are
"good" by some code. This is rebellious
virtue, or even, a virtue that is so because it
is rebellious.
This is faith in the convictions of the
self, indeed, and if we consider Emerson's
doctrine, we find that in order to rely on
oneself with such belief, self-knowledge is
necessary. Emerson warns that "you will
always find those who think they know what
is your duty better than you know it," and
of course, they cannot—but the implication
is thus that "you" do know your own duty,
your own self, better (181). Self-knowledge
accordingly precedes self-reliance, which
endows the individual with power to action
and peace of mind as assured by their own
conviction—the suffrage of the world.
If we now look back to Milton's Satan,
we can ask again, how could he be heroic?
Carey notes that when faced with argument
from "Anti-Satanists," those who emphasize
his "selfishness or folly," critics sympathetic
to Satan "generally emphasize his courage"
(Carey 162). Certainly, we can attribute
qualities of Emersonian self-reliance to the
character of Satan and see that while he may
be the ultimate dissenter within the Christian
mythos, pervasive hatred and destructive
vengeance aside, his philosophies may be
perfectly American Romantic. Upon his
"arrival" into Hell as its new headmaster
of sorts, Satan makes this stunning speech,
describing himself and his estimation of his
new situation; he is
,...one who brings
A mind not to be changed by place
or time,
The mind is its own place, and in
itself
Can make a Heav'n of Hell, a Hell
of Heav'n.
What matter where, if I be still the
same,
And what I should be, all but less
than he
Whom thunder hath made greater?
Here at least
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We shall be free...
•
. .And in my choice
To reign is worth ambition though
in Hell:
Better to reign in Hell, than serve in
Heav'n.' (Milton 1824)
The declarations made are sinister, to
be sure, but we cannot help but feel moved,
inspired even. This is the sort of radical
conviction of self Emerson talks about,
the mind "its own place," the individual
remaining steadfast ("if I still be the same")
no matter what, no matter who contests
it, the "who" being God, even. That Satan
can make a Heaven of Hell is Emerson's
achievement of "immortal palms;" that he
and his devils are "free" is that ultimate
suffrage (For he does, after all, ruin the
Creation, possibly against the intentions of
God—is this not power, capability?). Surely,
despite any other condemning beliefs he
holds or actions he undertakes, the values
displayed in this speech speak of the utmost
self-reliant courage—if only for a moment,
Satan is our hero.
Moreover, we see Milton's Satan display
that other quality which Romantic Satanic
figures and Emersonian radicals share: that
ultimate goal of knowledge-as-power, if not
self-knowledge in particular. Empson notes
that "Milton regularly presents a fall as due
to an intellectually interesting temptation,"
referring to the way the poem portrays Satan
as having to make decisions about whether
he will commit his grand betrayals or not,
mulling over them in Hamlet-esque sort
of fashion wherein sides are weighed and
justifications presented with courtroomquality reasoning (Empson 36). Satan is
forever after knowing: knowing whether
or not he has to heel to the Son, knowing
whether or not God is truly omnipotent and
infallible, etc. It is not a hard reach to propose
why Satan is so compelled to get his answers:
if he knows the limits of God, the Creation,
his own situation, he then knows himself and
his own power. "And what I should be, all
but less than he/ Whom thunder hath made
greater?" The temptation presented to Eve in
the Garden is also the temptation presented
to Satan in Heaven before the rebellion: the
ability to know, to know the greatness of God
and therefore the true limits of the self; to be
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able to trust thyself. He even presents to Eve
the idea of knowledge as the essential of life
itself: "do not believe/ Those rigid threats
of death; ye shall not die:/ How should ye?
By the fruit? It gives you life/ To knowledge"
(Milton 1976).
So, then, we see the ways in which
Milton's Satan and thus, the European-born
Romantic Satan are neatly relatable to the
Emersonian doctrine of self-reliance. The
question is, then, would a Satan fare well in
American literature? Were there examples
of American Romantic Satanic figures? What
did they look like?
The answer is, uncannily, ambivalent—if
we examine Walt Whitman's Leaves of Grass
and Herman Melville's Moby-Dick, arguably
the great American epic poem and novel,
respectively, we can find Satanic radical
individualism quite alive and well. However,
this is not to say that our Satanic figures—the
gleefully devilish "character" of Whitman or
the gloriously sinister Captain Ahab—were
necessarily received well by the American
readership, at least initially, or that they even
"should" be. Satan, after all, seems to always
arrive in a chaotically charismatic cloud of
ambiguity. What we can venture is that the
American Satan might be his own special
breed, informed by Emerson's self-reliance,
and patriotically democratic.
Again, turning to discourse about Milton
and his Satan is a helpful entrance point, for
it could be that Romantic America, enraged
with its defiant youth and peddling its
ideologies of liberty for all and a more equal
union, was more "philosophically" prepared
for the upstart sort of figure Milton's
Satan presents: the visionary who cries for
revolution, who challenges absolute power,
who asserts his own independence. Empson
discusses how Milton's personal politics
probably contributed to the creation of his
Satan:
Indeed, the only man in the
seventeenth century who had come
near recommending the return of
power to barons was Milton himself,
whose.. .Ready and Easy Ways to
Establish a Free Commonwealth,
printed three weeks before the
Restoration, had said: 'Split up the
country under local rule again, by
countries or city states; then the

King will find he has nothing to
take over.' I expect he composed
the speech of Satan about two years
later. (Empson 78)
If Empson's instinct is correct, and Milton's
Satan is the product of a mind fevered with
dreams of a defeat of absolute sovereignty,
then perhaps America, in envisioning itself
the ideal democracy, would be inherently
suited to dealing with such a hero. Indeed,
Empson sees a direct line drawn between
the villain of Paradise Lost and a sort of
universal struggle for autonomy. He points
out that in an effort to make Satan "more
plausible" through parallels with the politics
of his contemporary England, Milton wrote
Satan so he
does not revolt directly against God,
but against God's appointment of
a 'regent' described in detail as a
King (the Son) . . .he claims that to
submit here would be worse than
submitting to a tyrant, because the
Son actually demands worship, the
full ancient barbarism, as if he were
a Pharaoh. (76)
To make the connection back to the
American brand of self-reliance, we can cite
the declared "cause" of the young nation's
revolution against England, down to the
way King George was portrayed as a "tyrant"
ordering the submission of a people not
obligated and unwilling to submit. It could
be seen that Satan's brand of defiant, radical
individualism is a trait shared with America's
ideology of identity.
If there is, indeed, something
"democratic" about the essence of the
Satanic figure, then wouldn't an American
Satan, product of a nation obsessed with idea
of liberty and justice for all, be ultimately
democratic? Would his universal acceptance
of every vice and folly as mere "difference,"
permissible and even laudable, border on
the absolutely anarchic? We turn to Walt
Whitman, poet laureate of the American
ruffian and dreamer, for our answer.
The prospect of Whitman as being
an "American Satan" is overtly apparent in
certain respects. Some "sinfulness" about
his work is obvious: the flagrant sexuality,
the flouting of taboos, and all of it not only
unapologetic, but ecstatic. The ambivalence

we have learned to expect as a result of our
meeting with a Satan was certainly a factor
in the life of Whitman the writer; it is a fact
that "Emerson, Thoreau, and Whitman all
suffered for transgressing the code of the
Doctors of Divinity... [and] all had works
censored before publication" (Baym, 970).
But what of Whitman the character? For
indeed, it is redundant to point out the fact
that Whitman, who famously authored "Song
of Myself," writes of himself as subject and
star of his show. And it is because of who the
"character Whitman" of Leaves of Grass is that
"writer Whitman" needed to be censored:
the Whitman who appears in his own poems
is unabashedly sensual and uninhibited,
promoting of beliefs and behaviors that are
heretical to systems of "common decency,"
race, gender, class and faith. He does not
shy away from the traditionally or generally
immoral—a great part of his poetic message
is that he embraces it, because he embraces
everything. "I am not the poet of goodness
only," he declares. "I do not decline to be
the poet of wickedness also... / Evil propels
me and reform of evil propels me, I stand/
Indifferent" (44). We must be careful
about this "indifference," for it is crucial
in understanding Whitman as morally
ambiguous and thus, a Satan figure. It is not
that Whitman is apathetic about questions of
good and evil. Rather, he asks and asks and
asks again such questions, and then provides
his own answers. He is indifferent, rather, to
conventional definitions of right and wrong,
good and bad, indifferent to the binary: as
he points out, he is admittedly inspired to
action by both. He recognizes this in himself,
and stands by it; he is radically self-reliant.
In terms of "self-reliance," it is no secret
that Whitman felt indebted to Emerson,
famously printing as the preface to a new
edition of Leaves ofGrassa letter Emerson had
sent him, in which Emerson praised the book
and Whitman's vision (Whitman 637). Ziff
also recognizes the connection, explaining
that "Whitman took from Emerson the
idea of the soul as the maker of its world"
(Ziff 24). Indeed, the poet epitomizes the
American self-reliant individual because he
so epitomizes the radical individualist, to
the point of being grandly, Romantically
Satanic. "I resist anything better than
my own diversity," he crows at one point,
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echoing both Emersonian self-trust and
Miltonian Satanic defiance, that no-matterwhat resistance in the name of his own truth
(Whitman 40). He also bears the brand of
moral ambiguity for his questioning and
claiming of divinity:
I know I am august,
I do not trouble my spirit to vindicate
itself or be understood,
I see that the elementary laws never
apologize...
I exist as I am, that is, enough...
(42)
Whitman need not apologize in his eyes
because he, too, is "elementary law"—his own
judge, his own condemnation or salvation.
Indeed, Whitman challenges the sovereignty
of the Divine at every turn; it is noted he "saw
all religious ecstasy as equally valid and came
forth in Song of Myself outbidding. . .gods
who held too low an estimate of the value of
men and women.....(Baym, 969) To outbid
the gods—to have the suffrage of the world?
To reign in Hell, though it costs a place
Heaven? And if the gods are mistaken in
their "estimate" of humanity, does that not
mean they are fallible, and Whitman has
figured this out? Is holding this sort of belief
not Satanically blasphemous?
We have then, with Whitman, that
thrilling spirit of supreme anarchy that is
one of the hallmarks of the Satan. Emerson
advocates this disregard for and subsequent
ruin of order and hierarchy as one of the
tenets of his self-reliance: "Let us never
bow and apologize more. A great man is
coming eat to at my house. I do not wish
to please him; I wish that he should please
me" (Emerson 185). Whitman one-ups
his spiritual mentor by focusing his objectof-deposing: "the genius of the United
States," he declares, "is... always most in the
common people... the President's taking
off his hat to them not they to him—these
too are unrhymed poetry" (617). It might
seem silly to draw an analogy here between
Whitman's "President" and Milton's God, but
we can, making sure to distinguish that the
God of Paradise Lost would not nor should,
necessarily, "take off his hat" in a gesture of
sort of radical democracy; rather, the point
is that by way of Satanic self-reliance and the
way it inverts, destroys, or at least muddles

systems and traditions of power, the august
position of a god or president is interrogated
and revealed to be not as unchallengeable as
we thought.
So, if Whitman possesses the willful
conviction and indifference to convention
of the Romantic Satan, then what does he
do with it? It is also a trait of the Satan, as we
have seen, to be driven by want, the want of
a sort of power specifically. And like Milton's
Satan, like Emerson, Whitman seems to be
on a quest for knowledge, an understanding
of and faith in the self that is the ultimate
answer. Whitman discourses on the attributes
of the "great poet:" "He is a seer.. .he is
individual.. .he is complete in himself.. .the
others are as good as he, only he sees it and
they do not. He is not one of the chorus...
he does not stop for any regulation..."
(621). The self-reliant qualities hardly need
explicating here—"complete in himself,"
unstoppable by "any regulation." What is
interesting to note are the visual virtues of
the radical individual-poet: he is "a seer,"
"only he sees it." The implication is that the
great poet (which Whitman unsubtly offers
himself as) is intuitive, prophetic, knowing
things "they do not" about "them," about
everything.
A kind of sublime, universal selfknowledge is Whitman the character's quest,
as it turns Out: an elusive, transcendent
"something" which we will explore in our
discussion of Melville. Whitman writes: "A
child said What is the grass? Fetching it to me
with full hands;/ How could I answer the
child? I do not know what it is any more than
he" (30). The grass is, of course, Whitman's
master symbol, bound up with so many
implications for the meaning of his poem,
among them the simultaneous thronging
assembly and serene oneness of a field of
grass, composed of its leaves—individuals
in union. Whitman, thus, insists early in his
book that he does not know "what" the grass
is, and then spends the rest of it exploring
possible answers. In his exploration, the
radical democracy of his worldview is
revealed, in poem after poem where he
"lists:" states and animals and breeds of
laborers and indigents and natural wonders.
Ziff explains this democratic presentation
of subjects: "When he dealt, as he often did,
with the American crowd.. .Whitman focused
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Me imperturbe, standing at ease in
on the faces in the crowd, calling them
Nature,
out of their anonymity" (Ziff 24). We can
Master of all or mistress of all,
remember the Transcendentalist Romantic
aplomb in the midst of irrational
anxiety of Emerson and others that America
things...
was handing itself over to conformity and
0 to be self-balanced for
needed to be preached to of individualism—
contingencies,
Whitman in his lists and poems insists on
To confront night, storms, hunger,
the "specialness" of each individual being,
ridicule, accidents, rebuffs, as
their/its divinity, its "rightness" by virtue of
the
trees
its very existence.
And
animals do. (Empson 111)
As it turns out, the Satanic self-reliant
trait of the deified self is at work here, for
Whitman can "rule" in his universe and be
as Whitman realizes he is "august," he also
"free" as Satan felt from the tyranny of some
comprehends that everything is one with
great power—for he is everything, thereby
everything in his world and vice versa.
making anything he does, right, it being
In one section of "Song of Myself," after
"after his own constitution" (as the gently
listing all manner of persons, from lunatics
Satanic Emerson would say).
and prostitutes to brides and carpenters,
But, gentle Satans and ecstatic,
Whitman ends with:
equalizing poets must move aside now. We
And these tend inward to me, and I
turn to darker figures, to a self-reliance that is
tend outward to them,
more Renaissance Satanic than Emersonian,
And such as it is to be of these more
more terrifyingly thrilling courage than
or less I am,
likable rascality. Melville's Captain Ahab, the
And of these one and all I weave the
possible antagonist of Moby-Dick (with classic
song of myself. (39)
Satanic ambivalence, he might be absolved
This celebration of ultimate democracy, from the role or else share it with a white
as it turns out, is part of Whitman's quest whale, a cruel prophecy, and a host of other
for knowledge, and thus, self-knowledge contenders) is in every way the Romantic
(because everyone is himself). Again, we Satanic figure—dark, destructive, and driven,
must note the "seeing" of his knowing, his he is charismatic enough to incite a whole
crew into charging against Divinity with him
omnipotent/godly voyeurism:
but too tragic to succeed. He is Faustian in
The little one sleeps in its cradle,
his ruthless questing to determine his own
I lift the gauze and look a long
mortal limits, "he whose intense thinking
time...
thus makes him a Prometheus" (Melville
The youngster and the red-faced
170) in an era that was fascinated with the
girl turn aside up the bushy
god, because he "shares with Satan the
hill,
status of superlative nonconformity, since
I peeringly view them from the top.
he sets himself in opposition to deity itself'
The suicide sprawls on the bloody
(Abrams, vol. 2 15).
floor if the bedroom,
Like Whitman the writer, Melville was
I witness the corpse with its dappled
plagued in his life by the consequences of
hair, I note where the pistol has
violation of moral codes, only worse so. It is
fallen. (32)
explained that out of his fellow "American
The intimacy of the knowing is the power
Romantics," he "was alone in his anguishing
here—in getting to know his universe this
conviction that true Christianity was
well, Whitman has achieved its suffrage;
impracticable. Melville also felt. . . human
he is powerful as can be, endowed with a
beings were 'god-bullied' even as the hull
comprehension of all these as the limits and
of the Pequod was in Moby-Dick, and the best
features of his self.
way people had of demonstrating their
So then, Whitman stands ready as a
own divinity lay in defying the omnipotent
Romantic American Satan, echoing the
tyrant" (Baym, 969). We can guess that to
Miltonian Satan's words of supreme selfthe nineteenth century Christian society
reliance upon his entrance to Hell:
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that were his contemporaries, Melville's
views on this point were something less than
commendable. Indeed, his particular brand
of "immorality" ranged from the (then)
steamy sexuality of his "South Seas novels"
to the fact that his later style in works like
Moby-Dick was too subversively experimental,
somehow; he "was at least once kept from
publication by the religious scruples of
the magazines, and often he was harshly
condemned for what he had managed
to publish.. .The ultimate result was that
Melville was silenced" (970).
Before he was silenced, though, Melville
put his sentiments to work, and created a
force to defy that omnipotent tyrant with:
the furious Captain Ahab. Ahab is every inch
the radically individualistic Satan in defiance
and self-assuredness; "Talk not to me of
blasphemy, man," he bellows at his first mate
Starbuck when he objects to the hunting
down of Moby Dick as a suicide mission.
"I'd strike the sun if it insulted me.. .Who's
over me? Truth hath no confines" (Melville
140). This is self-reliance at work in the
most fearful way—Ahab's truth is the truth,
the highest order, because it's his, even if it
means destruction for himself and all around
him to prove it. Certainly, when Ahab is
described, we can see the fearsomeness
Emerson's brand of self-reliance can be if
it is wielded to such ends: among Ishmael's
first impressions of Ahab is that in his eyes,
"there (is) an infinity of firmest fortitude, a
determinate, unsurrenderable willfulness,
in the fixed and fearless, forward dedication
of that glance" (109). "Unsurrenderable
willfulness"—we cannot help but think of
Milton's Satan, straining against the greatest
odds of all simply because he is impelled to,
it is his conviction and that makes any price
worth it.
To be sure, it is Ahab's self-reliant,
maddened confidence that makes him the
"monomaniac" he is, utterly convinced he
must find and kill Moby Dick, regardless
of any power that might decree otherwise.
"The prophecy was that I should be
dismembered," he soliloquizes at one
point. "I now prophecy I will dismember
my dismemberer. Now, then, be the prophet
and the fulfiller one. That's more than ye,
ye great gods, ever were" (143). We see
here how the act of defiance deifies or re-

deifies the individual/ the Satan—Ahab in
his self-intention is, to himself at least, more
powerful than the plans of Divinity.
And certainly, though Ahab is "evil"
in a definite, traditional sense—ruthlessly
selfish, fiendishly blasphemous—there is an
ambiguity about his character and situation
that makes judgment of him difficult, that
common ambivalence for a reader of a
Satan. That prophecy mentioned above
summons the problem of omnipotence in
Paradise Lost how can we fully blame Satan,
when he seems all but entrapped to be as he
is and do what he does by a God who could
use His power to alter events but does not,
or who willfully set in motion those events of
rebellions and falls in the first place? We can
think back to that moment when Milton's
Satan first sees the Garden, first sees Eve,
and feels compelled toward love, only to pull
himself back to his "monomanical" purpose
of destruction. So a similar event occurs with
Ahab, just before the Pequod encounters
the white whale, that makes us sympathize
with Ahab, maybe even pity and love him
for a moment: he second-guesses himself to
Starbuck, suddenly reveling in the beauty of
the weather, poignantly regretting his life at
sea away from his wife and child (405). The
simple virtue of things he shows himself to
cherish in that short moment is enough to
confuse our feelings about the "evilness"
of Ahab. This ambivalence is complicated
further as Ahab increasingly insists that in
his mission, he is merely the pawn of a bigger
design. "Ahab is for ever Ahab, man," he
insists later, again to Starbuck, this time
in a moment of rage at having his mission
questioned. "This whole act's immutably
decreed.. .Fool! I am the Fates' lieutenant; I
act under orders" (418). Again, can we really
condemn as evil the vice of a figure who was
designed to act out of that vice? Is the "fault"
in the creative power, or the failure of the
creation to perhaps resist the terrible path it
has been set on?
However, the question of the Satan
is, as we have already seen in the cases of
Milton and Whitman, more complex than
that, because of this issue of the virtue of
self-reliance. Can we condemn "evil," even
if it is willfully enacted, if it is enacted out
of individual conviction and thus, possibly
only misunderstood as evil? Or does the
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admirable passion of such conviction trump
the harm it causes, in high Romantic style?
It is important to, just as with Whitman,
understand the "Americanness" of the
Satanism at work in Ahab's character and
story, for as with Whitman, it means some
benefit of absolution. In the Pequod's sinking
moments, she is described in direct allusion
to Paradise Lost and the mythos that informs
it, as the "ship, which, like Satan, would not
sink to hell till she had dragged a living part
of heaven along with her.....(427).
Interesting to our point here, though,
is that just before this description, we
get this one, from Ahab: "The ship! The
hearse.. .its wood could only be American!"
(426). Melville never passes up a symbolic
opportunity, and as a result, a reading of
his intentions can get muddled at any one
point; here, though, we can venture with
some safeness to say that a parallel between
"Americanism" and the Satanic rebellion is
drawn. Is there something "revolutionary"
about the Satanic nature, particularly in
its self- reliant sense, that America perhaps
has an inherent kinship with? This could
be Melville's offering. Indeed, the effect
of toppling a sovereign power (or at least,
trying to), be it a god in heaven or a king
on earth, is that of a sort of "equalization,"
the great dream of democracy. It is the sort
of President-taking-his-hat-off anarchy that
Whitman advocates, and it is present in MobyDick. One chapter, "The Honor and Glory
of Whaling," compares men in the "blue
collar" profession of whaling to demigods
like Hercules (284); the crew of the Pequod
is pointedly (and to modern sensibilities,
somewhat cringingly) "representative,"
comprised of Nantucketers, "Asian" men,
and a Native American, African American,
and South Seas Island native. There is a
bit of Whitmanesque inclusiveness at work
here, for old orders do not stand, and the
traditionally disenfranchised are given life
and acclaim on the page as "equals," across
lines of class and race.
Moreover, there is even a sort of
democracy at work in Ahab's Satanic nature,
as well, albeit a sinister one. For, like Milton's
Satan rallying the rebel-prone angels in
Heaven, Ahab gets his crew to go willingly to
fight Moby Dick, enlisting them in a sort of
"Devil's Sabbath" ritual of signing away their

souls in "The Quarter-Deck" (136). We have
to recognize that there is no "sovereign"
captain's will at oppressive work here: in a
Foucaultian sense of coercion, the desire of
Ahab becomes also the desire of the crew—
it is important to understand that they, too,
are now hungry for the blood of the whale,
for the glitter of the reward doubloon, and
are committed like Ahab. In this way, Ahab
makes his self-reliant will the self-reliant will
of all (and perhaps Emerson would clutch
his chest at the sin of conformity here,
and recognize the nay-saying Starbuck as
the other true "divided and rebel mind"),
absolving himself of the sin of his actions—
he has the suffrage of his crew, at least, and
on a ship in the middle of the ocean, that
crew is the World.
What of this desire of Ahab's, though?
If he is a Romantic Satan, why Moby Dick,
why the white whale? For the crew, again,
there is the thrill of the chase excited and
accentuated by masculine comradeship and
toasts and drink; there is the allure of the
gold doubloon, prize to the first man to sight
the white whale. The doubloon is, in fact,
exceedingly important to the idea of selfreliance in the novel, for as it turns out, the
real reward offered by the doubloon—and
thus, by the finding of Moby Dick—is selfknowledge. In Chapter 99, "The Doubloon,"
various members of the crew approach the
piece of gold over the course of a night and
stare into it, contemplating what they see
in its designs. Each man sees something
different, and fittingly, what each man sees is
something of a symbolic reflection of himself:
"this round gold.. .like a magician's glass, to
each and every man in turn but mirrors back
his own mysterious self." It seems almost a
belaboring of the point, but we will note that
Ahab sees "three peaks as proud as Lucifer,"
and agrees that "all are Ahab" (332).
So then, to catch Moby Dick is to
earn knowledge, especially of the self? This
does seem to be the case. From the time he
propositions the crew with the hunt, Ahab
makes it clear that his monomaniac purpose
is to learn the secrets kept by the whale.
In Milton-like splendid rhetoric, Ahab
explains:
'All visible objects, man, are but
as pasteboard masks. But in each
event.. .some unknown but still
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reasoning thing puts forth the
mouldings of its features from
behind the unreasoning mask. If
man will strike, strike through the
mask... through the wall.. .to me,
the white whale is that wall...' (140)

is an elusive sublime something, represented
in the novel by the harrowing, beatific quality
of "whiteness." "It was the whiteness of the
whale above all things appalled me," tells
Ishmael (159). We are given a long discourse
on the ambivalence-generating nature of
whiteness, wherein after being reminded
At another time, Ahab speaks to the bodiless
that it is the hue of brides and religious piety,
head of an "anonymous" whale the Pequod
it is discerned that
has caught as it lays on deck, ready to have
for all these accumulated
the sperm harvested from its head: he urges,
associations, with whatever is sweet,
"tell us the secret thing that is in thee. Of all
and honorable, and sublime, there
divers, thou hast dived the deepest" (249).
yet lurks an elusive something in the
What is this knowledge, this "secret" that
innermost idea if this hue, which
Ahab lusts over with the intensity of Satan's
strikes more of a panic to the soul
longing to calculate the limits of God's power?
than that redness which affrights in
For as much hatred as Ahab seems to display
blood.. .a colorless, all-color atheism
toward Moby Dick, ambiguously as always,
from which we shrink. (160)
there is definite awe and respect mingled
with it. "Thou hast dived the deepest"—Ahab The implication eludes usjust as it eludes yet
seems envious of the whale's ability, of its way draws on the Satan: which is the problem,
of knowing, its sureness. And certainly, the the knowing or not knowing? Where is the
sperm whale in general is presented in the terror, in the knowledge, or the ignorance?
novel as a character of estimable Emersonian Or is it that they are each a blessing and both
self-reliance.
a curse in their own ways?
The narration notes of the whale that
Herein is perhaps the true torture of
"His great genius is declared in his doing being the Satan, the honest pain of being the
nothing particular to prove it," and then self-reliant "divided mind," of finally having
goes on about the solitary, drifting creature, the answer to "What is the grass:" it is the
presenting us with a lesson:
everything and the nothing, the good that
It does seem to me, that herein
is the source of evil and the evil that cannot
we see the rare virtue of a strong
be condemned. It is that we can never really
individual vitality.., and the rare
know the self, yet must rely on it and trust
virtue of interior spaciousness.
in it, blindly, for it is forever shifting and
Oh, man! Model thyself after the
always, eternally, ambiguous—the kind of
whale! ... Do thou, too, live in this
knowledge that can only be tasted in the
world without being of it... like the
forbidden fruit of Paradise, and even then,
great whale, retain.. .in all seasons a
maybe even for only a moment before the
temperature of thine own. (247)
reckoning comes.
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'Wicked' Writers Defying the Imposter God
Herman Melville's Moby-Dick and Walt Whitman's Leaves of Grass
Every true poet is of the Devil's
party.

overt, many more subtle—in MD,second, he
knew that the more discerning pious people
—William Blake
of his day would probably judge the book
sacrilegious, even blasphemous, because of
•
. . Moby-Dick seems to be far more
its ostensible anti-Christian passages.
of a poem than it is a novel, and
(The same two reasons for alleged
since it is a narrative, to be an epic,
"wickedness" also apply in great measure to
a long poem on an heroic theme
Leaves of Grass.)
rather than the kind of realistic
Many critics have commented on
fiction that we know today.
sexual references in MD, especially the
Kazin, "Introduction to Mobyhomosexual implications in the relationship
Dick" from the Riverside edition (Boston:
of Ishmael and Queequeg, veiled allusions to
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1950)
heterosexual coitus, comments about birth
n a famous letter to Nathaniel Hawthorne and delivery, and numerous instances of
in November 1851, Herman Melville phallic symbolism. Melville's British editors
wrote of his new book, Moby-Dick; or, the certainly noticed—and deleted—some
Whale- "I have written a wicked book, and "wicked" passages when they were working
feel spotless as the lamb" (Melville 545). on the first edition of The Whale (MobySome of those who read Moby-Dick (hereafter Dick was added to the title in a subsequent
MD), first in England, where it was initially edition). How they handled the Ishmaelpublished in an expurgated edition, and Queequeq liaison is particularly interesting:
later in the United States, would no doubt they did not seem to mind Ishmael and
have agreed with the first part of Melville's the tattooed cannibal sharing a bed at the
statement if they had known of it, and they Spouter-Inn in Chapter 3, as bedfellows
probably would have been shocked by the were a common concept; yet when Melville
second part. Walt Whitman, on the other refers to Queequeg's "bridegroom clasp"
hand, did not think his Leaves of Grass to and has Ishmael mention "hugging a fellow
be a wicked book—quite the contrary—but male in that matrimonial sort of style," he
many others did when the book appeared in offended British sensibilities; the words
1855. The volume was widely condemned, "bridegroom" and "matrimonial," obviously
especially from pulpits, because of its overt reserved for heterosexual relations, were
celebration of the body and sexuality, and unceremoniously excised—perhaps with
for many years Whitman found himself unexpected resultis.AsJohnBryantcomments
accused of being a prurient poet even in his 2007 study of how MD was revised and
while also accruing a growing number of edited: "What seems to be an unexpected
admirers. These two "wicked" books are consequence of Victorian prudishness is
now considered masterpieces of two of the that by eliminating so much heterosexual
greatest imaginative writers in American reference but retaining the homosexual
imagery, British editors inadvertently, it
literature,
seems, created for British readers a version
of Moby-Dick that was essentially a gayer text"
Herman Melville and Moby-Dick
So, why did Melville call Moby-Dick (Bryant).
Bryant notes another instance of
"wicked"? There are two reasons that seem
most compelling: first, he likely anticipated expurgation in Chapter 54, "The Townthat the book would be considered immoral, Ho's Story," when an "abundantly and
even licentious, by those capable of noticing picturesquely wicked" Canaller (Erie Canal
the numerous sexual references—some boatman) is thus described: "Like Mark

J
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Anthony, for days and days along his green- underwent a cut by the British editors, who
tufted, flowery Nile, he indolently floats, found the following sensual paragraph
openly toyingwith his red-c heeked Cleopatra, describing the relationship between sun and
ripening his apricot thigh upon the sunny ocean to evidently be far too reminiscent of
deck. But ashore, all this effeminacy is newlyweds upon their wedding bed:
Aloft, like a royal czar and king, the
dashed" (Melville 206). Censors allowed the
sun seemed giving his gentle air to
tryst with the Egyptian queen, but amputated
this bold and rolling sea; even as
Anthony's tanned, exposed thigh.
bride to groom. And at the girdling
Apparently the British were also
line of the horizon, a soft and
squeamish about obstetrics, because they cut
tremulous motion—most seen here
out (pun intended) all references to birth
at
the equator—denoted the fond,
and delivery in this famous passage from
throbbing
thrust, the loving alarms,
Chapter 78. After the decapitated head of a
with
which
the poor bride gave her
whale being tapped for spermaceti plunges
bosom
away.
(Melville 404)
into the sea with Tashtego in it, Queequeg
dives in to execute a daring rescue as Ishmael
However, for some reason the British did
and the rest of the Pequod's crew look on in
not remove any of Melville's more blatant
shock:
phallic references, perhaps because so many
Now, how had this noble rescue
of them are used in a humorous way. The
been accomplished? Why, diving
most famous of these occur in back-to-back
after the slowly descending head,
chapters, 94 ("A Squeeze of the Hand") and
Queequeq with his keen sword had
95 ("The Cassock"). In the former, Ishmael
made side lunges near its bottom,
spends hours in the "sweet and unctuous
so as to scuttle a large hole there;
duty" of squeezing lumps of whale spermaceti
then dropping his sword, had thrust
into fragrant fluid, rapturously describing
his arm far inwards and upwards,
the communal experience:
and so hauled out our poor Tash
Squeeze! squeeze! squeeze! all
by the head. He averred, that upon
the morning long; I squeezed that
first thrusting in for him, a leg
sperm until I myself almost melted
was presented; but well knowing
into it; I squeezed that sperm till a
that was not as it ought to be, and
strange sort of insanity came over
might occasion great trouble;—he
me; and I found myself unwittingly
had thrust back the leg, and by
squeezing my co-laborers' hands
a dexterous heave and toss, had
in it, mistaking their hands for the
wrought a somerset upon the
gentle globules. Such an abounding,
Indian; so that with the next trial,
affectionate, friendly, loving feeling
he came forth in the good old way—
did this avocation beget; that at last
head foremost. As for the great head
I was continually squeezing their
itself, that was doing as well as could
hands, and looking up into their
be expected.
eyes sentimentally; as much as to
And thus, through the courage
say,—Oh! my dear fellow beings,
and great skill in obstetrics of
why should we longer cherish
Queequeg, the deliverance or rather,
any social acerbities, or know the
delivery of Tashtego, was successfully
slightest ill-humor or envy! Come;
accomplished, in the teeth, too, of
let us squeeze hands all round; nay,
the most untoward and apparently
let us all squeeze ourselves into
hopeless impediments; which is a
each other; let us squeeze ourselves
lesson by no means to be forgotten.
universally into the very milk and
Midwifery should be taught in
sperm of kindness. (Melville 322the same course with fencing and
323)
boxing, riding and rowing. (Melville
Homer B. Pettey and Herbert N.
341-342)
Schneider suggest in a joint article that
Chapter 132, "The Symphony," also
since whale sperm was named for its
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resemblance to human semen, Melville
has "license for bawdy" in this and other
passages in MD when sperm is mentioned,
as in the homoerotic implications of "let us
all squeeze ourselves into each other" and
the implied pun in the passage. They write:
"Whether Melville often squeezed himself
into his fellow seamen is a vexed question,
but what concerns us here is the mockery of
sentimental humanism, including Christian
versions, through the suggestiveness of
'sperm' and consequent insinuations about
the pleasures of masturbation" (4).
The phallic references in "The Cassock"
are even more overt, verging both on
obscenity and blasphemy. Melville describes
how a giant whale's penis is first skinned
of its cylindrical "dark pelt," turned inside
out, stretched, and hung up to dry in the
rigging. Later it is fashioned into a protective
garment for the "mincer" or blubber-carver.
The double meaning of the chapter's title
now becomes apparent as Melville launches
into a clever turn on priestly garments—and
private indulgences:
The mincer now stands before
you invested in the full canonicals
of his calling. Immemorial to all
his order, this investiture alone
will adequately protect him, while
employed in the peculiar functions
of his office.
That office consists in mincing
the horse-pieces of blubber for
the pots; an operation which is
conducted at a curious wooden
horse, planted endwise against the
bulwarks, and with a capacious tub
beneath it, into which the minced
pieces drop, fast as the sheets from a
rapt orator's desk. Arrayed in decent
black; occupying a conspicuous
pulpit; intent on bible leaves; what
a candidate for an archbishoprick,
what a lad for a Pope were this
mincer! (Melville 325)
"Archbishoprick" is, of course, an obvious
phallic pun, but even more outrageous is
Melville's anti-Catholic jibe at pederastic
priests in "what a lad for a Pope." (Perhaps
the British censors who allowed Melville's
wordplay to stand were good Church of
England men.)

In perhaps the farthest reach, Petty
and Schneider posit that Melville's biggest
phallic reference of all—literally—is Moby
Dick himself. All one needs to do is speak
the whale's name aloud to understand the
implication, but they see the White Whale
(capitalization intentional) as nothing less
than the holy scepter of God:
Moby Dick. . . is from head to tail
a divine, incarnated penis, as full
of sperm as of inscrutability. . . The
most audacious of the phallic jokes
in the book, then, is that the whale
is God's dick. Melville might have
chosen Timor Tom or New Zealand
Jack or various other names of
legendary whales, but instead chose
a variation on Mocha Dick, the name
that emblematizes an obscene pun.
The whole of this wordplay was to
be relished by any readers who like
the humor, and the other readers,
Melville knew, would just shut their
eyes. (Petty and Schneider 8)
This concept also has a serious side,
because it implies that Ahab hates the White
Whale not only for biting off his leg, but
also for humiliating him in a symbolic rape
that robbed him of his pride, dignity, and
manhood:
Melville must have intuited that
behind the most offensive kinds
of insults lies the primate practice
of intimidation by phallic threat,
gestures threatening anal rape of a
weaker male... [T] he most insulting
gestures in the male cultural lexicon
are forms of such a threat: 'the
bird,' the upraised middle finger,
with the other hand grasping the
elbow to indicate 'up to here'. . If
the White Whale is a divine penis,
Ahab sees it as being thrust or waved
in his face by the hidden God,
and this is the insult that feeds his
rage for revenge—for such insults,
when unrevenged, are symbolic
castrations also. Ahab doesn't just
want to kill and mutilate Moby-Dick;
he wants to castrate God. (Petty and
Schneider 8)
Although this interpretation may at first
appear extreme, it does not seem altogether
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implausible when one considers the sheer
number of sexual innuendoes scholars
have identified not only in MD, but also in
Melville's earlier works, especially Typee and
Omoo, which make liberal and indulgent
use of "savage culture." Melville's early
popularity, in fact, was based in large part
upon his ability to deal with sensual—and
suggestive—detail. Andrew Delbanco notes
this in his 2005 biography of Melville:
In reviewing Typee for the Salem
Advertiser in March 1846,
Hawthorne expressed delight at its
"voluptuously colored" descriptions
of native girls.
Melville was not free to write
about sex with the directness we
expect today, so he sometimes
smuggled it into his writing in the
form of sniggering jokes—from an
aside in Typee about a ghostly vessel
"tacking... somewhere off Buggery
Island" (a phrase that his wife listed
after his death among those he
had wanted deleted from future
editions) to the celebration of the
sperm whale's penis (as long as a
man is tall). . . . (Delbanco 68-69)
To the discerning Victorian reader,
Melville's use of covert sexual imagery and
wordplay was a primary reason for his book to
be deemed "wicked." Yet beyond the sexual
references is another, more significant factor
that would have been just as easily noticed
by Melville's Biblically literate audience: his
anti-Christian sentiments.
Some of Melville's irreligious excerpts,
serious and otherwise, have already been
discussed above, especially with regards to
"The Cassock." But, as numerous scholars
have shown, MD contains other religiontinged passages and images that could have
offended Christians in Melville's day. Many
of them concern the White Whale not just
as an obscenely displayed "member" of God,
as Petty and Schneider would have it, but
literally as God Himself—and a vengeful,
Old Testament God at that.
Lawrance Thompson was one of the
first Melville scholars to explore openly the
idea that Melville was rebelling against the
tyrannical Calvinistic God of his youth and
its concepts of predestination and slave-like

human obedience:
He was temperamentally and
artistically inclined to strike the
Byronic pose and rebaptize himself,
not in the name of the Father,
but in the name of Satan. Even if
we are forced to see in Melville's
sophomoric attitude a certain
indication of arrested development,
it is better to recognize him for what
he was than to inflate his attitude
into something which it was not.
Baldly stated, then, Melville's
underlying theme in Moby -Dick
correlates the notions that the world
was put together wrong and that God
is to blame; that God in his infinite
malice asserts a sovereign tyranny
over man and that most men are
seduced into the mistaken view that
this divine tyranny is benevolent
and therefore acceptable; but that
the freethinking and enlightened
and heroic man will assert the rights
of man and will rebel against God's
tyranny by defying God in thought,
word, deed, even in the face of
God's ultimate indignity, death.
(Thompson 242-243)
Melville had learned about this divine
tyrant from his mother, Maria Gansevoort
Melvill (no "e"), who knew the Bible both
in Dutch and English and who constantly
quoted it and read it to her children. Her
husband, Allan Melvill, was a flighty man,
full of bravado, an easygoing and mostly
non-observant Unitarian and an eventual
bankrupt, which may explain why his devout,
churchgoing wife tried to drum the severe
Protestantism of her ancestors into her
second son's head. She did manage to plant
a great deal of knowledge about the Bible
in young Herman's mind, which led not to
Christian devotion, but defiance (Delbanco
21).
When Melville was rereading Milton's
Paradise Lost in the summer of 1850, he
perceived Satan not as a villain, but as the
hero of the epic, much as the great English
romantic poets had done. That Milton's
classic work deeply influenced Melville is
evident in his review of Hawthorne's Mosses
from an Old Manse, where he echoes Satan's
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famous defiant cry, "Better to reign in Hell, reasoning to Starbuck, who has accused the
than serve in Heav'n" (Milton, Book I, line captain of being blasphemous for seeking
263), with one of his own: "better to fail in vengeance on a "dumb brute":
originality, than to succeed in imitation."
Hark ye yet again—the little lower
In that same review, he says of Hawthorne:
layer. All visible objects, man, are
"You must have plenty of sea-room to tell the
but as pasteboard masks. But in
truth in." Hawthorne did not write about the
each event—in the living act, the
sea—but Melville wasjust about to embark on
undoubted deed—there, some
his own imaginative sea journey (Delbanco
unknown but still reasonable
127). When he did so in earnest, he turned
thing puts forth the mouldings
MD at least in part into a romantic antiof its features from behind the
theodicy by creating his own Satanic hero in
unreasoning mask. If man will
the God-hating Ahab, determined to hunt
strike, strike through the mask!
down the titular whale in his own attempt
How can the prisoner reach outside
to overthrow Heaven. As Henry A. Murray
except by thrusting through the
puts it: ". . . Melville's Satan is the spitting
wall? To me, the white whale is that
image of Milton's hero, but portrayed with
wall, shoved near to me. Sometimes
deeper and subtler psychological insight,
I think there's naught beyond.
and placed where he belongs, in the heart
But 'us enough. He tasks me; he
of an enraged man" (Murray 440). Richard
heaps me; I see in him outrageous
Chase concurs: "Ahab, perhaps originally
strength, with an inscrutable malice
conceived as one more portrait in Melville's
sinewing it. That inscrutable thing
gallery of tyrannical and irritable captains,
is chiefly what I hate; and be the
becomes a great, doomed hero" (Chase 50).
white whale agent, or be the white
An equally great influence on MD was
whale principle, I will wreak that
Melville's reading of Shakespeare in 1849,
hate upon him. Talk not to me of
only a few months before he began writing
blasphemy, man; I'd strike the sun if
his masterpiece. What he learned manifested
it insulted me. (Melville 140)
itself in part in Chapter 125, "The Log and
Melville-Ahab's defiance—for like
the Line," when the "mad" Ahab, who in this
Ahab, Melville wants no talk of blasphemy—
chapter resembles King Lear, invites Pip, his
prompted Alfred Kazin to observe:
"fool" of a cabin boy (driven crazy by his fall
Captain Ahab. . . will challenge
overboard), to live in the captain's cabin
the very order of the creation itself.
with him. Ahab makes a gentle yet defiantly
This is the very heart of the book—
humanistic statement to the distracted boy:
so much so that we come to feel that
"Come, then, to my cabin. Lo! ye believers
there is some shattering magnitude
in gods all goodness, and in man all ill, lo
of theme before Melville as he writes,
you! see the omniscient gods oblivious of
that as a writer he has been called to
suffering man; and man, though idiotic, and
an heroic new destiny. (Kazin 39)
not knowing what he does, yet full of the
sweet things of love and gratitude" (Melville
Paul Brodtkorb sums it up this way:
392).
[T]he only way a man of integrity
It may be that Ahab's putative madness
can relate to malicious or
is meant to resemble that of another
irresponsible deity is to defy it. The
Shakespeare character: Hamlet, who used
white whale, to Ahab the Leviathan
his feigned madness as a mask while he
emblem of all gods like these.
sought the truth about unspeakable acts.
must be killed in order to get back
Melville uses Ahab as his own mask so that
at his ultimate tormentors; their
he can speculate about "wicked" truths with
"right worship" must be "defiance"
impunity. One of those truths is that God,
to a good man who has seen the dim
symbolized by the White Whale, and God's
light. (Brodtkorb 71)
creation are ultimately ineffable and perhaps
And on this important subject, it is
altogether unreal. Thus in Chapter 36, "The
fitting to let Lewis Mumford, the father of
Quarter-deck," Melville has Ahab justify his
ill

modern Melville scholarship who initiated
the "Melville revival" of the 1920s, have a
final word:
•. . Moby-Dick, admirable as
it is as a narrative of maritime
adventure, is far more than that: it
is, fundamentally, a parable of the
mystery of evil and the accidental
malice of the universe. On one
reading, the white whale stands for
the brute energies of existence,
blind, fatal, overpowering, while
Ahab is the spirit of man, small
and feeble, but purposeful, that
pits its puniness against this might,
and its purpose against the blank
senselessness of power.
Ahab has more humanity than the
gods he defies: indeed, he has more
power, because he is conscious of
the power he wields, and applies it
deliberately, whereas Moby Dick's
power only seems deliberate because
it cuts across the directed aims of
Ahab himself. And in one sense,
Ahab achieves victory: he vanquishes
in himself that which would retreat
from Moby Dick and acquiesce in
his insensate energies and his brutal
sway. His end is tragic: evil engulfs
him. But in battling against evil, with
power instead of love, Ahab himself.
becomes the image of the thing he
hates: he has lost his humanity in the
very act of vindicating it. By physical
defiance, by physical combat, Ahab
cannot rout and capture Moby Dick:
the odds are against him; and if his
defiance is noble, his final aim is
confessedly mad. Cultivation, order,
art—these are the proper means by
which man displaces accident and
subdues the vacant external powers
in the universe: the way of growth is
not to become more powerful but
to become more human. (Mumford
125-126)

who represents on one level a traditionally
Christian moral conscience, is leaning
against the mainmast when, from the
forecastle, he hears a "burst of revelry" as the
crew celebrates its decision to follow Ahab
in his whale chase. The sound prompts a
reflection from Starbuck on Ahab that ends
in a kind of prayer to protect himself and the
Pequod's blind-faith crew (emphasis added):
Oh, God! to sail with such a heathen
crew that have small touch of
human mothers in them! Whelped
somewhere by the sharkish sea! The
white whale is their demogorgon. Hark!
the infernal orgies! that revelry
is forward! mark the unfaltering
silence aft! Methinks it pictures life.
Foremost through the sparkling
sea shoots on the gay, embattled,
bantering bow, but only to drag
dark Ahab after it, where he broods
within his sternward cabin, builded
over the dead water of the wake, and
further on, hunted by its wolfish
gurglings. The long howl thrills
me through! Peace! ye revellers,
and set the watch! Oh, life! 'tis in
an hour like this, with soul beat
down and held to knowledge—as
wild, untutored things are forced to
feed—Oh, life! 'tis now that I do feel
the latent horror in thee! but 'tis not
me! that horror's out of me! and
with the soft feeling of the human
in me, yet will I try to fight ye, ye
grim, phantom futures! Stand by
me, hold me, bind me, 0 ye blessed
influences! (Melville 144)
When Starbuck describes the White
Whale as the "demogorgon" of the heathens,
he could be referring to a passage in Paradise
Lost(Book II, line 966):
Orcus and Ades, and the dreaded
name
Of Demogorgon.

Most interpreters think of the
Demogorgon as a demon from Hell, and,
indeed, he is often depicted as such; for
A key point in the discussion of Ahab as
example, Faustus invokes him by name
the archetypal humanist who defies either
while summoning demons in Christopher
a malicious or indifferent deity is perceived
Marlowe's DoctorFaustus(1590). But in other
by Starbuck in Chapter 38, "Dusk," one
literature, the Demogorgon has a higher
of MD's first-person soliloquys. Starbuck, status as a type of demigod. Edmund Spenser
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even gives him ruler status in his 1590 epic
poem The Faerie Queene
A bold bad man, that dar'd to call
by name
Great Gorgon, Prince of darknesse
and dead night,
At which Cocytus quakes, and Styx is
put to flight.
(Canto I, stanza 37)
Finally, and most importantly for this
discussion, the Demogorgon is a name for
the "Demiurge" of some ancient Christian
Gnostic sects, a tyrannical, wrathful, insane
demigod who created this flawed world and
who, in his monomaniacal delusion, believes
he is the supreme God—but who is actually
an imposter. The Demiurge was often
identified with the wrathful, jealous creator
God of the Old Testament who was thought
to have botched the creation and enslaved
humanity.
It is noteworthy how well the concept
of the Demiurge correlates to Thompson's
attributing to Melville the idea that "the
world was put together wrong and that God is
to blame" (Thompson 242). The Demiurge
and the Calvinist God against whom Melville
directed so much of his defiant creative
energy—trapping them in whale form and
sending a mad, peg-legged captain after
them—would seem to be, if not one and the
same, at least kindred spirits.
The concept of the imposter god also
appears in another book that captivated
Melville in 1849. While in London that year,
he had obtained a copy of Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein, or, The Modern Prometheus.
From this work Melville gleaned the idea of
Frankenstein, the imposter-creator who tries
to imitate God but instead makes a flawed,
monstrous creature that turns against him
and murders the woman he loves. Bent
on vengeance, Frankenstein pursues his
creature to the Arctic and enlists the aid of
the crew of a scientific expeditionary ship
to help in his brutal quest. When the crew
falters, Frankenstein entreats them thus:
Are you then so easily turned from
your design? Did you not call this a
glorious expedition? And wherefore
was it glorious? Not because the
way was smooth and placid as a
southern sea, but because, at every

new incident, your fortitude was to
be called forth, and your courage
exhibited; because danger and
death surrounded it, and these you
were to brave and overcome.
Oh! be men, or be more than men.
This ice is not made of such stuff
as your hearts may be; it is mutable,
and cannot withstand you, if you say
that it shall not. (Shelley 214)
As Delbanco points out, this speech has
obvious overtones of the scene that Melville
was soon to write in "The Quarter-deck"
chapter of MD "in which an irresistible orator
exhorts his crew ('What say ye men... I think
ye do look brave') to prove themselves in
their hour of peril" (Delbanco 129-130).
That Melville was influenced by many
other writers while composing MD is widely
agreed, but he did not merely imitate; he used
the ideas that he derived from his sources as
part of sweeping literary innovations that,
though largely misunderstood in his own
lifetime, lived up to his own convictions about
the importance of originality and eventually
secured him a place in the pantheon of great
American writers. Unfortunately, too many
readers from Melville's own day found MD
less a "wicked" book than an obscure and
difficult one.
Walt Whitman and Leaves of Grass
Walt Whitman's Leaves of Grass(hereafter
LG), first published in 1855, garnered
considerable notoriety of its own for its
sexual themes, both overt and implied, and
for its exaltation of a new God in mankind.
Ralph Waldo Emerson might have praised
Whitman's "solid sense" and greeted him
"at the beginning of a great career," but to
conservative mid-19th-century American
society, Whitman's depiction of sexuality as
a completely natural act free from sin and
guilt—not to mention his erotic imagery of
love both homosexual and heterosexual-infuriated clergy around the country and
eventually resulted in LG being banned in
Boston in 1881.
Interestingly, it was Whitman's progressive take on sex that got LG published
in the first place when it ended up at the
publishing house of Fowlers and Wells, a
firm better known for scientific texts—but,
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to make dainty feminine flowers flush and
faint. Here were "sins of the flesh" openly
portrayed, lovers melting into one another,
limbs slackening and stiffening, men and
women alike moaning and shouting, men
embracing and kissing with fervor—and
it was all held up as being joyous and
wonderful!
With his sensual words, Whitman loves
to toy with his more conservative readers
and get their blood flowing with ideas both
implied and forthright: in section 28 of "Song
of Myself," a possibly ambiguous situation
is revealed as highly erotic through clever,
cheeky vocabulary (emphasis added):
Is this then a touch? quivering me to
a new identity,
Flames and ether making a rush for
my veins,
Treacherous tip of me reaching and
crowding to help them,
My flesh and blood playing out
lighting to strike what is hardly
different from myself,
On all side prurient provokers
stiffening my limbs,
Straining the udder of my heart for
its withheld drip,...
Unbuttoning my clothes, holding
me by the bare waist,.
They bribed to swap off with touch
It is easy to see, then, why Whitman's
and go and graze at the edges of
poetry excited the firm into publishing LG,
me.....
as his own motivation mirrored that of their
other publications. Whitman advocated
You villain touch! what are you
sexual reform as a primary way of dissolving
doing? my breath it is tight in its
the repressed, buttoned-up mindset of
throat,
the society surrounding him. During this
Unclench yourfloodgates, you are too
Victorian period in America, conversation
much for me.
topics were kept politely circumspect, and
(Whitman 50-51; 619-624, 627, 630,
both men and women stepped out clad from
640-641)
top to toe in layers of long clothing; for these
supposedly delicate women, even showing a
Through vivid descriptions rising from
hint of ankle was regarded as scandalous.
the depths of instinct, Whitman verbalizes
In polite society, heterosexual sex involved
the transcendent rush of male arousal and
hidden activities not proper for education
orgasm in all its physical and emotional
or discussion, leaving pertinent details
aspects—all with highly suggestive vocabulary
either to be imagined or gropingly learned
that drops hints but never states outright
behind locked bedroom doors of married
what is occurring. The segment also gently
couples. The only public acknowledgement
pokes fun at society, as the narrator seems
of homosexuality was religious and legal
to be sexually repressed and thus cannot
condemnation.
adequately comprehend his situation with
It was into this sanitized society that
his newly pleasure-addled brain. Floating
Whitman launched LG, with enough lusty,
beyond himself and sensing only sense
descriptive imagery and songs of the flesh

appropriately, texts on physiology (Reynolds
208). Primary house writer Orson Fowlers,
who wrote a book entitled Sexual Science
in the same year LG first went to press,
adamantly expressed his philosophy in every
book the publisher distributed; the goal
of the publishers was to pull sex out of its
blacklisted status and acknowledge it as the
natural human act and drive that it is:
Like Whitman, the Fowlers were
frank about the healthiness of sex.
. . In one of their main books
•
on physiology, . . . Orson Fowler
emphasized, "Though the world is
full of books attempting to portray
this passion [love] —though tales,
novels, fictitious writing, love-stories,
&c., by far the most numerous class
of books, are made up, warp and
woof, of love,. . . yet how imperfectly
understood is this whole subject!"
•
• . In Sexual Science Fowler set out
views on sex that were very close to
Whitman's. Sex is to people, he wrote,
"what steam power is to machinery-the prime instrumentality of its
motions and productions," the
very "chit-function of all males and
females" ....(Reynolds 208-210)
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itself, with strong feelings reduced to simple
words, the narrator gives in to that which
is nearly unfathomable: that his body is a
force capable of overcoming his mind and
sustaining its own sway.
Sex for Whitman is also not just a fun
affair, something to be wink-wink-nudgenudged at. Along with the pull of the body,
LG opened to a closed-minded public
new (or, at least, undiscussed) notions of
sexuality beyond just the shameful idea that
sex could be more than the necessary act
of procreation. Within his poetry, Whitman
posited that the "adhesiveness" of "manly
love" and womanly pleasure were wholly
natural, and that such instincts lurked within
even the most tightly corseted breast. The
erotic fantasies of the "twenty-ninth bather"
from Section 11 of "Song of Myself' tell a
story of mental "corruption" brought about
by societal conventions:
Twenty-eight young men bathe by
the shore,
Twenty-eight young men and all so
friendly;
Twenty-eight years of womanly life
and all so lonesome.
She owns the fine house by the rise
of the bank,
She hides handsome and richly drest
at the blinds of the window.
Which of the young men does she
like the best?
Ah the homeliest of them is beautiful
to her.
Where are you off to, lady? for I see
you,
You splash in the water there, yet
stay stock still in your room.
Dancing and laughing along the
beach came the twenty-ninth
bather,
The rest did not see her, but she saw
them and loved them.
The beards of the young men
glisten'd with wet, it ran from their
long hair,
Little streams pass'd all over their
bodies.

An unseen hand also pass'd over
their bodies,
It descended tremblingly from their
temples and ribs.
The young men float on their backs,
their white bellies bulge to the
sun, they do not ask who seizes
fast to them,
They do not know who puffs and
declines with pendant and
bending arch,
They do not think whom they souse
with spray.
(Whitman 34; 199-216)
Encompassing both male homoeroticism and female sexuality, the account of
the mysterious twenty-ninth bather acts as
a criticism of current culture. The woman
enviously watches the young men at play and
yearns to break free of the "constraints of
gender and class" and sexually open herself.
Instead, she must be content only with her
imagination, resigning to join them merely
as a ghost of her mind—yet watching their
homoerotic antics as they splash and play is
still enough to arouse and awaken her. For
even as her free self caresses their naked
bodies with her "unseen hand," the one left
behind, "stock still in [her] room," "puffs
and declines with pendant and bending
arch." Whitman scholar Michael Moon
identifies this section as one of LG's most
unabashedly sexual instances, and explains
the importance of both the men and their
female voyeur:
The "unseen hand" ... [is] a sign
of the metonymic feminine agency
she bears into what would otherwise
be an uninflected scene of orgiastic
male-homoerotic utopianism. That
this key scene of male "fluidity,"
one of the most determinately and
specifically erotic of all such scenes
in Leaves of Grass, is inflected as
it is with feminine erotic desire
argues against the assumption that
Whitman's privileging of male
homoeroticism in itself precludes
his also representing feminine
sexuality and feminine agency in his
text. (Moon 861)
The admission of the female as an
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equal in the sex act and an examination of
sexuality through her point of view open a
path into Whitman's spiritual view of sex.
He equates confidence in sexuality with
the beauty of being human, citing it as the
source of all life and therefore a holy act
blessed by God (Reynolds 210); and he often
resorts to encompassing its importance in
his trademark "laundry-list" lines. In "A
Woman Waits for Me," also from Children of
Adam, Whitman acknowledges the vital role
the woman plays in the sex act as the wombbearer:
A woman waits for me, she contains
all, nothing is lacking,
Yet all were lacking if sex were
lacking, or if the moisture of the
right man were lacking.

made in the image of the Divine. Section 5
of "Song of Myself' finds Whitman using the
Biblical concept of God as the great "I Am"
to describe his own very human soul:
I believe in you my soul, the other I
am must not abase itself to you,
And you must not be abased to the
other.
Loafe with me on the grass, loose
the stop from your throat,
Not words, not music or rhyme I
want, not custom or lecture, not
even the best,
Only the lull I like, the hum of your
valved voice.
I mind how once we lay such a
transparent summer
morning,
How you settled your head athwart
my hips and gently turn'd over
upon me,
And parted the shirt from my bosombone, and plunged your tongue
to my bare-stript heart,
And reach'd till you felt my beard,
and reach'd till you held my
feet.

Sex contains all, bodies, souls,
Meanings, proofs, purities, delicacies,
results, promulgations,
Songs, commands, health, pride,
the maternal mystery, the
seminal milk,
All hopes, benefactions, bestowals,
all the passions, loves, beauties,
delights of the earth,
All the governments, judges, gods,
follow'd persons of the earth,
These are contain'd in sex as parts
of itself and justifications of
itself.

Swiftly arose and spread around me
the peace and knowledge that
pass all the argument of the
earth,
And I know that the hand of God is
the promise of my own,
And I know that the spirit of God is
also the brother of my own,
And that all the men ever born are
also my brothers, and the
women my sisters and lovers,
And that a kelson of the creation is
love.
(Whitman 29-30; 82-95)

Without shame the man I like knows
and avows the deliciousness of
his sex,
Without shame the woman I like
knows and avows hers.
(Whitman 87-88; 1-10)
Without the "maternal mystery" and
"seminal milk" of the female sex drive, life
would not exist. Whitman's frank expression
of sexuality is part of his personal vendetta
against the "imposter God," a judgmental,
tyrannical, monarchical deity whom the poet
regards as anti-sexual, anti-democracy, antibrotherhood, and anti-equality. All through
his poetry, especially "Song of Myself' and
the poems that comprise the "Children of
Adam" and "Calamus" clusters, Whitman is
quick to exhale "I" and "God" in the same
breath, asserting that humankind truly is

This view of man and his self as being
equal to God and thus equally worthy
of worship deeply informs Whitman's
personal spirituality, according to Whitman
biographer David Reynolds. With regard to
the section above, Reynolds marks that the
close relationship among man, his soul, and
God is as intimate as that of lovers and just
as inseparable:
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The passage is framed by
religious images. It begins with a
religious statement—"I believe in
you my soul"—and leads through
rapturous union to an affirmation
of the peace and joy and love of
God's universe. Whatever the
tangled sexual motivations behind
the passage, the religious meaning
is inescapable: the "I" begins by
contemplating the soul and ends
by contemplating God. (Reynolds
269)
Reynolds additionally notes that in
Whitman's original draft of "Song of Myself,"
a far more explicit relationship was laid
out: "As God comes a loving bedfellow and
sleeps at my side all night and close on the
peep of the day" (Reynolds 270), an echo of
Ishmael and Queequeg's close relationship
in MD. R. W. B. Lewis asserts that such an
open, individual perception of spirituality
casts Whitman in the role of a new Adam,
free in the fresh Eden of America and close
to God:
It would be far less accurate to say
that Walt Whitman, instead of going
too far forward, had gone too far
backward: for he did go back, all
the way back, to a primitive Adamic
condition, to the beginning of time.
For Whitman . . . the quickest way
of framing his novel outlook was
by lowering, and secularizing,
the familiar spiritual phrases
with the . . . intention of salvaging
the human from the religious
vocabulary to which (he felt) it
had given rise. Many of Whitman's
poetic statements are conversions of
religious allusion: the new miracles
were acts of the senses . . .; the
aroma of the body was "finer than
prayer"; his head was "more than
churches, bibles and all creeds."
"If I worship one thing more than
another," Whitman declaimed, in a
moment of Adamic narcissism, "it
shall be the spread of my own body."
(Lewis 108-109)

spirituality for him. He includes in "Calamus"
a poem stating his dissatisfaction with the
cries of blasphemy directed at him from the
pulpit. Whitman has no intention of looking
up for guidance, but rather straight ahead,
trusting his own instincts:
I hear it was charged against me that
I sought to destroy institutions,
But really I am neither for nor
against institutions,
(What indeed have Tin common with
them? or what with the
destruction of them?)
(Whitman 110; 1-3)
Lewis essentially states that Whitman's
concept of spirituality involved bringing
everything and everyone back down to the
ground, stripping all naked of imposed
ideologies and reveling in those things
remaining. A close friend of Whitman, Dr.
Richard Maurice Bucke—who declared
Whitman to be "the most perfect example
the world has so far of the Cosmic Sense"
(Bucke 225)—observed that for Whitman,
all elements of the universe existed on the
same plane of inspirational importance:
WaltWhitman, in my talks with him at
that time, always disclaimed any lofty
intention in himself or his poems. If
you accepted his explanations they
were simple and commonplace. But
when you came to think about these
explanations, and to enter into the
spirit of them, you found that the
simple and commonplace with him
included the ideal and spiritual. So
it may be said that neither he nor
his writings are growths of the ideal
from the real, but are the actual
real lifted up into the ideal. (Bucke
218)

Bucke continues his analysis, stating
that Whitman was perpetually aware of "how
immeasurably he was below the ideal which
he constantly set up before himself' (Bucke
237), thus negating the idea that Whitman
perceived himself as a prophet or messiah;
he was, to himself, merely a man letting his
voice be heard because he believed he had
something important to say. This theme
stretches back into section 32 of "Song of
Whitman, speaking as a true iconoclast, Myself," where, during the epic journey of
has no need of a middleman to outline the soul to and from its dark night, Whitman
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one step further, suggesting that Whitman
might even be a Christ-figure reborn as an
enlightened poet:
[Whitman] seeks his consummation
through one continual ecstacy: the
ecstacy of giving himself, and of
being taken. The ecstacy of his own
reaping and merging with another,
with others; the sword-cut of sensual
death. Whitman's motion is always
the motion of giving himself: This is
my body—take, and eat. (Lawrence
157)

takes time to ponder where a state of spiritual
bliss exists upon the earth—and concludes
that it can be found in part through harmony
with animals:
I could turn and live with animals,
they are so placid and selfcontain'd,
I stand and look at them long and
long.
They do not sweat and whine about
their condition,
They do not lie awake in the dark
and weep for their sins,
Not one is dissatisfied, not one is
demented with the mania of
owning things,
Not one kneels to another, nor to
his kind that lived thousands of
years ago,
Not one is respectable or unhappy
over the whole earth.
(Whitman 52; 684-687, 689-691)

With this allusion to the Eucharist,
Lawrence portrays Whitman as a teacherprophet, preaching his independent, defiant
opinion of what prayer and worship actually
should entail. Whitman's God is, purely
and simply, consciousness itself, a deeply
personal awareness and appreciation of the
universe in all its variety that is accessible to
each person by tapping into one's own soul,
one's higher self.

This sentiment is also echoed in "To Think
of Time," Whitman's meditation on the lofty
themes of death and the meaning of life in
which he reaches the same conclusion: that
life truly is beautiful and worthy of being
lived to the fullest:
How beautiful and perfect are the
animals!
How perfect the earth, and the
minutest thing upon it!
What is called good is perfect, and
what is called bad is just as perfect,
(Whitman 369, 112-114)
Such awareness is what the pioneer
psychologist and religious scholar William
James deems "the religion of healthymindedness," (James 121). He views
Whitman as an innocent Adamic figure,
noting that the poet "is aware enough
of sin for a swagger to be present in his
indifference towards it, a conscious pride in
his freedom from flexions and contractions"
(122). Whitman sees God not in the clouds
or the crucifix, but all around him: in the
earth, in plants and animals, in himself, in
the actions of his fellow man (and woman);
here is, according to Lewis, "Emerson's
'infinitely repellent orb" (Lewis 112). The
British novelist D. H. Lawrence takes this

Conclusion
Herman Melville and Walt Whitman
are two giants of American literature who
each wrote a monumental book, and who,
despite taking very different approaches to
universal themes, both found themselves
labeled "wicked" authors in their own day
because of the way they handled sex and
religion in their works. Each writer dealt
with sexuality, either overtly or covertly, but
Melville did so primarily for shock value and
humor, while Whitman cared more about
opening people's minds and promoting
social tolerance and inclusiveness. Each also
endured the wrath of conservative society for
stating his objections to orthodox Christian
views. Melville channeled his personal anger
at the Calvinist God into Captain Ahab,
whose obsession to destroy a tyrannical deity
exemplified by a mythical White Whale led to
his own destruction. Whitman, on the other
hand, did not try to destroy the Christian
God, but chose instead to ignore Him and
to worship instead his own universal soul.
Melville's "wicked" book was largely
rejected or ignored by the readers of his
time, and although he continued to write, he
found himself dragged deeper and deeper
into the vortex of his fitful soul; he died in
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obscurity after 17 years of literary silence. Lawrence, D. H. "Whitman." A Century of
Haviland
Whitman lived to see himself lionized both Whitman Criticism. Ed. Edwin
as a poet and a prophet of humanism. Miller. Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana
Yet perhaps the best statement about this University Press, 1969.
complex relationship between these two
writers comes from another great writer, D. Lewis, R. W. B. "The New Adam: Whitman."
H. Lawrence:
Whitman: A Collection of Critical Essays. Ed.
[Whitman] drives on to the very
Roy Harvey Pearce. Englewood Cliffs, New
centre of life and sublimates even
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962.
this into consciousness. Melville
hunts the remote white whale of
Melville, Herman. Moby-Dick. Eds. Hershel
the deepest passional body, tracks it
Parker and Harrison Hayford. New York: W.
down. Butitis Whitman who captures
W. Norton and Company, 2002.
the whale. The pure sensual body of
Miller, Edwin Haviland. Walt Whitman's
man, at its deepest remoteness and
intensity, this is the White Whale.
Poetry: A PsychologicalJourney. New York: New
And this is what Whitman captures.
York University Press, 1968.
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Milton,John. Paradise Lost. 1667.
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Trouble in Paradise
The Contradictory Nature of Individuality and Community in Democracy
he time at which Walt Whitman
and Herman Melville wrote Leaves
of Grass and Moby Dick, respectively,
was a time of great turmoil within the
United States. A national identity was yet
to be truly formed, and the States were far
from "United." Each individual state in the
Union was given enough power and liberty
to govern themselves, yet still be part of a
bigger community. However, conflict was on
the horizon, and one of the bloodiest wars
in all of American history was looming in the
shadows. What went wrong with democracy?
Was too much power given to the States?
Or was the problem strictly with the federal
government? Obviously, individuality was
competing with community, the South taking
one side and the North embracing the other.
How could both individuality and community
be embraced without compromising one or
the other? And therein lies the problem:
Democracy is essentially a paradox. In
order for democracy to truly succeed, it
needs to embrace both individuality and
community, two contradictory concepts that
are in constant conflict with one another.
Both Whitman and Melville address these
questions, as well as the ideas of individuality
and community as separate concepts
throughout their respective works.
Whitman saw something in the people of
the United States that separated themselves
from the rest of the world. What he saw
manifested itself in his poetry as enormous
lists of individual "things:" For instance, in
"Starting from Paumanok," he attempts
to describe "Democracy's lands" and its
people:

him and her,
The Mississippian and the Arkansian
yet with me, and I yet with
any of them. (Whitman 23)

T

Interlink'd, food-yielding lands!
Land of coal and iron! Land of gold!
Land of cotton, sugar, and rice!
Land of wheat, beef, pork! land of
wool and hemp! land of the
apple and the grape!...
The Louisianian, the Georgian, as
near to me, and I as near to

Whitman's poetry is loaded with massive
series of "stuff." Lists upon lists of individual
things and people line the pages of Leaves of
Grass. As frustrating as this may be fora reader,
these lists do serve a purpose. Through these
lists of individual things, Whitman is able
to illustrate how individuality is essential
to democracy and the United States. The
reason why the United States is so different
from other nations is this vast number of
individual things that make up its existence.
It is a land of coal, gold, wheat, beef, pork, of
Louisianians and Georgians. All of the parts,
all of the individuals make up America; it is
essentially a collection of individuals. Yet, it
is not just a collection of similar individuals,
but rather ones that are completely diverse
and different. Section 16 in "Song of Myself"
is very effective in illustrating this idea.
Within this section, Whitman includes,
Southerners, Northerners, Kentuckians,
Louisianians, Georgians, Hoosiers, Badgers,
Buckeyes, Californians, North-westerners,
and more; the lists go on and on. Each
and every thing that Whitman lists makes
up a part of America. And yet, that is the
beauty of it all: American is not necessarily
a single entity, but a collection of entities.
What Whitman includes in this section is
completely different and diverse. It is this
diversity, this individuality, that separates the
people of the United States from the rest of
the world and allows them a certain type of
freedom that exists no where else.
"To the States," which is found in
the "Inscriptions" section of Leaves of
Grass, is centered around the idea of how
individuality preserves freedom and prevents
enslavement:
To the States or any one of them, or
any city of the States,
Resist much, obey little,
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Once unquestioning obedience,
once fully enslaved,
Once full enslave, no nation, state,
city of this earth, ever
afterward resumes its liberty
(Whitman 10)
The beauty of the United States is not only
found in its unity among the States, but in
the liberty that each was allowed. Not every
State had the same economic situations
or demographic populations, meaning
that every State would not have the same
experience. In allowing the States to govern
themselves (to a certain extent), the United
States, as a whole, would be much more
functional and efficient than a political
system which depends on a central group
of figure to preside over the entire nation.
However, when we abandon individuality
for "unquestioning obedience," we lose
that liberty. We no longer have the ability to
control our own lives; we become enslaved to
another. Whitman goes on to point out that
when this happens, "no nation, state, [or]
city of this earth ever afterward resumes its
liberty." In other words, when man becomes
enslaved, he will never be genuinely free
ever again. In order to prevent this from
happening, man needs to hold on to his
individuality. This is precisely why Whitman
writes in "Starting from Paumanok" that
"[He] will make a song for these States that
no one State may under any circumstances
be subjects to another State" (Whitman 17).
What comes out of individuality, then, is
the responsibility of every man to experience
life through his own eyes and senses. In order
for one to truly live individually, he can only
live off what he sees and feels and not be
dependent on the descriptions of others.
Whitman illustrates this idea in "Song of
Myself" when he writes:
You shall no longer take things
at second of third hand, nor
look through the eyes of the
dead, nor feed on the spectres
in books,
You shall not look through my eyes
either, not take things from me,
You shall listen to all sides and filter
them from yourself. (Whitman
27)

This type of endeavor produces a body
of people who draw upon themselves as
individuals rather than leaning on the
understanding of others, which is imperative
when it comes to democracy. The reason
for this is complacency. It is easy for one
to disregard the voice of another, since
it cannot be known whether or not that
voice is the voice of truth. However, one
cannot ignore the truth when he sees it and
experiences it for himself; it becomes a part
of him and he cannot separate himself from
it. This is the invitation Whitman gives to his
readers. He does not want us to live from
the experience of others because we lose
our sense of identity; we become a mirror of
others. Whitman wants us to find the answers
for ourselves. He wants truth to become a
part of us. This is why he writes, "[N]ot I,
not any one else can travel that road for you,
/ You must travel it for yourself /... You are
also asking me questions and I hear you, / I
answer that I cannot answer, you must find
out for yourself' (Whitman 73). Conformity,
to Whitman, is not the answer.
Nor is it the answer for Melville.
Although many critics and readers see Moby
Dick as a predominantly pessimistic vision of
mankind, there are instances throughout
the novel where Melville displays moments
of hope. For example, in "The Blanket"
(Chapter 68), Ishmael muses on the blubber
of the whale and how it insulates him from
the harsh environments of the world:
It does seem to me, that herein we see
the rare virtue of a strong individual
vitality, and the rare virtue of thick
walls, and the rare virtue of interior
spaciousness. Oh, man! admire and
model thyself after the whale! Do
thou, too, remain warm among the
ice. Do thou, too, live in this world
without being of it. (Melville 247)
Even as the world becomes essentially vicious
and immoral, Ishmael still sees hope in the
whale. He tells his listeners to "admire and
model thyself after the whale," for he keeps
his warmth in frigid environments. Similarly,
man should then remain warm in a frozen
world; man needs to live in the world
without being of it. Melville sums up this
argument nicely in some of the final lines
of Chapter 68 when he writes, "[R]etain, 0
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man! in all seasons, a temperature of thine
own" (Melville 247). In short, retain your
own individuality: refuse to be conformed
and think just like others do.
Whitman also shows signs of resistance
towards conformity in the later sections of
"Song of Myself." Instead of being resigned
to the status quo and acquiescing to the ways
of the world, he determines to continue in
his questioning nature:

a spring-carriage ashore. But the
awful lonesomeness is intolerable.
The intense concentration of self
in the middle of such a heartless
immensity, my God! who can tell it?
Mark, how when sailors in a dead
calm bathe in the open sea—mark
how closely they hug their ship and
only coast along her sides. (Melville
321)

Enough! enough! enough!
Somehow I have been stunn'd.
Stand back!
Give me a little time beyond my
cuff'd head, slumbers, dreams
gaping,
I discover myself on the verge of a
usual mistake.
That I could forget the mockers and
insults!
That I could forget the trickling
tears and the blows of the
bludgeons and hammers!
That I could look with a separate
look on my own crucifixion and
bloody crowning...
Eleves, I salute you! come forward!
Con tinue your annotations, continue
your questionings. (Whitman
63)

This experience in turn causes Pip to go mad
and he is no longer the same character from
that point on. But what Melville is portraying
here is the ultimate result of individuality:
isolation, loneliness, solitude, seclusion.
In fact, when Ishmael tells his listeners to
call him by the name of Ishmael, he shows
how individuality leads to being labeled as
an outsider, a vagrant, a foreigner. In fact,
Ishmael even goes so far as to say that he
has "nothing particular to interest [him] on
shore" (Melville 18); there is nothing there
for him. When one has nothing, he is left
with depending on what he himself contains,
and Ahab shows this type of behavior in
"The Grand Armada" (Chapter 87) when he
refuses to stop for supplies at any port:

Whitman calls for man to challenge
the things he has learned and continue
critiquing the state of society. He does not
want the United States to be a country of
conformity or, perhaps worse, apathy. This is
why he calls out to his pupils and disciples
in his "barbaric yawp" to continue looking
at the world from their own perspective and
not the perspective of others.
However, there are problems that come
with individuality, which both writers are
aware of. First of all, individuality leads to
isolation. In "The Castaway" (Chapter 93),
Ishmael tells the events that lead to Pip
being left behind in the middle of the ocean
during a recent whale hunt. In retelling the
incident, he comments on the nature of
being left in the middle of the seemingly
endless ocean:
No, in calm weather, to swim in
the open ocean is as easy to the
practiced swimmer as to ride in

But how now? in this zoned quest,
does Ahab touch no land? does his
crew drink air? Surely, he will stop
for water. Nay. For a long time,
now, the circus-running sun has
raced within his fiery ring, and
needs no sustenance but what's in
himself. So Ahab. Mark this, too,
in the whaler. While other hulls are
loaded down with alien stuff, to be
transferred to foreign wharves: the
world-wandering whale-ship carries
no cargo but herself and crew, their
weapons and their wants. (Melville
298)
What is interesting about this is that the Pequod
actually takes on the character of her captain.
By Ahab becoming entirely dependent on
what he contains within himself, so, too, does
the Pequod. She becomes an individual in the
vast emptiness of the world's oceans, relying
solely on her crew and their supplies, all of
which she contains within herself. Needless
to say, it does not end well for either the ship
or her crew.
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though it was put together of all
contrasting things—oak and maple,
and pine wood; iron, and pitch,
and hemp—yet all these ran into
each other in the one concrete hull,
which shot on its way, both balanced
and directed by the long central
keel; even so, all the individualities of
the crew, this man's valor, that man
fear; guilt and guiltlessness, all varieties
were welded into oneness, and were all
directed to that fatal goal which Ahab
their one lord and keel did point to.
(Melville 415, italics added)

Not only does individuality cause
isolation, but it leads to manipulation as
well. The whole crew of the Pequod follows
Ahab without much resistance. In fact, the
crew follows Ahab to their inevitable death.
In "The Musket" (Chapter 123), Starbuck
contemplates whether or not he should
actually kill Ahab and end his foolish attempt
at hunting Moby Dick, thus saving the ship
and her crew. But, when it comes to following
through with his plot, he hesitates:
'But shall this crazed old man be
tamely suffered to drag a whole
ship's company down to doom
with him?—Yes, it would make him
the willful murderer of thirty men
and more, if this ship come to any
deadly harm; and come to deadly
harm, my soul swears this ship will, if
Ahab have his way'... The yet leveled
musket shook like a drunkard's arm
against the panel; Starbuck seemed
wrestling with an angel; but turning
from the door, he placed the deathtube in its rack, and left the place.
(Melville 387, 388)

Every single man aboard that ship was there
for one reason and one reason alone: to
help Ahab end his cursed journey. The first
hint of this "union" of individualities comes
in "The Quarter-Deck" (Chapter 36). Ahab
gathers the entire crew on deck and begins
to ask them questions about the purpose of
the voyage. After getting the usual answers of
"a dead whale or a stove boat" (Melville 138)
and the like, Ahab reveals the true mission
of their work:

Starbuck plainly states that if Ahab had
his way, the whole ship and crew would be
destroyed. Therefore, why would Starbuck
prevent this from happening? If he knows
the consequences of Ahab's actions in
regards to the crew, why would he hesitate,
and eventually decide against, killing Ahab?
One could make the argument that murder
is not part of Starbuck's moral code or that
Starbuck still sees hope in his captain. Or
perhaps Starbuck actually sees Ahab as a
human being and not a ruthless captain.
During the final, fatal day while the Pequod is
chasing Moby Dick, he displays his love (yes,
love) for his captain when he says, "Oh, my
captain, my captain!—noble heart—go not—go
not!—see, it's a brave man that weeps; how
great the agony of the persuasion then!"
(Melville 421). Nevertheless, when faced
with utter catastrophe, Starbuck chooses to
follow orders rather than save the crew. One
single individual is allowed to influence a
crew of thirty men to follow him to their
deaths. Ishmael describes it this way:
They were one man, not thirty. For
as the one ship that held them all;

"Aye, aye! And I'll chase him round
Good Hope, and round the Horn,
and round the Norway Maelstrom,
and round perdition's flames before
I give him up. And this is what ye
have shipped for, men! To chase
that white whale on both sides of
land, and over all sides of the earth,
till he spouts black blood and rolls
fin out. What say ye, men, will ye
splice hands on it, now? I think ye
do look brave." (Melville 139)
In all actuality, this is not what every man
signed up for. When Ishmael approaches the
Pequod and speaks with both Captain Bildad
and Peleg, he finds out that the purpose
of the voyage is for whaling in general, not
strictly for Moby Dick. Yet, Ahab, one single
individual, is able to influence and control
the crew, thus pushing his personal agenda
of revenge and retribution against Moby
Dick onto his motley bunch of sailors.
Yet, manipulation begets other problems
of individuality, such as elitism, racism, and
war. Whitman wrote a significant amount
of poetry dedicated to the horrors that he
witnessed on the battlefield while working
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as a nurse during the Civil War. Whitman
demonstrates his sentiments towards the
war in "1861" from the "Drum-Taps" section
of Leaves of Gras "Arm'd year—year of the
struggle, / No dainty rhymes or sentimental
love verses for you terrible year, / ... Year the
suddenly sang by the mouths of the roundlipp'd cannon, / I repeat you, hurrying,
crashing, sad, distracted year" (Whitman
237). Whitman was appalled to see such
disregard for human life, whether Northerner
or Southerner. Yet, because individuality can
lead to manipulation, brothers fought against
brothers, fathers against sons. A nation
became divided because of "tradition;"
people stopped questioning institutions
simply because it is what had always been
done. Individuals relinquished their ability
to think for themselves and allowed others
do to it for them, which is exactly what both
Whitman and Melville warn against! Melville
echoes this sentiment by having Ishmael
exclaim in "The Funeral" (Chapter 69):
And for years afterwards, perhaps,
ships shun the place; leaping over
it as sill sheep leap over a vacuum;
because their leader originally leaped
there when a stick was held. There's
your law of precedents; there's your
utility of traditions; there's the story
of your obstinate survival of old
beliefs never bottomed on the earth,
and now not even hovering in the
air! There's orthodoxy! (Melville
248)

"Calamus" section, contains the lines:
I will plant companionship thick as
trees along all the rivers of
America, and along the shores
of the great lakes, and all
Over the prairies,
I will make inseparable cities with
their arms about each
Other's necks,
By the love of comrades,
By the manly love of
comrades
(Whitman 101)
Here, Whitman shows that companionship
and community are essential to the American
experience. Democracy needs to contain this
type of companionship and love: a love that
is altruistic and philanthropic, a love that is
based in unity.
Also found within the "Calamus" section
is "I Hear It Was Charged Against Me,"
which seems to be an attempt by Whitman
to "defend," if Whitman ever felt the need
to defend, what he has already written about
what it means to be American:
I hear it was charged against me that
I sought to destroy institutions,
But really I am neither for nor
against institutions,
(What indeed have I in common
with them? or what with the
destruction of them?)
Only I will establish in the
Mannahatta and in every city of
these states inland and
seaboard,
And in the fields and woods, and
above every keel little or large
that dents the water,
Without edifices or rules or trustees
or any argument,
The institution of the dear love of
comrades. (Whitman 110)

Thus, when individuals in positions of power
speak, the people listen. When a leader
permits individuals to be treated in an
atrocious and inhumane way, the majority
of people assent, and all this based solely on
precedent and tradition!
If these statements about individuality
are true, then what is the alternative? Both
Whitman and Melville dedicate a significant
portion of their writing in Leaves of Grass and Here, Whitman makes a rallying call for
Moby Dick to the concept of community. One anarchy, but not necessarily the anarchy in
of the main themes of Leaves of Grass seems which chaos and destruction rule. This is
to be the idea companionship between all more a call to love. For if every American,
sexes, whether it is man to woman or man to or every human being for that matter,
man or woman to woman. Whitman writes contained within themselves "the dear
that he will "sing the song of companionship" love of comrades," institutions would not
throughout Leaves of Grass (Whitman 18). be needed. This is community in its purest
"For You 0 Democracy," found in the sense: loving your fellow human being,
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which Melville reiterates in "The Bosom
Friend" (Chapter 10).
Within this chapter, Ishmael begins to
get a sense of the "true" Queequeg. During
the night in which this chapter and the
succeeding chapters occur, Ishmael and
Queequeg begin to kindle a true friendship
through social smokes and stories. While
Queequeg attends to his evening prayers,
Ishmael thinks about his new pagan friend
and questions whether or not he would join
the prayers if invited, saying:

human being. For nothing exists in, or by,
itself. Thus, Ishmael is able to feel a sense of
identity when he feels Queequeg next to his
body. Queequeg touch isjustification that he
exists.
Later, in "Squeeze of the Hand," Ishmael
gives more evidence of how community
should be embraced over individuality.
During a session in which the sailors must
squeeze the spermaceti to keep it from
clumping, there is a moment of perfect bliss
among the crew:

But what is worship?—to do the
will of God—that it worship. And
what is the will of God?—to do to
my fellow man what I would have
my fellow man do to me—that is
the will of God. Now Queequeg is
my fellow man. And what do I wish
that this Queequeg would do to me?
Why, unite with me in my particular
Presbyterian form of worship... So I
kindled the shavings; helped prop
up the innocent little idol; offered
him a burnt biscuit with Queequeg;
salamed before him twice or thrice;
kissed his nose; and that done, we
undressed and went to be, at peace
with our own consciences and all
the world. (Melville 57)

Such an abounding, affectionate,
friendly, loving feeling did this
advocation beget; that at last I was
continually squeezing their hands,
and looking up into their eyes
sentimentally; as much as to say—
Oh! my dear fellow beings, why
should we longer cherish any social
acerbities, or know the slightest illhumor or envy! Come; let us squeeze
hands all round; nay, let us all
squeeze ourselves into each other;
let us squeeze ourselves universally
into the very milk and sperm of
kindness. (Melville 323)

What a moment of enlightenment! It is in
this place, with many of the crew's hands
in the cleansing spermaceti, that Ishmael
At the time, many of Melville's readers would enters into this place of paradise. This
have taken this as heresy and blasphemy. may be one of the only "perfect" moments
Yet, Melville brings up a solid point. If the throughout the entire novel, when all seems
will of God is to do to fellow man what one right with the world. Before this passage,
would want fellow man to do unto him, why Ishmael conveys to his listeners how intense
should man avoid situations such as these? this moment truly was:
Why should man avoid community with all
I declare to you, that for the time
people, not just the select few who have the
I lived as in a musky meadow; I
same views on life as himself, the few who
forgot
all about our horrible oath;
have given up their individuality?
in
that
inexpressible sperm, I
Community also allows one to do
washed my hands and heart of it;
things that he could not accomplish as an
I almost began to credit the old
individual. For instance, community, unlike
Paracelsan superstition that sperm
individuality, gives you a context in which
is of rare virtue in allaying the heat
identity is formed. When Ishmael awakes
of anger: while bathing in that bath,
in "Nightgown" (Chapter 11) and feels
I felt divinely free from all ill-will,
Queequeg's body against his, he says, "truly to
or petulance, or malice, of any sort
enjoy bodily warmth, some small part of you
whatsoever. (Melville 322)
must be cold, for there is no quality in this
world that is not what it is merely by contrast. By cleansing himself in the sperm with
Nothing exists in itself (Melville 58). In order his brethren, Ishmael enters into a state
for Ishmael to gain some sort of identity, of divine knowledge. During this time of
it needs to be in contrast with another community, he is able to transcend what he
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has experienced on the Pequod and "wash
his hands and heart of it." However, would
Ishmael have felt the same sensation if he
were to squeeze the spermaceti by himself?
It is only because he is in community with his
fellow shipmates that Ishmael feels this sense
of detachment from animosity.
Whitman intimates a similar response to
community throughout Leaves of Grass:
I will not make poems with reference
to parts,
But I will make poems, songs,
thoughts, with reference to
ensemble,
And I will not sing with reference to
a day, but with reference to all
days,
And I will not make a poem nor the
least part of a poem but has
reference to the soul,
Because having look'd at the objects
of the universe, I find there is
no one nor any particle of one
but has reference
to the soul. (Whitman 21)
Like Melville, Whitman saw that things
do not exist in themselves; they are parts
of a whole. This is why he refuses to make
poems in reference to parts or individuals,
but rather to ensemble and community.
Individuality is still imperative to democracy,
but only in the context of community. It
cannot exist except when associated within
the framework of community. Perhaps this
is why he opens up Leaves of Grass with the
lines, "One's-Self I sing, a simple separate
person,/ Yet utter the word Democratic, the
word En-Masse" (Whitman 3). He realizes
that he himself is an individual, but that
in order to be an individual, he must be
attached to something larger, or "En-Masse."
Melville uses this idea of attachment literally
in "The Monkey-Rope" (Chapter 72) when
Ishmael explains the process attending a
slain whale:
So strongly and metaphysically did
I conceive of my situation then,
that while earnestly watching his
motions, I seemed distinctly to
perceive that my own individuality
was now merged in a joint stock company
of two: that my free will had received

a mortal wound; and that another's
mistake or misfortune might plunge
innocent me into unmerited disaster
and death" (Melville 255, italics
added).
Through these lines, Melville is able to
illustrate how man is always in connection
with community not matter how
individualistic he may be; one is always going
to be united with humanity in one way or
another. The joint-sock company Melville
speaks of echoes that of Emerson, who wrote,
"Society everywhere is in conspiracy against
the manhood of every one of its members.
Society is ajoint-stock company in which the
members agree for the better securing of his
bread to each shareholder, to surrender the
liberty and culture of the eater" (Emerson
29). Ultimately, it is never about the liberty
of one's self. Man is always connected to
those around him. It simply depends on how
one reacts to this.
In fact, Ahab's entire downfall could
be attributed to his aversion towards
community. Throughout the entire novel,
the Pequod encounters numerous ships, all
of which make an attempt at a gam, which
Ishmael defines as "[A] social meeting of
two (or more) Whale-ships, generally on a
cruising-ground; when, after exchanging
hails, they exchange visits by boats' crews:
the two captains remaining for the time, on
board of one ship, and the two chief mates
on the other" (Melville 198). Yet, Ahab's
only reason for engaging in the gams is not
for community's sake, but in order to gain
information about Moby Dick; he literally
uses the numerous captains for his own
maniacal and selfish interests. And should a
captain be without information for Ahab, he
refuses the hospitality of the gam, choosing
instead to continue on his quest unimpeded.
In "The Pipe" (Chapter 30), he tosses his pipe
overboard, proclaiming "[T] his thing that is
meant for sereneness, to send up mild white
vapors among mild white hairs, not among
torn iron-grey locks like mine. I'll smoke no
more—" (Melville 113). Although this may
seem as an insignificant event in the scope of
the entire novel, it does contain significance
in regards to community. The act of social
smoking, which aids in forging the powerful
bond between Ishmael and Queequeg's,
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is no longer useful to Ahab. Thus, in
throwing his pipe overboard, he essentially
turns his back on the ways of community.
F.O. Matthiessen notes in "American
Renaissance: Art and Expression in the Age
of Emerson and Whitman" that developing
a distance between Ahab and community,
Melville in effect creates "a fearful symbol of
the self-enclosed individualism that, carried
to its furthest extreme, brings disaster upon
itself and upon the group of which it is
part" (Matthiessen 62). By Ahab resisting
community, he inevitably causes harm to
himself, his crew, and the Pequod.
Both Melville and Whitman seem to
highly value community as much, if not
more, than individuality, which shows in the
amount of lines and passages dedicated to
the two themes. Even so, community has
its downfall as well. Similar to individuality,
community can be hindered and damaged
by manipulation. Melville uses the example
of the Jeroboam as evidence of this. When
Gabriel, a self-proclaimed prophet, gains
the favor of his fellow shipmates, the captain
loses all authority and is unable to "relieve"
Gabriel of his service:
As such a man, however, was not
of much practical use in the ship,
especially as he refused to work
except when he pleased, the
incredulous captain would fain have
been rid of him... So strongly did
he work upon his disciples among
the crew, that at last in a body they
went to the captain and told him if
Gabriel was sent from the ship, not
a man of them would remain. He
was therefore forced to relinquish
his plan. Nor would they permit
Gabriel to be anyway maltreated, say
or do what he would; so it came to
pass that Gabriel had the complete
freedom of the ship. (Melville 252)

given free reign over their "ship" to do what
they will.
This situation is remarkably similar to
the concept of conformity and manipulation
found in individuality, which, once again, is
condemned by both Whitman and Melville.
Like Gabriel, Ahab is able to influence his
crew into following him on his quest to kill
Moby Dick. In "Surmises" (Chapter 46),
Ahab realizes that he has put himself in a
position to be displaced if he does not keep
his crew under his control:
For however eagerly and impetuously
the savage crew had hailed the
announcement of his quest; yet all
sailors of all sorts are more of less
capricious and unreliable—they
live in the varying outer weather,
and they inhale its fickleness—and
when retained for any object remote
and blank in the pursuit, however
promissory of life and passion in the
end, it is above all things requisite
that temporary interests and
employments should intervene and
hold them healthily suspended for
the final dash. (Melville 177)
Ahab knows that in order to continue his
quest with the help of his crew, he needs
to manipulate and control them through
temporary means: a solid gold doubloon.
This tactic works extremely well, seeing as
how the entire crew, save for Ishmael, dies
while hunting Moby Dick.
Community ends up being the problem
in "Schools and Schoolmasters" (Chapter
88). While male schools of whales abandon
each other when one of their own falls prey
to a whaling ship, female schools refuse to
leave their fallen companions. Although this
may seem very heart-warming evidence as to
why community is needed, it ends up being
quite the opposite:

Because Gabriel was so influential among
the crew, he was able to do as he pleased and
literally usurped control of the ship from
the captain. This type of behavior can be
seen throughout history. Leaders become
so charismatic and captivating that they can
lead large groups of people into doing things
that are morally unethical. Yet, because they
gain the belief of the community, they are

Say you strike a Forty-barrel-bull—
poor devil! All his comrades quit
him. But strike a member of the
harem school, and her companions
swim around her with every token
of concern, sometimes lingering so
near her and so long, as themselves
to fall a prey. (Melville 307).
Here, community is what ends up killing
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the female whales while individuality and
isolation save the Forty-barrel-bulls. When
people become involved in community, they
lose sight of their own well-being in favor of
the group. While this appears to be heroic
and courageous, Melville seems to be saying
that it is unwise. Instead of one life being
saved, two lives are lost.
More problems arise with the concept
of community in "The Doubloon" (Chapter
99). While Ahab looks at the gold coin and
sees one thing, other sailors see differently.
Ahab thinks the coin actually mirrors
himself, while Starbuck sees a bleak (or even
false) sense of hope. Stubb cannot figure out
exactly what the coin represents, so he gives
up on it. Flask only sees a sixteen dollar coin
and nothing else. An unnamed Manxman
sailor thinks it a calendar which states that
the Pequod will encounter the White Whale
in one month and a day. Queequeg says
nothing, but only looks at the coin and then
to his tattoos, as if there is some connection
between them. And lastly Fedallah bows in
front of the coin in an act of worship. What
is going on here? It is through this event
that Melville is able to show how two men
will never see the same thing; what one man
sees will always be different from the other.
Although there could be similarities between
the two, they will never be exact. So how,
then, can community work in all actuality?
There is no way to see the world through the
eyes of a community, only through the eyes of
the individuals within that community. Thus,
individuality has power over community.
So, if both writers agree that both
individuality and community are essential to
democracy and the human experience, how
can the two co-exist? It is quite the paradox.
Either one is an individual or part of a
community. Howeverconfusingas this maybe,
Whitman and Melville seem to have a sort of
grasp on the concept. Whitman's fascination
with the game of baseball is perhaps a good
starting point in this discussion. Whitman
loved the game of baseball and saw it as the
American game. But, how does baseball fit
in with individuality and community within
America and democracy? Baseball, unlike
other major sports like football, basketball,
or soccer, depends on each player acting
individually in order for his team to win.
Only one player can bat at a time, and

only one pitcher can pitch at any given
time. So in order for the team to win, each
batter must succeed in getting on base and
scoring runs, while the opposing pitchers
must execute their pitches and get batters
out. So if baseball is a game of individuals,
where does community fit? Well, once the
ball is put in play, every player on defense
has a role to fill, whether it be fielding the
ball, backing up the player in case the ball
gets past the initial defender, or receiving
the ball from another player. Hence, every
player on defense works as a unit once the
ball is in play. On the offensive side, teams
do not usually win unless more than one
player produces in a game. While there have
been occurrences in which a player hits a
homerun to end the game with a score of 10, it is more likely that a collection of players
contribute to driving in and scoring runs,
just as it is more likely that a collection of
pitchers will take the mound and pitch as
opposed to one throwing a complete game.
Still, baseball is a game that rewards
individuality. Alex Rodriguez, who has the
ability to go down as the greatest baseball
players of all time, makes close to $30 million
dollars per year, while other "role players,"
or players who have specific roles in regard
to the team such as defensive replacement
or pinch hitter, make considerably less. If
baseball is centered around a collection, or
community, of players, why are some paid
significantly more than others? Why is one
player admired and glorified more than
his counterparts? (For the record, David
Eckstein, a 5' 6" shortstop who played for
the Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim and St.
Louis Cardinals, has won more World Series'
(2) and World Series MVP Awards (1) than
has Alex Rodriguez, who has neither a World
Series ring nor World Series MVP Award, yet
Rodriguez is paid substantially more.) The
reason for this lies in the idea that individual
performance usually produces team success.
Alex Rodriguez is a much better player than
Eckstein in regards to pure talent and overall
statistics. Therefore, a team should, in theory,
have a better chance to win more ballgames
with Rodriguez than Eckstein. Yet, it all
comes down to having a community of players
succeed individually. That is what essentially
allows a team to win.
Baseball is also different than other
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major sports in the fact that every player has
so much space surrounding them. A center
fielder could be up to 375 feet away from
home plate (where most of the action occurs
during the game) at any given time, and the
nearest players to him, the right and left
fielders, 150 to 200 feet away. This actually
highlights the individual throughout the
game. One will always be able to see where
each and every individual is throughout the
game. The same cannot be said of football,
basketball, hockey, or soccer. There will be
numerous times in each game where several
players occupy the same small area of the
field, giving spectators a much larger sense
of community within the game. Not so with
baseball. Rarely are there times where two
players will occupy the same area at one
time, let alone 3, or 4, or 5 even!
So there seems to be this meshing of
both individuality and community within
the game of baseball that is unseen in
other major sports. This interconnection is
what Whitman sees as essentially American.
As Holbrook Jackson notes in his book
"Dreamer of Dreams," Whitman strove to be
"the personal focus of American idealism.
He not only 'reports' everything from a
local point of view, but he wishes to become
the embodiment of an American folk"
(Jackson 255). Hence, Whitman attempts
to encompass all that is American, both
individuality and community. He is "both
individualist and democrat so also is he
nationalist and internationalist. And just
as the individual belongs to and depends
upon the mass, so the nation... belongs
to and depends upon all nationals for its
spiritual existence" (Jackson 280). This is
why he opens Leaves of Grass with the lines,
"One's-self I sing, a simple separate person,
/ Yet utter the word Democratic, the word
En-Masse (Whitman 3). Whitman sees
the American as someone who is separate,
someone who is an individual, someone who
is free from outside forces and has the ability
to lead his life the way he wishes, yet still part
of something bigger, something En-Masse.
Later, Whitman goes on to write in "Song
of Myself', "I am the poet of the Body and I
am poet of the Soul" (Whitman 43). A body
without a soul is not truly a body, and neither
is a soul truly a soul unless it is connected
to the body. The body and soul are separate

entities, yet they are essential to each other.
Thus, Whitman is able to embrace both.
Being the quintessential American, he
believes that Americans encompass both
individuality and community, two opposing
ideals that are inescapably connected. This
anomaly is something that Melville wrestles
with throughout Moby Dick.
We get a sense of this struggle in "The
Sperm Whale's Head—Contrasted View"
(Chapter 74). Melville has Ishmael muse on
the position of the eyes on a Sperm Whale's
head, noting that, unlike most other animals,
one eye lies on one side of the head while the
other eye lies on the opposite side. As such,
the whale "must see one distinct picture on
this side, and another distinct picture on
that side" (Melville 263). How, then, is the
whale able to distinguish the two pictures
and interpret them both at the same time?
Ishmael gives his answer:
True, both his eyes, in themselves,
must simultaneously act; but is his
brain so much more comprehensive,
combining, and subtle than man's,
that he can at the same moment
of time attentively examine two
distinct prospects, one on one side
of him, and the other in an exactly
opposite direction? If he can, then
it is as marvelous a thing in him, as
if a man were able simultaneously
to go through the demonstrations
of two distinct problems in Euclid.
(Melville 263)
Thus, the whale is able to look at two
separate pictures and interpret them both
at the same time? Melville almost envies the
whale in this way. He implies that it would
be beneficial for man to be able to look at
two different images and understand them
both concurrently. If so, man would be able
to grasp this concept of fusing individuality
and community, two distinctly different
ideas, and comprehend it to the fullest.
This idea supports Emerson's remarks
in "Self-Reliance." He writes "[I]t is easy in
the world to live after the world's opinion;
it is easy in solitude to live after our own;
but the great man is he who in the midst of
the crowd keeps with perfect sweetness the
independence of solitude" (Emerson 31).
This is the perfect synthesis of individuality
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and community. John Bryant, in his essay
"Moby-Dick as Revolution," describes this
synthesis as a "perpetual balance between
self-reliance and communality" (Bryant 72).
This concept is something Melville obviously
struggles with. How can man engage in
both individuality and community while not
favoring one over the other?
A response to this question is found in
"The Try Works" (Chapter 96). As Ishmael
is watching the "demonic" scene below
him on the deck, he tries to keep himself
from conforming to darkness, like so many
of his cohorts already have. As he catches
himself drifting into the thoughts of hell, he
exclaims:
Give not thyself up, the, to fire, lest it
invert thee, deaden thee; as for the
time it did me. There is a wisdom
that is woe; but there is a woe that is
madness. And there is a Catskill eagle
in souls that can alike dive down into
the blackest gorges, and soar out of
them again become invisible in the
sunny spaces. And even if he for ever
flies within the gorge, that gorge is
in the mountains; so that even in his
lowest swoop the mountain eagle is
still higher than other birds upon
the plain, even though they soar.
(Melville 328)
Though this pertains to the question of
good versus evil, it still resonates with the
idea of embracing both individuality and
community. Melville, like the Catskill eagle,
can fly into one gorge and still fly out as
well; he is not confined to one area, but
can experience both the gorges as well as
the mountain tops. Thus, he is not chained
down to one idea and can embrace both.
This is Melville's construction of Emerson's
"perfect sweetness."
The question of "perfect sweetness" is
also found in Whitman numerous times,
but most notably in the famous lines, "Do I
con tradictmyself? / Verywell then I contradict
myself, / I am large, I contain multitudes"
(Whitman 77). Whitman goes so far as to
admit that containing both individuality and
community is itself a contradiction. Still, it is
entirely possible to contain both because he
is not one dimensional; there exist multiple
layers within his soul. And this is not the

only time where he presents this argument.
For instance, in "Starting from Paumanok,"
he writes, "I am myself just as much evil as
good, and my nation is—and / I say there is in
fact no evil" (Whitman 18). Here, Whitman
embodies good and evil, two contrasting
ideas at the same time. However, when he
says that there is in fact no evil, he could
just as easily have said that there is in fact no
good. Ultimately, in order for something to
be labeled as good, it needs to be in contrast
with something that is, in fact, evil. Hence,
good and evil are inextricable connected,
as are individuality and community. And,
like Whitman, individuality and community
contain both good and evil.
Individuality and independence are
important aspects of both Leaves of Grass and
Moby Dick. Whitman shows that individuality
is imperative in keeping liberty and freedom
alive in democracy. In order to keep
individuality thriving, man needs to take
it upon himself to find truth in the world,
thus making it a part of him. He must see
it through his own eyes and experience
it through his own senses. Melville would
agree, adding that man needs to live in the
world without being of it. Conformity must
be avoided at all costs. However, both men
admit to the problems that are inherent
within individuality, namely isolation and
manipulation. When man isolates himself to
the point where he becomes "self-reliant," it
can only lead to disaster, as we see with Ahab
and the Pequod. And instead of every man
relying on his own senses and questioning
Ahab, or institutions in the case of Whitman,
they allow one individual to manipulate
their vision, causing pain and suffering for
many. Because nothing exists in itself, man
will always look for something to cling to.
Unless he takes it upon himself to find it,
someone else will do it for him. Yet, this is
precisely why community should be needed.
Because nothing can exist in itself, man
needs something contextual in order to gain
a sense of identity. Whitman shows us that life
is not about parts, but rather ensemble; the
parts make up the whole, just as individuals
make up community. Melville's monkey
rope and reworking of Emerson's jointstock company illustrates how community is
essential created through individuals. Man
will always be dependent and connected with
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others, not matter how individualistic he may
be. Nonetheless, community has downfalls
as well. Like individuality, community can
lead to manipulation. One man can lead an
entire people down fatal paths, such as Ahab
and the Pequod. Conformity, which Whitman
and Melville stand against, rears its ugly
head within the framework of community
as well. Whitman witnessed the horrors of
the Civil War, which was based, among other
things, on the idea of slavery. While most
Northerners would agree that slavery was
morally wrong, the opposite could be said
of the Southerners. Instead of individuals
thinking for themselves, they go along with
tradition, with what other people have said
about it, and forgo their ability to think for
themselves. And not only this, but how can
community truly exist when no two men will
ever see the same thing, as Melville shows
in "The Doubloon?" Both individuality and
community have glaring weaknesses, some
of which are contained in both ideas. So
what is the key to democracy?
The answer, which Whitman and
Melville both ascribe to, lies in embracing
both seemingly contradictory concepts.
Because nothing exists in itself, individuality
is needed in order for community to exist,
and vice versa. Like the Sperm Whale who
sees two distinct pictures and is able to
discern them both, like the Catskill eagle
who flies between the darkest gorges and the
brightest skies, like poet of the body as well
as the soul, and like Walt Whitman himself,
who contradicts himself because he contains
multitudes, man needs to embrace both
individuality and community while favoring
neither in order for altruistic democracy to
flourish in a world that is quickly losing sight
of each other.
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The Archetype of Judaism
Examining Robert Cohn and Anti-Semitism in The Sun Also Rises
he Sun Also Rises is often looked at
as being one of the representative
novels of the movement of Literary
Modernism, which largely took place during
the period of timze between the two world
wars. This was unfortunately a time where
anti-Semitic sentiments peaked across the
continents, eventually culminating in the
Nazi Holocaust and the Second World
War. It was within this cultural context that
The Sun Also Rises was written and the antiSemitism of the novel remains one of its
most oft debated aspects. Hemingway's
characterization of the Jew Robert Cohn
has incited decades of dispute on whether
or not the novel is anti-Semitic, arguments
which more often than not bleed from the
source material of the book itself and into
the personal life of its author. AsJeremy Kaye
so aptly puts it in his article "The 'Whine' of
Jewish Manhood: Re-Reading Hemingway's
Anti-Semitism, Re-imagining Robert Cohn,"
"in attempting to rectify anti-Semitism, such
critics explain anti-Semitism, but they never
explain Cohn's Jewishness as a possible
source of identification and agency" (Kaye
48).
I find it inconsequential whether
or not Hemingway was personally antiSemitic, whether Cohn was modeled after
a Jewish acquaintance of Hemingway's
whom he harbored a dislike of, nor how
many of Hemingway's friends were Jewish.
His personal life is quite separate from the
literary universe he has created, one which
quite obviously uses anti-Semitism as a plot
point. So if we can, as literary critics, sidestep
the valuejudgment inherent in the "was he /
wasn't he" causation argument then we can
focus on the affects of such content. Cohn
"is the novel's 'primary whipping boy', and
he is also Jewish; these two things cannot
be coincidental" (Kaye 44). I propose that
Hemingway consciously used Jewishness
as an archetypal symbol, making Cohn a
mirror image of our protagonistJake Barnes.
Barnes and Cohn are set up as opposites of
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one another, two sides of the same coin,
and by using the archetypal and traditional
stereotypes of Jewish maleness in contrast
to the prototypical white maleness of Jake
Barnes, Hemingway reveals the inherent
performativity of Barnes's masculinity and
the deeper truths about his self.
One opposing view of the purpose
of Robert Cohn's Judaism is that of Gay
Wilentz in her 1990 article "(Re)Teaching
Hemingway: Anti-Semitism as a Thematic
Device in The Sun Also Rises." In her article,
Wilentz seeks to "explore Hemingway's
possible reasons for indictingJewish culture
through" Cohn (187). She clearly views
Hemingway's work as not only containing
anti-Semitism but also having an antiSemitic agenda at play. By writing this novel,
Wilentz claims, Hemingway was trying to
say something about Judaism and Jewish
culture. Cohn is then more than just a
character in a work of fiction but is meant as a
representation of a whole people, created by
the author to attack or critique that people.
She goes on to say that Cohn is representative
of "the meaningless world that Hemingway
bemoans [which is] filled with immigrants—
identified in the Jew" (187). Therefore,
Wilentz believes that Hemingway connects
Jews and Jewishness with immigrants and
indicts these two categories indiscriminately.
"Cohn may thus be seen as a symbol of the
apprehensions that mainstream Americans
had about an alien immigrant population
in the early 20th century" (Wilentz 188).
So Cohn is the dangerous non-white male
infiltrating white male privilege, especially
insidious because of his flattened nose
and ability to "pass". Moreover, "he is the
emasculated Jewish male who succeeds in a
world where the real men know it's not worth
trying" (Wilentz 188-189). Therefore, Cohn's
ability to bed Brett when Barnes cannot is an
example of the ways that these immigrant
populations are taking over domains of
former white power. Her argument is in
many ways sound here; it is worth noting, in
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her defense, that Barnes does not come to
truly hate Cohn until Cohn's dalliance with
Brett, until he crosses that line into "white"
territory. However, Wilentz sums up Cohn's
whole purpose in the novel by asserting
that "the Jewish usurper, who has so often
functioned as antithetical to true Christian
values since before the Middle Ages, is once
again disrupting a world already shaken"
(91).
While there is merit to Wilentz's
argument, I believe that she is missing a few
crucial points. She very accurately depicts
Cohn's status in the novel as a foil forJake's
desires and as a sub-white and (therefore)
sub-male scapegoat. But for her, these
characteristics are all inherently defined by
his Jewishness in opposition to some larger
concept of Christianity. She claims that Cohn
is dangerous to Jake because he is a threat
to "Christian values", but Jake has rejected
Christian values, religious values, and truly
historical and traditional values altogether.
How then would Cohn's Jewishness be a
threat? There is more to being Jewish, both
in reality and in literature, than just being in
some diametrical opposition to Christianity,
something Wilentz neglects. Judaism, unlike
many other religions, has become a culture
and ethnicity, one with a particularly bloody
and dogged past. Because of these factors,
the Jew stands for more than a religion,
more than a non-Christian, and more
than just a character—the Jew is a series of
connotations revolving around the Jewish
history. My rereading is about treating
Hemingway's characterization of Cohn as a
clue to his purpose opposite Barnes and, as
Kaye phrases it, meant to ask: "how can we
talk about Cohn'sJewishness without treating
it as a stereotype ofJewish inferiority?" (Kaye
46). Kaye and I perhaps give Hemingway
more credit than Wilentz; I think he is well
aware of the implications ofJudaism and the
Jew as an archetypal figure and is using those
concepts to expound on greater issues.
Robert Cohn is ajew and we find this out
from the third sentence on the first page of
the novel. It is significant that the whole first
chapter, rather than fully introduce us to our
protagonist, Jake Barnes, instead catalogues
with great detail the supposed antagonist
of the story, the much reviled and derided
Cohn. Cohn was, we learn, a champion

boxer at Princeton, so good that his teacher
"promptly overmatched him and got his
nose permanently flattened" (11). This
information that Hemingway gives us in the
first paragraph of the book is critical to our
understanding of Cohn and, by reflection,
of Barnes. Cohn is ajew who, because of his
involvement in two traditionally white male
domains, boxing and Princeton, has had
the outward sign of his Jewishness, his nose,
removed. So he has entered and become a
hidden, subversive member of these enclaves
of white male tradition. So though we might
not have known it by looking at him, we
know almost immediately that he is Jewish
because the characters remind him and us
of it at every chance: "if Jake Barnes did
not repeatedly call Cohn a 'Jew,' we would
never know that Cohn was Jewish. Certainly,
Hemingway's narrator is guilty of pointing
out the 'Jewishness' of Cohn's body, but
more often Jake performs rather envious
appraisals of Cohn's body" (Kaye 50). This
envy that Kaye mentions is at the center of the
dichotomous relationship between Barnes
and Cohn. In every stereotypical way, Cohn
is the opposite of what Barnes should be and
yet Barnes sees himself far too much in this
supposedly "undesirable" person. Moreover,
Cohn is able to succeed at the one thing that
apathetic Barnes truly wants—and the one
thing that, because of wounds won while
serving not only homeland but tradition, he
is completely unable to have.
The similarities and contrasts between
Barnes and Cohn are the purpose of the
novel. In this new world, this wasteland of
the present, following the paths laid out for
us by our forbearers has lead Barnes to utter
estrangement from his desires, his past, his
homeland, and himself. He cannot bear to
look in the mirror at his wound, redirecting
his gaze from his mangled body to the
room: "Undressing, I looked at myself in the
mirror of the big armoire beside the bed.
That was a typically French way to furnish
a room. Practical, too, I suppose. Of all the
ways to be wounded. I suppose it was funny"
(38). Because of the emotional trauma of
the wound, Barnes removes himself from
himself, both protecting his psyche from
bearing the true brunt of the pain but
also, sadly, preventing any real mourning
or growth. Cohn, we find, is also wounded
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in a significant way by a traditional white as the Jew, is a perfect symbol of this. Jews
male activity. While Barnes is wounded in are the perennial wanderers, the oft-exiled,
the one place that defines his manhood diasporatic people always searching for a
to any intimate partner, Cohn is wounded safe harbor. They are without a homeland,
in the nose, the one place that defines his cut off from that security and continuity,
Jewishness to all the public. Their wounds just like Barnes and his friends, unable to go
are mirror images, each propelling the home again after the war.
More so than just being estranged from
victim into a nebulous gray space of being
publicly assumed to be something that they his homeland, Barnes and his compatriots
are not. Barnes sees this and, in an attempt are estranged from the whole of their
to reject this similarity, constantly reminds cultural and religious pasts. Therefore
everyone that Cohn is Jewish, reversing the Cohn, with his connection to Jewish history
concealing affect of Cohn's broken nose. Yet and religion, becomes a symbol of derision.
when Barnes's own wound is brought into Barnes has created his own moral code and
metaphorical view, he quickly changes the his own ethical universe, and the injection of
subject, unwilling to discuss it, as when he a Jewish presence acts as a reminder of the
and Brett ride in a taxi together in Chapter moral, ethical, and religious codes that have
IV:
been handed down through the generations,
yet seem to have missed Barnes altogether.
"Besides, what happened to
Barnes encounters religion three times in
me is supposed to be funny. I never
the book, and each time he and his friends
think about it."
find themselves disquieted and distressed.
When Bill and Barnes are on the train to
"Oh, no. I'll lay you don't."
Spain, they are barred from eating when
"Well, let's shut up about it."
they want to because the dining car is full
I was pretty well through with the
of a church group vacationing in Europe.
subject. (34-35)
They are angry and aggressive, eventually
Cohn, mirroring Barnes's denial of his accosting the priest in the car:
wound, continues to try to ingratiate
Bill had been rather difficult at the
himself into the group, seemingly unaware
last. He buttonholed a priest who
of or ignorant to the true virulence of the
was coming back with one of the
attacks lobed at him by the group. "Cohn's
returning stream of pilgrims.
self-deception is countered by Jake's ability
to face his own wounds" (Wilentz 188) In
"When do us Protestants get a
this way, he is ever more the mirror image
chance to eat, father?"
of Barnes, one unwilling to face the social
"I don't know anything about it.
wounds of the everyday and the other unable
Haven't you got tickets?"
to come to terms with the pain of his physical
wound.
"It's enough to make a man join the
The similarities between Barnes and
Klan," Bill said. (93)
Cohn continue the further we get to know
Bill's irritation at being delayed from having
the characters. The novel takes place among
his lunch is expanded into virulent anger at
a community of expatriates living in France
the Catholic priest, simply for being "Pilgrims.
post-WWI. These characters, and Barnes in
Goddam Puritans" (91) and thus members
particular, have left their homes and their
of a group which Bill and Barnes are quite
homelands and come to find each other in
explicitly not; for a book so concerned with
a rather haphazard fashion in Paris where
the "in" and "out" status of its characters,
they drink, carouse, and generally seek to
being outside of this group rankles the men
enjoy the baser pleasures of France. Though
considerably.
Barnes often has great fun, or at least tries to,
Furthering his sense of being
drifting through Paris, Spain, and the rest of
estrangement from organized religion,
Europe, he does itwith a sense of being utterly
Barnes turns out to be a lapsed Catholic.
unmoored, unbounded by the traditions
He tries to live consciously as a Catholic but
and requirements of his homeland. Cohn,
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cannot seem to be devoted, as we see when
he goes to the church in Pamplona. "At the
end of the street I saw the cathedral and
walked up toward it. The first time I saw it
I thought the façade was ugly but I liked it
now. I went inside ... and while I was praying
for myself I found I was getting sleepy" (103).
Church for Barnes is neither a spiritual
home nor a place of refuge; it is a tedious
chore he knows he ought to get done. "I was
a little ashamed, and regretted that I was
such a rotten Catholic, but realized there
was nothing I could do about it, at least for
a while, and maybe never, but that anyway it
was a grand religion, and I only wished I felt
religious and maybe I would the next time"
(103).
The only other time Barnes goes to
church is with Brett, but they quickly leave
because Brett is uncomfortable: "Come
on' she whispered throatily. 'Let's get out
of here. Makes me damn nervous" (212).
With all this awkwardness when presented
with religion, it is no doubt that Cohn's
status as a Jew brings him again at odds
with Barnes and his community. And again
we find a mirror image between Cohn and
Barnes; Barnes is a lapsed Catholic, guilty
and ashamed that he is so "rotten" at being
devout, whereas Cohn is a Jew, member of
an ancient religious order, yet we never once
hear mention of him being actively religious
himself. So Cohn is stigmatized for being
peripherally involved by virtue of birth with
a religion that he has no noticeable interest
in and Jake is a lapsed religious person who
wishes he could belong to the community of
his faith and critiques himself for his lack of
involvement.
There is one more characteristic that
links Barnes and Cohn and it again involves
Jake's unfortunate injury. Hemingway invokes
in the novel the long "anti-Semitic tradition
relegating Jewish men to a feminized, lessthan-male status" (Kaye 45). As Kaye so aptly
puts it:
Such discourse seeks to pathologize
the Jewish man as feminine within a
tradition that privileges an idealized
masculinity based on Western ideals
of manhood such as strength,
stoicism, adequacy, heterosexuality,
and, most importantly, figurative

possession of the phallus. (45)
Therefore, Cohn has the status in the book as
the phallus-less man, an eerie parallel to the
status ofJake, who plays the part of the virile
man, yet literally lacks a penis as a result of
the war. And, in the ultimate insult to Barnes,
Cohn beds Brett and proceeds to play the
Knight in Shining Armor for her, though
she does not wish it. So though he is messy,
Jewish, and socially inept, Cohn possesses
the one and only thing thatJake truly wants:
a physical and sexual relationship with Brett.
Both men are castrated, Barnes physically
and Cohn symbolically, yet in the wasteland
of the post-war society, Cohn surmounts his
disability and Barnes, dejected, must stand
aside and watch.
Yet Barnes is not nearly so infuriated at
the thought of Brett with other men, not
with the Count, not with her fiancé Mike,
and certainly not with Romero, who Jake
actually introduces Brett to, as he is with the
coupling of Brett and Cohn. For everyone
involved, that Brett slept with Cohn is
unacceptable. For the other characters,
this stems from their hatred of Jews and so
Barnes is able to hide his hurt feelings under
a veneer of assumed anti-Semitism when in
fact, the slight cuts far deeper for him. Cohn,
as Jake's alter-ego doppelganger, has done
what Jake never can, finally and completely
causing Jake to see that there can be no
happy ending with Brett.
Jake Barnes and Robert Cohn are
truly lost in their generation, lost amid the
wreckage of WWI, the confusion of a new
century, and the wasteland of modernity.
In every outward way, Barnes appears to be
quintessentially "in": he isn't messy, he drinks
well, he fishes and enjoys bullfighting, and
he served in the war. He is the true code-hero
of the Hemingway universe: "He has grace
under pressure, is an aficionado, and is both
hard-boiled and vulnerable" (Wilentz 188).
Yet this is all only an outward reality; inside
and at night, he knows that he lacks the one
thing truly necessary to make him a man, to
make himself whole and complete, and to
be, possibly, happy. Cohn, on the other hand,
seems outwardly to be everything Barnes is
not. Cohn is Jewish, emotionally vulnerable,
and complicated. He "doesn't go to war, he's
picked on by both wife and girlfriend, he
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turns green at bullfights, and, of course, he
turns down the fishing trip to be with Brett,
despite the fact that she does not want him
either" (Wilentz 191). Yet where it counts,
Cohn is able to best Jake at his own game,
acting more "male" then Jake's damaged
body could allow. So they are mirror images,
awkward doubles possessing positives and
negatives in reaction to the other.
"As a Jew, Cohn can only 'imitate'
masculinity, while Jake embodies the 'real
thing'... Cohn performs white masculinity so
well, in fact, that he exposes its very nature as
a construct rather than an essential identity"
(Kaye 51). In every way that matters, Barnes
and Cohn are imitations of the things that
they strive to be. Cohn is merely an imitation
of a man in the eyes of those around him
because of his cultural and religious status
andJake is, in his own eyes, only an imitation
of a man because he cannot perform as
one sexually. Yet while Cohn's otherness is
made obvious for all to see, Jake's is hidden
beneath the cloak of white masculinity he
wears so well. In presenting these opposites,
Hemingway reveals the ways that the idealmale characters he writes are no more than
imitations that resemble the real things, no
more than actors auditioning for a part they
fiercely want to embody.
Through the novel, Jake seems to come
to a greater understanding, through the
mistakes and embarrassments of his twin
Cohn and, by the end, seems to have given
up on the hope for a relationship with Brett
that he indicated in the beginning. So the
didactic comparisons between Cohn and
Jake serve their purpose and show Jake the
options he has. Cohn, in trying to fully join
the society that does not want him, pushes
himself irrevocably out of it. In attempting to
get and keep Brett, Cohn tries to enact "the
chivalric code ... based on Christian ideals
and out of the range of traditional Jewish
culture" (Wilentz 188), trying, essentially, to
be white like everyone else. So Jake has two
courses before him: he can follow the same
path he has been on, wear the mask of the
fully functional man, and self-destruct as
spectacularly as Cohn does. Or he can choose
his own path, cease some of his damaging
behavior, grow out of his recklessness, and
perhaps find a bit of himself. Barnes and
Cohn are opposite and analogous, two sides

of the same pained coin, and only time will
tell which side, when flipped, will land face
up. Hemingway, through the selective use
of anti-Semitism, archetypal conceptions
of Jews, and a representative dialectical
thesis/ antithesis, has written two characters
who we can only hope will overcome their
shared faults and steer their way through the
wasteland.
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Rwanda and the Limits of Conventional Thinking
or one hundred days in 1994, horror
and death consumed the African nation
of Rwanda. Eight hundred thousand
were killed and hundreds of thousands
more left maimed and permanently scarred,
in more ways than one. It is very difficult to
wrap one's mind around these facts even
without considering the factors that should
have made this genocide impossible - the
presence of a UN peacekeeping force, global
news coverage, and the presence of working
embassies of supposedly 'civilized' nations
in Rwanda itself, amongst others. When we
consider these, we cannot help but come to
the conclusion that something as brutal and
ghastly as genocide was utterly impossible in
this region—and yet it happened.
The Rwandan genocide was, to put it very
simply, a result of the interplay of two kinds
of forces—those that laid the foundations
for a violent conflict, and those that made
prevention unlikely. Both were essential to
the genocide and this is why it is very difficult
to lay the blame for the massacre at the door
of any one person, nation or circumstance.
The roots of the genocide go all the way
back to the 1919 Treaty of Versailles, when
Belgium acquired Rwanda as a mandate.
When the Belgians entered Rwanda, they
were met by two major ethnic groups—the
Hutu and the Tutsi—and because the latter
looked more European by comparison, they
favored them and discriminated against the
Hutus (Shalom 44). This naturally angered
the Hutus but—as always happens when
an imperial nation initiates the policy of
'Divide and Rule'—the disfavored blamed
the favored instead of the divider. Eventually
the Tutsi intelligentsia began to agitate for
independence and the Belgians decided to
reverse their policies and favor the Hutu
instead. Therefore, when the Belgians
left Rwanda in 1961, they left the Hutu in
charge—and angry at years of abuse (Shalom
44).
This leads us to the first two factors we
must consider when we analyze genocide
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and genocide prevention: firstly, that
the initial step is always inequalities and
discrimination. In the case of the Holocaust,
a policy of discrimination against Jews
gradually expanded into a policy of hatred
and annihilation, and in Rwanda a policy of
discrimination against Hutus led to a thirst
for vengeance and the resultant massacres
of Tutsi by Hutu. Secondly, we see that
the perpetrators of genocide are usually
those in power. In the Ottoman Empire,
in Germany, in Cambodia, and finally in
Rwanda, it was government officials, using
all the instruments of the government, who
not only supported but orchestrated the
genocide.
These factors each have their own
implications for genocide prevention. The
former tells us that discrimination of any
kind and at any level is to be combated
with the utmost ferocity. We must remove
inequalities of treatment between different
ethnicities and racial and religious groups,
especially inequality before the law, by
consciously replacing our own stereotypes
and prejudices with the knowledge that
all human beings deserve equal rights and
equal respect. The ideology—the fact—that
inferiority and superiority are artificial,
fundamentally erroneous concepts when
we consider entire peoples, must be widely
disseminated, especially to the youth of the
world, who must grow up committed to
ideals of equality and tolerance.
The latter factor tells us of a second
fact that must be ingrained into peoples'
minds: the mere existence of a government,
government representative, or government
force does not rule out the possibility of
genocide. There is a tendency to think
that 'the government' would never let
something so awful happen, either to us or
to the innocent citizens of any other nation.
Certainly this is what Americans thought
little over a decade ago when the Tutsi
were being butchered back in Rwanda and
President Clinton and his administration
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were all the while focusing their energies
on avoiding the use of the word genocide.
But the fact of the matter is, 'government'
is simply selected people governing other
people. Undoubtedly they possess authority
over ordinary citizens, but they are also
responsible to them, and therefore the
burden of responsibility to take a stand and
make a difference falls to the public and
therefore to the individual citizen. It must
be understood that genocide is somebody's
responsibility—ours. The distant haze
that surrounds a genocide and makes it so
specter-like needs to be replaced with a very
concrete sense of urgency. his this attitudinal
change that is the most fundamental and
the most powerful strategy we could ever
adopt to stop genocide in the present and
prevent it in the future. As Agostinho
Zacarias points out in his book The United
Nations and International Peacekeeping, even
military intervention can be successful "only
when countries contributing troops have a
strong political determination to carry them
[military operations] out, and are strongly
supported by their constituencies."
When we look at the Rwandan genocide
however we see that not only people and
governments failed, but the United Nations
as a global peacekeeping organization failed
beyond anyone's worst imaginings. Once
again, the tendency is to blame a President,
a government, or the UN, but at the level
of the UN too the only thing that can bring
about a significant policy change is activism
on the part of the people, so that issues come
to the notice of delegates and officers of the
UN. As far as what kind of policy change is
needed, there is no dearth of suggestions.
The "complex bureaucratic structure of the
UN," for example, is a huge impediment to
it's functioning. "Some requests... have to
wait for the decision of three or four divisional
heads before they are met" (Zacarias 156). We
must not forget, moreover, that these "three
or four divisional heads" are more often
than not seated in leather armchairs in their
New York offices and have no experience of
the situation that they now suddenly control.
In my opinion, the military personnel who
command the forces on the ground should
have more of a say in the mandate that they
function under. Also, this mandate should be
flexible and subject to change - after all, the

circumstances under which it was designed
may well change dramatically—and troops
must not be left with their hands tied behind
their backs, as they were in Rwanda.
In addition, as Norman Lowe points out
in his book MasteringModern World History, the
UN must learn to maximize its effectiveness
by making use of regional organizations
like NATO (180). In Bosnia and Kosovo for
example NATO bombing brought violence
to an almost immediate halt. Finally, the
UN's budgetary concerns must be resolved.
New policies for enforcing payment of dues
are required. "In 1993, only 15 countries (out
of 180) paid their regular assessment by the
January 31 due date, providing less than 11%
of the regular budget" (Schoettle 10). This
is unacceptable, as one of the main reasons
why UN peacekeeping forces fail is due to
lack of resources. In Rwanda, negotiations
about who was to pay for what dragged on
for so long that by the time some money had
been scrounged up the genocide was over.
(Power 379). Finally, the Uniting for Peace
Resolution, which allows a majority vote to
over-ride a VETO by one of the Security
Council members, should be written into
the constitution of the UN.
In pointing out faults in the United
Nations systems and functioning however we
must not forget that the United Nations is
just that - a collection of nations, united for
one cause. Just as citizens must step forward
and make their voices heard in order for
governments to institute a change in their
foreign policies, governments in their turn
must invest more faith, funds and fervor in
the United Nations as a global force, and
harness their resources to its purpose. I
believe the UN has great potential, if these
stipulations are met.
Therefore, I argue that genocide is
completely preventable; indeed, this is
what makes it all the more tragic. All that's
required is for people today, ordinary people
in every nation in the world, to sit up and
realize that genocide is real, it happens, it
is happening, and anyone who goes about
their lives denying these facts is party to it.
Change can happen, and it does. One of the
most influential factors that brought an end
—at least temporarily—to the nuclear arms
race in the 20th century was protests and
demonstrations by ordinary citizens around
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the world—even those whose governments
were not forerunners in the 'race' (Lowe
134). People felt that their lives were in
danger from the threat of nuclear weapons,
and this inspired them to act. The day people
realize that our lives and our whole way of life
is in danger from something as despicable as
genocide, the word will become obsolete.
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Fighting Back
Women's New Role in a Developing Democracy
riel Dorfman's Death and the Maiden
explores the darkness of human
ature through torture and revenge.
Set in a new democracy, the play revolves
around one woman's desire to bring her
torturer, Roberto, from the old regime, to
justice. During his capture, Paulina shifts
from the role of victim to victimizer not only
in relation to her torturer, but in relation
to her husband as well. She achieves her
revenge on Roberto thus relieving her
symptoms of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder,
and by taking hold of her husband's reigns,
she signifies a beginning shift in women's
societal roles.
Paulina's actions early on in the play
reveal her Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) symptoms. In the stage directions of
Act 1 Scene 1, we are first exposed to her
alone, "drinking in the light of the moon,"
possibly projecting alcoholism, a symptom of
PTSD (Mental Health). Paulina also exhibits
emotional detachment, another common
self-destructive symptom (Mental Health).
This is evident when she cites Gerardo's
supposed affair as his reason for missing
dinner, even though she knows it was a
man who dropped him off at the house.
By unreasonably accusing him of cheating,
Paulina continually pushes her husband
away and victimizes herself, further lowering
her self-confidence and sense of selfworth. She again displays PTSD symptoms
when demonstrating indicators of the
"fight or flight" response as she "hurriedly
stands up" to look out the window when
a foreign car pulls in (Dorfman 3). She
experiences a heightened sense of hearing
as she recognizes Roberto's voice, due to the
disorder's adrenaline rush (Mental Health).
Clearly, Paulina's past has affected her mental
state. Studies show "a higher proportion of
people who are raped develop PTSD than
those who suffer any other traumatic event"
(Mental Health 1). Being repeatedly raped,
tortured, and imprisoned is bound to have
an effect, especially now that her torturer
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has unknowingly waltzed back into her life.
Now that Roberto is unsuspecting and
asleep in her guest room, Paulina enacts
her vengeful plot, shifting from victim to
victimizer. Her actions in Scene 3 of Act I
reveal calculating and malicious qualities.
She binds Roberto and gags him with
her panties, giving him a taste of what he
should remember most about her. Paulina's
subtext during this scene exposes the calm
collectedness of a victim who has long
thought out her revenge. Later, she embraces
her new role as victimizer when she states
that, things "are going to change from now
on," asserting her eagerness to take control
(Dorfman 21). Paulina also slips in and out
of a man's voice when interrogating Roberto,
reenacting the torture sessions he initiated.
Statistics support her role-play, as eighteen
percent of women who were once victims
turn into victimizers (Clarke 3). Though she
is living out her long awaited fantasy, she
still needs one more thing from Roberto: a
confession.
Even though both Roberto and her own
husband are working against her, Paulina
still achieves her goal of revenge, due to
her predictive measures. For example,
she predicts that her husband will deceive
her by feeding Roberto an acceptable
confession, so as a safeguard she changes a
few details. The fact that Roberto corrected
the details reveals his egocentric nature, thus
overlooking Paulina's ability, as a woman, to
trap him. At this point, Roberto's guilt is not
only evident to Paulina but to the audience
as well. The sadistic detail he adds back into
the story illuminates his true culpability:
My curiosity was partly morbid,
partly scientific. How much can this
woman take? More than the other
one? How's her sex? Does her sex dry
up when you put current through
her? Can she have an orgasm under
those circumstances? (Dorfman 59)
His clear enjoyment of reliving his sexual
degradation of Paulina confirms his sick
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reality. Even when he later tries to recant
his statement, Paulina knows Roberto's
confession is truthful and therefore attains
what she had set out for.
The ambiguous ending of the play has
one certainty, the ultimate shift of power
from Roberto to Paulina. In the last scene
she "turns slowly and looks at Roberto" as
if she already knew he was there. This time,
his presence does not evoke a panic, PTSD
symptoms, or even a response at all. Though
"she is both physically and mentally bound
by her painful memories," Paulina remains
completely calm and remains in control
(Arriazu 2). He is watching her, trying to
anticipate her next move; now she holds
the same power over him that he had held
over her for the past fifteen years. Paulina
now has closure, a resolution to her haunted
past.
Though Paulina's story of torture and
then revenge may speak to many women on
a personal level, it ultimately reveals a muchneeded societal shift in Chile's developing
democracy. Dorfman, himself, identifies
Paulina as "representative of the suffering
women of the world and, more specifically,
of Chile" (Arriazu 3). Death and the Maiden,
when viewed as a societal metaphor, exhibits
the underlying chauvinism present in society.
Roberto is not Paulina's only torturer.
At the beginning of the play, Gerardo
definitely holds all the power within his
relationship with Paulina. He strikes fear
in his wife to the point that she feels she
must hide behind the curtains upon his
arrival. He also dominates the argument in
the first scene with his condescending tone
and misogynistic strategy. The gender roles
he refers to illuminate subtle patriarchal
supremacy, he claims he would have "done
what any normal man does when he gets
a flat [ ... ] if his wife had remembered to
fix the spare" (Dorfman 4). Toward the
end of the scene however, Paulina flips the
argument in favor of lending her mother
the car's jack, citing that "everything turns
out right" for Gerardo and that her Mother
is less fortunate (Dorfman 6). This evident
power struggle boils back down to a more
comfortable temperature when later on, after
their argument, Gerardo again exercises
his patriarchal power when telling Paulina
"tomorrow [she] can make us [Gerardo and

Roberto] a nice breakfast," as if she needed
his permission (Dorfman 18). Paulina's
observant oppression and fear speaks to
an entire population of Chilean women.
Here the relationship between Paulina and
Gerardo embodies the domestic oppression
previously upheld in their society.
Later in the play however, the power
shifts from Gerardo to Paulina indefinitely.
This change occurs when Gerardo is
no longer certain that Paulina's mental
state is stable and is unsure of what she is
capable of. Gerardo first tries to reason with
Paulina but eventually tries to manipulate
her into his own plan for freeing Roberto.
Paulina achieves power by first recognizing
Gerardo's strategy and then playing along
to use him as an unsuspecting pawn. Here
Paulina personifies the cunning intelligence
within women, shifting ideals of power
in a patriarchal society on a large scale.
Even after this whole ordeal is over and
Gerardo has been freed, Paulina still retains
independence from her husband. This is
evident in the last scene when she is able to
go off and buy candy instead of playing the
role of politician's wife. Though this tiny bit
of freedom may seem insignificant, it actually
represents the beginning of women's ability
to step out of the home and into other roles
in society.
Through the acts of its characters, Death
and the Maiden uncovers much about human
nature. It reveals a common fear within us
all: that we may unconsciously become what
we hate, in Paulina's case, shifting from
a helpless victim to a sadistic victimizer.
Dorfman's work also confronts the notions
that revenge is truly sweet, closure is
necessary, and no matter how unhinged a
person might seem, they may have a point.
More universally speaking, the play also
addresses society's oppressive gender roles
through Paulina and Gerardo's relationship.
By designating Paulina to attain power, the
author uncovers a shifting attitude in Chile's
society and the emergence of female power
in a developing democracy.
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Congestion Pricing or Parking Space Taxes
Which Would You Choose?
ottleneck traffic, freeways that look
like parking lots, and aggravatingly
inconsistent public transportation;
this is what commuting is like today in major
U.S cities. However, the city governments
of San Francisco and New York are ready to
solve this dilemma and make their dreams
of congestion-free cities a reality. By utilizing
the demand patterns of personal drivers
on the road, the government can curb
congestion by implementing pricing policies
that target those who choose not to travel by
means of public transportation. The plans
being considered are congestion pricing
and workplace parking levies. Both force
commuters to pay for driving personal cars
to work by exploiting the economic laws of
supply and demand, but they function in
drastically different ways.
San Francisco is infamous for bumperto-bumper traffic during all hours of the
day. According to the city's transportation
planners, the average speed is less than 10
miles per hour on over half of the downtown
streets (Gordon). In response to the
increasing traffic, city officials have begun
considering congestion pricing. The main
goal is to reduce traffic by discouraging
driving during high congestion times. City
officials state that the Municipal Railway
"needs an extra $100 million a year to
make significant service improvements"
(Gordon), therefore adding a secondary
purpose of collecting revenue for public
transit. To accomplish its goals, the city will
start by elevating the tolls they charge and
then move on to charging exit and entrance
fees to certain neighborhoods (Gordon)
Government policies are never passed
without opposition. While the San Francisco
County Transportation Authority fully
supports the pricing policy, businesses are
strong protesters of measures that could
affect the economic standing of their
establishments. Linda Mjellem, head of the
Union Square Association, says, "We are very
concerned about people who plan to come
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into the city to shop, to eat, to be entertained"
(Gordon). In San Francisco many business
owners fear that the added price of driving to
the city will deter many shoppers and force
businesses to move elsewhere (Gordon).
Many people are opposed to congestion
pricing simply because of the cost. When
Michael Bloomberg, the Mayor of New
York, proposed "charging cars $8 to enter
Manhattan below 86th Street on weekdays,"
he was met with skepticism by The New York
Times (Belson). The differences between the
pricing plans of San Francisco and that of
New York are the improvements that need
to be made to public transportation and the
ability of the city to do so.
As in San Francisco, the government
in New York City plans to raise the price
of driving in order to reduce demand
and encourage drivers to take public
transportation. The problem with this
policy in Manhattan is that the majority of
people already take public transportation.
A study done by Metro-North Railroad
found that "89 percent of Manhattan-bound
commuters who live along the Hudson Line
north of Croton-Harmon take the train"
(Belson). As for commuters coming from
the Harlem Line, "81 percent take the train"
and "on Long Island, close to 90 percent of
those who commute into the city use the
railroad" (Belson). Despite the increase
in funding for mass transit, it will still take
years for new trains to be added (Belson).
In the meantime, New York's Metro-North
trains are already overcrowded and everyday
at least 15 percent of the trains are out of
service (Belson). The public transit system
simply cannot handle more people.
Ironically, the mayor's plan to "get
motorists out of their cars and onto mass
transit could have the opposite effect"
(Donohue). In many cases, drivers entering
Manhattan below 86th Street, a major
two-way street connecting the Upper East
Side to the Upper West Side, will find that
driving personal cars is cheaper than taking
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the Metro (Donohue). Under the pricing
plan it would cost the driver $8 a day to
enter Manhattan, but if that same person
took public transportation they would find
themselves paying $10 instead (Donohue).
When it comes to ticket prices and
congestion charging, the difference between
$8 and $10 seems minor; however, supporters
of congestion pricing point out that the daily
charge of $8 is added to the other costs that
drivers are forced to pay (Donohue). For
example, if a person has to pay $50 to fill
up his or her gas tank every week and then
the additional weekly amount of around $40
to drive into the city, that's $90 a week right
there. Do the math and you'll find that the
average commuter in New York will pay over
$4,500 a year on gas and toll feesjust to drive
into the city for work. If that same person
were to take public transit to work every
week, their cost to commute would be around
$40 because they could not have to pay the
additional $50 for gas. They would also have
the luxury of time they can spend reading,
napping, listening to music, making phone
calls, or just relaxing. At first glance driving
a personal car seems cheaper, but with the
added costs of driving there is much more
incentive to take public transportation.
An alternative to congestion charging
is a tax on workplace parking spaces. Like
congestion pricing, a parking space tax is an
attempt to encourage people to use public
transit by increasing the cost of parking in
the city. In England some cities are charging
£350, the equivalent of $700 dollars a year
(Webster). The cities' authorities expect
employers to remove 10 percent of their
parking spaces and lower the number
of people commuting by car every day
(Webster).
So exactly how successful is congestion
pricing and the work-parking levy? By looking
at similar policies in effect around the world,
we can estimate how the American people
and economy will respond.
In London, where congestion pricing is
already in effect, drivers must pay the charge
the same day or plan ahead and pay the day
before when traveling through areas of high
traffic (Gordon). Supporters of congestion
pricing say, "London has benefited with
fewer traffic jams, less pollution, better
transit service, fewer pedestrian injuries and

more foot traffic in commercial corridors"
(Gordon). Even though some cities have
lost business due to congestion pricing,
the net benefits of pricing has outweighed
these loses. Even Stockholm, which boasts a
considerably smaller system, managed to pull
$50 million in revenue due to congestion
pricing (Gordon).
These results are found by looking at
a simple supply and demand graph. As the
price of a product increases, the quantity
demanded of that product decreases. In
the case of congestion pricing, the more
expensive it is for people to drive, the less
likely they will be inclined to drive. If the
people decide not to drive then they will
demand better public transit, which would
then be supplied by the city using the
revenue from toll charges. Last year, London
made $437 million dollars by implementing
a $16 entrance fee into the city (Gordon).
That's over four times the amount that San
Francisco's Municipal Railway would need to
make improvements.
Like congestion pricing, parking levies
offer ways to encourage motorists to use
public transportation as well as produce
revenue for the city. First of all, it's incredibly
easy to collect and therefore more cost
efficient. Second of all, it doesn't force
people who are not going to work to pay. And
lastly, it allows more privacy for the driver.
Nottingham, England, is supporting
the tax because it is cheaper to collect and
therefore it pulls in more profit (Webster).
In most cases, 40 percent of the revenue
collected from congestion pricing goes
back into the running costs (Webster).
If parking space taxes took the place of
congestion pricing, only 10 percent of the
revenues would be required for running
costs, a significant decrease from 40 percent
(Webster).
The second reason that Nottingham is
supporting the parking tax is the fact that only
people driving to work have to pay it. Unlike
London, Nottingham doesn't tax shoppers
or people coming into the city to dine or
be entertained (Webster). This reduces the
concerns of business owners who fear that
an added tax will disrupt commerce. The
Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire Chamber
of Commerce are still concerned that the
workplace-parking levy might cause business
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to move but, while many big businesses say
that they are opposed to the tax, they say
they will not be moving (Webster).
Another reason that the workplaceparking levy is seen as acceptable is
because it allows the driver more privacy.
Congestion pricing, which tracks drivers by
photographing license plates and asking
for payment at certain roads, is seen by
many as intrusive and an invasion of privacy
(Webster). Nobody wants Big Brother
looking over his or her shoulder.
One of the main differences, and a
more significant issue, between these two
pricing policies is whether or not one can be
identified as more politically acceptable in
comparison to the other. How much power
are we willing to give the government? Do
we want them to know every Street we drive
down or bridge we cross in order to get into
the city? Or would we rather the government
just know where we park for work? The
answer is obvious; we don't want our privacy
invaded and congestion pricing does just
that. As a country we do not stand for the
government tapping our phone lines, so
naturally we won't stand for them keeping
track of our vehicles.
Another major issue is whether or not
big cities with pre-established public transit
can support more commuters. In the case of
Manhattan, the answer is no. The majority of
people already take public transportation, be
it to work, school, shopping, or out to dine,
thus filling trains, busses, and subways to
their maximum. In other cities, more public
transportation would not be such a stretch.
San Francisco already has a great public
transit system that is not overcrowded. In its
case, congestion pricing is more feasible. In
cities with almost no public transportation,
such as Los Angeles, congestion pricing
would be highly beneficial but the city
would first have to establish an alternative to
driving.
The positive outcomes of other
countries' policies give reason to believe that
congestion pricing will work here in America.
We already have toll roads and bridges, many
of which have provided funding for road
improvements. However, the most important
question is, "Which policy will work?" Of
the two pricing policies, parking space
taxes seem to be the most acceptable and

therefore reasonable approach to battling
congestion. While congestion pricing does
seem the simpler of the two, the expense of
collecting money is unacceptable. There is
also the matter of privacy, something that
the American people demand. In the end,
a parking space levy raises more money, is
less expensive to run, and does not invade
privacy, making it the ideal policy to generate
revenue as well as decrease congestion.
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